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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Law: If anything can go wrong, it will.
Corollary: Left to themselves, things tend to go from bad to worse.
: : : The legendary Murphy

1.1 The Problem of Failure Diagnosis
Failure detection and isolation in industrial systems is a subject that has received a great
deal of attention in the past few decades. A failure1 is de ned to be any deviation of a system
from its normal or intended behavior; diagnosis is the process of detecting an abnormality
in the system behavior and isolating the cause or the source of this abnormality. Failures
in industrial systems could arise from several sources such as design errors, equipment
malfunctions, operator mistakes, and so on. There are three major factors that motivate
the study of the failure diagnosis problem:
1. failures are inevitable;
2. failure diagnosis is important (if not crucial); and
3. failure diagnosis is dicult.
In the paragraphs that follow we will examine brie y each of the above three factors.
Failures are inevitable in today's complex industrial environment. As technology advances, as we continue to build systems of increasing size and functionality, and as we
continue to place increasing demands on the performance of these systems, then so do we
increase the complexity of these systems. Consequently (and unfortunately), we enhance
the potential for systems to fail, and no matter how safe our designs are, how improved
our quality control techniques are, and how better trained the operators are, system failures become unavoidable. Indeed, given the complex interactions between components,
1
Often, the term failure is used to denote a complete operational breakdown, whereas the term fault is
used to denote any abnormal change in behavior; in this thesis we will use the two terms synonymously.

1

2
sub-systems, and proccesses, a system failure can well be considered to be a \normal"
occurrence [35], or, an inherent characteristic of most industrial systems.
Given the fact that failures are inevitable, the need for e ective means of detecting
them is quite apparent if we consider their consequences and impacts not just on the systems involved but on the society as a whole. Several of the major industrial disasters and
accidents in the past, such as the Three Mile Island accident, the explosion at the Texas
petrochemical plant, the major blackout of New York city, and the Appollo 13 incident
have had their origin in a leaky valve, a failed relay, or a burnt-out switch [35]. Timely and
accurate detection of these failures may well have prevented the cascaded e ect that these
\simple" failures produced, resulting thereby in system-wide breakdowns leading ultimately
to these major accidents that we have come to know and fear. Safety and reliability are
thus two prime factors motivating the study of this problem, especially, in the case of high
risk potential systems as the ones mentioned above; system availability is an additional
motivating factor when we consider systems such as power plants and petrochemical industries where a shutdown due to failure could lead to major disruption of services and have
serious economic impacts. Finally, we note that e ective methods of failure diagnosis can
not only help avoid the undesirable e ects of failures, but can also enhance the operational
goals of industries. Improved quality of performance, product integrity and reliability, and
reduced cost of equipment maintenance and service are some major bene ts that accurate
diagnosis schemes can provide, especially for service and product oriented industries such as
home and building environment control, oce automation, automobile manufacturing, and
semiconductor manufacturing. Thus, we see that accurate and timely methods of failure
diagnosis can enhance the safety, reliability, availability, quality, and economy of industrial
processes.
The complex nature of industrial systems not only increases the potential for failures,
but also, makes the diagnosis problem more dicult and challenging. Most systems are
equipped with indicators such as alarms, warning lights, and so on, to indicate the status of
the system to operators monitoring its behavior, and aid them in their diagnostic reasoning.
However, cost and technological feasibility limit the number of sensors and hence the number of system variables that can be directly monitored. Thus information about the state
of the system that operators (or technicians) have are indirect and they have to infer the
diagnosis from mental models of the process. Given the complex and often non-apparent
interactions and coupling between system components, such inferencing becomes a very
challenging task, especially if decisions have to be made fast. Finally, even if one had all
the necessary sensors available, the problem remains as dicult. Assimilating the data provided by a large number of, often, seemingly contradictory sensors (especially under faulty
situations), and correlating this data with possible failures is by no means a trivial task.
This sometimes results in operators ignoring alarms. Further, there have been in the history
of industrial accidents, cases of missed/misread indications, and faulty interpretations of
sensor information by operators [35].

3
In view of the above mentioned factors, it is not dicult to see that automated mechanisms for the timely and accurate diagnosis of failures are very essential. Indeed, this
need is well understood and appreciated both in industry and in academia. A great deal
of research e ort has been and is being spent in the design and development of automated
diagnostic systems, and a variety of schemes, di ering both in their theoretical framework
and in their design and implementation philosophy, have been proposed.
From the conceptual view-point most existing methods of failure diagnosis can be classied as (i) fault-tree based methods; (ii) quantitative, analytical model-based methods; (iii)
expert systems and other knowledge-based methods; (iv) model-based reasoning methods;
and (v) discrete event systems (DES) based methods. From the implementation standpoint
these diagnostic systems can be classi ed as o -line or on-line. O -line methods assume
that the system is in a testbed and is to be tested for possible prior failures, while in online diagnosis, the system is assumed to be operational and the diagnostic subsystem is
designed so as to continuously monitor the system behavior, identify and isolate failures. In
the following section, we provide a brief overview of some of the more popular schemes for
failure diagnosis. A detailed discussion of several of these methods has appeared in [37] (see
especially the introduction section). Also discussed in [37] are some other approaches to
failure detection based on statistical decision theory, control charts, and vibration and noise
analysis. We refer the reader to [11] for a good review of the knowledge-based approaches
including expert systems and model-based reasoning methods. An overview of the salient
features of the aforementioned methods can also be found in [44].

1.2 Approaches to Failure Diagnosis
In a vast majority of industrial systems fault detection and isolation is based on simple
limit checking of absolute values or of trends of measurable system variables with threshold
logic; alarms are used to indicate deviations of the monitored variables from preset limits.
Failure propagation in the system, in general, leads to a large number of alarms being set
o in rapid succession. The problem then is to identify the source and location of the
failure from the alarm indications. This process is normally referred to as alarm analysis
or failure propagation. The most widely used scheme for alarm analysis, especially in the
process control industry, is based on fault trees [23], [24], [54], [57], [56]. Fault trees provide
a graphical representation of cause-e ect relationships of faults in a system. Starting from
a goal violation, or, a system failure event that is indicated by an alarm condition, a fault
tree is built by reasoning backwards from the system failure to basic or primal failures that
represent the root cause of the failure. The primary drawbacks of this approach are: (i)
fault trees require a great deal of e ort in their construction; and (ii) they pose diculties in
handling feedback systems [45], [30]. Though there has been a lot of research on automatic
synthesis of fault trees from system models [57], [23], [36], this is not a completely resolved
problem to the best of our knowledge.

4
A vast majority of the approaches to failure diagnosis proposed in the control systems
literature (see [15] [55] [58] and references therein; see also [2] and [51]) are based on analytical redundancy. The analytical redundancy method can roughly be divided into two major
steps: (i) generation of residuals and (ii) decision and fault isolation. The residual generation process typically involves generating residual signals by comparing predicted values of
system variables (from mathematical models of the system) with the actual observed values.
These signals are nominally near zero and get accentuated when failures do occur. In the
decision and fault isolation stage, the residuals are examined for the likelihood of faults;
Appropriate decision functions as, for example, likelihood ratio functions, formed out of the
residuals are used in a fault decision logic where fault signatures obtained from a fault model
are used to isolate the failure. A major advantage of this approach is the ability to detect,
not only abrupt faults (or hard failures) but also slowly developing (or incipient) faults via
trend analysis. The primary drawbacks of this approach are the computational expenditure
for the detailed on-line modeling of the process, and more importantly, the sensitivity of
the detection process with respect to modeling errors and measurement noise. The issue of
robust failure detection using analytical models has been and is being investigated in detail.
Failure diagnosis by expert systems is a popular method in use (see [45] and references therein). This approach is eminently suited for systems that are dicult to model,
i.e., systems involving subtle and complicated interactions (among and within components)
whose outcomes are hard to predict. Traditional expert systems for diagnosis are rule-based
systems in which the heuristic knowledge of experts is captured in the form of empirical
associations which relate symptoms to the faults that produce them. The chief drawback of
expert systems is that a considerable amount of time may elapse before enough knowledge
is accumulated to develop the necessary set of heuristic rules for reliable diagnosis, coupled
with the fact that this approach is very domain dependent, i.e., expert systems are not
easily portable from one system to another. Further, it is dicult to validate an expert
system. We note here that methods of failure diagnosis which combine the analytical modelbased methods discussed above with the expert systems approach have also been proposed
(see, e.g., [15], [18]). Also we note that many expert systems are based on structures and
techniques relating to fault trees [45], [36].
A relatively new approach to failure diagnosis that is being investigated in the AI literature is that of model-based reasoning. The fundamental paradigm of this approach, much
like the analytical redundancy methods, is that of observation and prediction [11]. These
model-based methods employ a general purpose model of the structure and behaviour of the
system which are constructed using standard AI technology such as predicate logic, frames,
constraints, and rules. The algorithms for diagnosis are also based on standard techniques
in AI, like theorem proving, heuristic search, constraint satisfaction, and qualitative simulation. In general, the model based methods deal only with models of correct behavior. There
is no a priori speci cation of how components might fail, and a failure is taken to be any
anomaly as compared to normal behaviour. This method of diagnosis is highly suitable for

5
troubleshooting analog and digital circuits. However, applicability of this method in other
areas, especially for dynamic systems, is yet to be fully demonstrated. Most of the modelbased reasoners that have been proposed for failure diagnosis of dynamic systems (see, e.g.,
[10], [13], [12], [17], [29], [30], [33], [40], [9], [4], [14] [50]) are based on the general diagnostic
formalisms proposed for static systems. In some of these approaches, the system behavior
is predicted using qualtitative di erential equations while in others constraint equations
normally used to describe static behavior (such as those based on predicate calculus) are
augmented to explicitly include time. Though several approaches such as the ones mentioned above have been proposed, model-based reasoning for dynamic systems still remains
an active research area.
We conclude this section with a brief summary of the approaches to failure monitoring
and diagnosis that have been studied in the recent DES literature. In [25] and [26], the
authors propose a state-based DES approach to failure diagnosis. The problems of o line and on-line diagnosis are addressed separately and notions of diagnosability in both
of these cases are presented. In o -line diagnosis, the system to be diagnosed is not in
normal operation and can be thought of as being in a \test-bed". The diagnostic procedure
involves issuing a sequence of test commands, observing the resulting outputs, and drawing
inferences on the set of possible states the system could be in. Thus, the o -line diagnosis
problem can be considered equivalent to the problem of \veri cation". In on-line diagnosis,
the system is assumed to be in normal operation. The goal here, as in the case of o -line
diagnosis, is to issue a sequence of commands and identify uniquely, up to a partition, the
state of the system. However, unlike the case of o -line diagnosis, one now has to account
for the possible occurrences of other uncontrollable events during the diagnostic process.
The authors give an algorithm for computing a diagnostic control, i.e., a sequence of test
commands for diagnosing system failures. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge if the
system satis es the conditions for on-line diagnosability.
Extensions of the above work can be found in [3] where the authors study testability of
DES (which is equivalent to the o -line diagnosability problem studied in [25]) and present
algorithms, (i) for determining the optimal set of sensors which would ensure testability of
a given system and (ii) for determining, given a xed set of sensors, the in mal partition of
the state space with respect to which the system is testable.
In [19], the authors present an approach to fault monitoring in manufacturing systems
characterized by occurrences of an unspeci ed number of concurrent event sequences. They
propose the method of template monitoring which uses timing and sequencing relationships
to determine if events expected to happen do occur and to detect inappropriate, or out-ofsequence, occurrences of events. A major advantage of the template monitoring scheme is
cited to be the ease of its implementation on distributed control architectures.
In [56], the authors propose a Petri net based method for failure detection and diagnosis
in manufacturing systems. They propose the use of Petri net models of the system for the
purpose of failure detection and fault trees for failure isolation.
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This concludes our discussion on approches to failure diagnosis that have appeared in
the literature. Each of the above methods possesses certain advantages and disadvantages,
and is best applicable under speci c circumstances. Which of these approaches one selects
for a given system depends not only on the characteristics of the system and the knowledge
available about the system but also on the nature of the failures one wants to diagnose.
Finally, we remark that several of these methods are complementary. With this background
on the importance of the failure diagnosis problem and the various methodologies to solve
this problem, we now pass on to the approach to diagnosis that this thesis proposes. In the
sections that follow we highlight the main features and the scope of the proposed approach
and also outline the main contributions of this thesis.

1.3 The Proposed Approach to Failure Diagnosis
We propose in this thesis a new approach to failure diagnosis in the framework of
discrete event systems (DES). This work builds on the DES-based approach to diagnosis
that was rst proposed in [46]. DES are dynamic systems whose behavior is governed by
the occurrence of physical events that cause abrupt changes in the state of the system.
These systems are characterized by a discrete state space of logical values and event driven
dynamics. (For a tutorial introduction to the study of DES we refer the reader to [6].)
Most large scale dynamic systems can be viewed as DES at some level of abstraction.
Such abstraction can be done for the purpose of supervisory control, or, for the purpose
of failure diagnosis, as in our case. Therefore, the proposed method of fault diagnosis
is applicable not only to systems that fall naturally in the class of DES (communication
networks, computer systems, and manufacturing systems, for instance), but also to systems
traditionally treated as continuous variable dynamic systems and modeled by di erential
equations. One of the major advantages of the proposed method is that it does not require
detailed in-depth modeling of the system to be diagnosed and is ideally suited for the
diagnosis of large complex systems like heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
units, power plants, semiconductor manufacturing processes and automobile manufacturing.
Further, this approach to diagnosis is appropriate for \sharp" failures that involve signi cant
changes in the status of the system components but do not necessarily bring the system to a
halt. Examples of such failures are stuck failures of valves, stalling of actuators, clogging of
lters, bias failures of sensors, over ow of output bu ers, loss of packets in a communication
network, and so on. We note that our emphasis in this work is on on-line diagnosis of system
failures.

1.3.1 Conceptual System Architecture
Figure 1.1 illustrates the overall system architecture which contains in it a DES based
diagnostic subsystem. We assume a two-level system architecture. At the lower level is
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Figure 1.1: The conceptual system architecture
the system itself with its set of controllers; these low-level controllers typically consist
of equipment controllers and multivariable controllers. The upper level consists of the
supervisor which performs the tasks of control and coordination of the low-level controllers,
failure diagnosis, failure recovery and system recon guration following failure identi cation,
and coordination of all of these subsystem operations. The interface between the two layers
conveys information on occurrences of observable events in the system to the supervisor,
and communicates the commands issued by the supervisor to the system.

1.3.2 Overview of the Approach
Our approach to failure diagnosis involves two major steps: developing a discrete event
model of the system to be diagnosed followed by construction of the diagnoser. The models
that we use are logical models (see, e.g., [6]) that describe the system behavior simply by
the order in which events occur, without speci c references to the times of occurrences
of these events. In this regard, our approach is based on nite state machines (FSMs),
(see, e.g., [39]) and formal languages (see, e.g., [20]). The discrete event model that we
develop captures both the normal and the failed behavior of the system. The failures are
modeled as unobservable events and the objective is to infer about past occurrences of
these failures on the basis of the observed events. The diagnoser is an FSM built from the
system model. This machine performs diagnosis when it observes on-line the behavior of the
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system. The diagnoser provides estimates of the state of the system after the occurrence
of every observable event. In addition, states of the diagnoser carry failure information
and occurrences of failures can be detected (with a nite delay) by inspecting these states.
Figure 1.2 2 illustrates the basic paradigm of our approach. The top part of this gure
shows the various steps involved in failure diagnosis; all these steps are to be performed by
the diagnoser, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 1.2. We note that this method does
not make any assumptions on the number of failures; it is general enough to accomodate
multiple system failures.

1.3.3 Scope of the Approach
One of the important factors that distinguishes our work from most prior work in this
area is the following: the framework in which we formulate and study the failure diagnosis
problem allows us not only to provide a methodology for detection and isolation of failures,
but it also allows us to analyze the diagnosability properties of a system. More speci cally,
it allows us to answer the following question: \given a system, and given a set of diagnostic
requirements, can this system meet the requirements, i.e., will it be possible to diagnose the
failures we are interested in?" Most other approaches stop with providing a methodology
for performing diagnostics; indeed, some of them (e.g., fault trees and expert systems) are
not even set in a theoretical framework that will permit such analysis. In this thesis, we
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formulate precisely the notion of diagnosability of a system; simply speaking, a system is
said to be diagnosable if it is possible to detect with nite delay occurrences of failures in
the system from a record of its observed behavior. We also establish necessary and sucient
conditions for a system to be diagnosable and discuss how these conditions can be checked
by using the diagnoser. We show that diagnosability of a system can be determined by
checking for certain special cycles in the diagnoser called indeterminate cycles. Note that
the diagnoser thus serves two purposes: it can be used to verify the diagnosability properties
of a system and it can be used to perform failure diagnosis.
The ability to formally analyze the diagnosability properties of a system has important
design implications as explained below. In most industrial systems, design of the monitoring and diagnostic subsystem is done after the initial system design, and the diagnostic
subsystem is added-on as a separate module to the existing system. In other words, diagnosability considerations are often not explicitly taken into account in the system design,
quite probably due to the fact that there is no systematic way of judging how a speci c
design will a ect the diagnosability properties of a system. Characterising the notion of
diagnosability and establishing the conditions under which a system will meet the given
diagnostic requirements, allows us to incorporate diagnostic considerations in a systematic
fashion into the system design and to build diagnosable systems. Two possible approaches
to building diagnosable systems are as follows: (i) by determining the set of sensors necessary for diagnosis and (ii) by appropriate design of the system controller. In this thesis,
we study the latter approach. The need to take diagnosability considerations into account
right at the design stage is more strongly brought forth in this case; as we shall see later
in this thesis, diagnosability of a system often depends on the control protocol used, and
decoupling the design of the controller and that of the diagnostic system can signi cantly
a ect the diagnosability properties of a system. In this thesis, we propose an integrated
approach to control and diagnosis (which we refer to as the active diagnosis problem), and
we provide a systematic procedure for designing supervisory controllers [6] that ensure that
the system not only meets its desired control objectives but also is diagnosable.
To summarize, the proposed approach provides:
1. a systematic procedure to implement on-line failure diagnosis;
2. a framework to study the diagnosability properties of a system; and
3. a systematic approach to building diagnosable systems.

1.4 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present a methodology for building
discrete event models of physical systems for the purpose of failure diagnosis. In Chapter
3 we study the property of diagnosability of systems. We present two related de nitions,
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namely, diagnosability and I-diagnosability in the framework of formal languages. We introduce the diagnoser, present the necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability and
I-diagnosability of systems, and show how the diagnoser can be used to test for diagnosability. In the next chapter we show how the diagnoser can be used to perform on-line failure
diagnosis. In Chapter 5 we illustrate application of the theory developed in the preceding
chapters to failure diagnosis in HVAC systems. In Chapter 6 we present the problem of
active diagnosis. Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarize the main contributions of this thesis,
compare the proposed approach to some of the other approaches to the failure diagnosis
problem that we discussed earlier in this chapter, and outline directions for future research.
We note here that the main results presented in this thesis were rst presented in [43],
[44], and [42]. We also note that all of the computations for the examples presented in
this thesis, such as generating the global system model, building the diagnoser, checking for
diagnosability, and so on, were performed using routines in the UMDES-LIB software library
that has been developed by the discrete event systems software group at the University of
Michigan.

CHAPTER 2
Modeling for Failure Diagnosis
The justi cation of a mathematical model is solely and precisely that it is expected
to work.
: : : John von Neumann

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a methodology for modeling physical systems in a DES
framework. We assume that the system of interest consists of several distinct physical
components and is equipped with a set of sensors. Starting from discrete event models of
the individual components and from discrete-valued sensor maps we present a systematic
procedure for generating a global model for the system that captures the interaction among
the components and also incorporates in it the information provided by the sensors. This
model accounts for both the normal and the failed behavior of the system. Failures are
treated as special unobservable events in the model, and in the subsequent chapters of
this thesis we will pose failure diagnosis as the problem of inferring about past occurrences
of these failure events based on observed event sequences. We now present a four-step
procedure for building the global system model and illustrate this procedure with examples.
Finally, we conclude with some general remarks on the methodology.

2.2 Methodology for Discrete Event Model Building
Suppose that the system to be diagnosed has N individual components; typically, these
components consist of equipment and controllers. The rst step of our modeling methodology is to build FSM models for these components. Let

Gi = (Xi; i; i ; x0i)

(2.1)

refer to the FSM model of the ith component; here Xi is the state space, i is the event
set, i is the transition function, and x0i is the initial state of Gi . The states in Xi and
the events in i re ect the normal and the failed behavior of the ith component. Some of
11
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the events in i are observable, i.e, their occurrence can be observed, while the rest are
unobservable. Typically, the observable events include commands issued by the supervisor
while the unobservable events include failure events.
Next, we compose these individual models using the standard Synchronous Composition operation on state machines (see, e.g., [22]). The synchronous composition procedure,
recalled below, is used to model the joint operation of two or more DES given their individual FSM models. Consider two discrete event systems G1 = (X1; 1; 1 ; x01) and
G2 = (X2; 2; 2; x02). We denote by ei(x) the active event set of Gi at state x, i.e., the
set of all transitions of Gi de ned at state x. Let G = (X; ; ; x0) denote the synchronous
composition of G1 and G2. Then,
 =
X =
x0 =

1 [ 2

X1  X2
(8x01; x02)
>
(1 (; x1); 2(; x2)) if  2 e1 (x1 ) \ e2 (x2)
>
>
< (1 (; x1); x2) if  2 e1 (x1) , 2
(; (x1; x2)) = >
(x1; 2 (; x2)) if  2 e2 (x2) , 1
>
>
:
unde ned otherwise.

Thus an event  which is common to both G1 and G2 is possible at state (x1 ; x2) of G only
if  is in the active event set of G1 at x1 and in the active event set of G2 at x2 . In this
case, both systems G1 and G2 are assumed to execute  . On the other hand, if  is an event
possible in G1 (G2) and it is not in 2 (1 ), then only G1 (G2) executes the transition  .
It is not dicult to see that the synchronous composition procedure described above can
be extended to model the joint operation of any number of DES.
Let
~ ~ ; ~; x~0)
G~ = (X;
(2.2)
denote the synchronous composition of the component models Gi ; i = 1; : : :; N . Observe
that we need only consider the accessible part2 of G~ . G~ then models the joint operation of
these components. Here,
Y
[
X~  Xi and ~ = i :
(2.3)
i

i

Given the set of M sensors of the system of interest, we next identify the sensor maps
hj : X~ ! Yj ; j = 1; : : :; M where Yj denotes the discrete set of possible outputs of the j th
sensor. De ne
M
Y
Y = Yj
(2.4)
j =1

2 The accessible part of G = (X; ; ; x ) = (X ; ;  ; x ) where X = fx 2 X :  (x ; s) = x for some s 2
0
A
A 0
A
0
 g and A is the restriction to XA   of .
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and let h : X~ ! Y denote the global sensor map de ned as follows:

h(x) = (h1(x); h2(x); : : :; hM (x)):

(2.5)

~ ~ ; ~; x~0) to G = (X; ; ; x0) with x0 = x~0 by rede ning
Finally, we transform G~ = (X;
the transitions of G~ as follows. Let ~(x;  ) = x0 where x; x0 2 X~ and  2 ~ .
1. If  is observable (typically a command event), then rename  in the transition as
< ; h(x0) > and let  (x; < ; h(x0) >) = x0 . The new event < ; h(x0) > is observable
in .
2. If  is unobservable and if h(x) = h(x0), then  is left unchanged in G and  (x;  ) = x0.
The event  is treated as unobservable in .
3. If  is unobservable and if h(x) 6= h(x0 ), then replace the transition ~(x;  ) = x0 by
the following two transitions:
(a)  (x;  ) = xnew and
(b)  (xnew ; < h(x) ! h(x0) >) = x0
where xnew denotes a newly introduced state and < h(x) ! h(x0) > denotes the
change in sensor readings corresponding to states x and x0 . The rst transition  is
unobservable in  while the second < h(x) ! h(x0 ) > is observable.
The reason for the above transformation is explained as follows. Incorporating the sensor
information into the event set and renaming the events of the synchronous composition
model G~ allows us to have a pure event-based model in the sense that all relevant information
about the system is captured in the event set as opposed to having information partly in
the event set and partly as output maps de ned on the states. In other words, all relevant
information for the diagnosis problem is contained in the language generated by the system
model G. This allows us to formulate and study the diagnosability properties of systems in
the general framework of formal languages in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The
reason of the introduction of the new states xnew in Step 3 of the transformation process
is as follows. When the occurrence of an unobservable event  leads to a change of sensor
reading from < h(x) ! h(x0 ) >, incorporating the sensor change in the event set results
in a composite event of the form < ; h(x) ! h(x0) > where the rst component  is
unobservable while the second component < h(x) ! h(x0) > is observable. This poses a
diculty in classifying the event as one of two types: unobservable or observable. Therefore,
we split the event into two events, <  > and < h(x) ! h(x0 ) >, and add a new state in
the model G connecting these two events; the rst event is treated as an unobservable event
while the second event is classi ed as observable.
For the purpose of clarity, we henceforth denote all events in the composite model G
within braces, < : : : >. Therefore the event set  of G consists of composite events of the
following three types:
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1. < ; h(x0) >: observable
2. <  >: unobservable and
3. < h(x) ! h(x0) >: observable
Let Xnew denote the set of all new states xnew introduced in step 3 above. Then

X = X~ [ Xnew :

(2.6)

The system to be diagnosed is now represented by the discrete event model

G = (X; ; ; x0):

(2.7)

Note that the model G accounts for the normal and failed behavior of the system. Also note
that all information relevant to the diagnosis problem, including the sensor information, is
captured in the event set of this model. Typically, the observable events in the system are
one of the following: commands issued by the supervisor and sensor readings immediately
after the execution of the above commands, and changes of sensor readings. The unobservable events are failure events or other events which cause changes in the system state not
recorded by sensors.
To summarize, the model building procedure consists of the following steps:

Step 1: Build FSM models of the individual system components.
Step 2: Obtain the synchronous composition of these FSMs to model the joint operation
of the components.

Step 3: Generate the global sensor map that lists the discrete sensor readings for each
state of the synchronous composition model.

Step 4: Rename the transitions of the synchronous composition model to capture the
sensor map in the event set and thereby obtain the composite system model.

We note at this point that the proposed approach to diagnosis is not limited to the case
of equipment and controller failures. Sensor failures too can be handled in this framework
by simply treating the sensor as an additional component of the system. In other words, we
develop in addition to the equipment and controller models, explicit discrete event models,
which include both normal and failed states, for those sensors that can fail. (See Example
2 that follows.)
We now present two examples to illustrate the above modeling procedure. These examples also illustrate that in the proposed framework, the modeling can be done at di erent
levels of granularity. In the rst example we model the dynamic behaviour of a system over
its entire range of operations including start-up and shutdown procedures. In the second
example we model deviations from the steady-state of a system.
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Figure 2.1: Component models for the HVAC system

2.3 Examples
Example 1 Consider an elementary HVAC system consisting of a pump, a valve, and a

controller. Figure 2.1 depicts the individual component models Gi ; i = 1; 2; 3; of the valve,
pump and controller, respectively. The valve has four failure events: Stuck closed 1,
Stuck closed 2, Stuck open 1, and Stuck open 2. The states SC and SO represent
the stuck-closed and the stuck-open status of the valve, respectively, while the states VC and
VO denote the closed-normal and open-normal status, respectively. Likewise, the pump has
four failure events: Pump failed off 1, Pump failed off 2, Pump failed on 1, and
Pump failed on 2. The states PFOFF and PFON represent the failed-o and failed-on
status of the pump while the states PON and POFF represent the normally-on and o
status. The only unobservable events in this system are the failure events of the pump and
the valve.
The system G~ in Figure 2.2 is obtained by the synchronous composition of the valve,
pump, and controller models of Figure 2.1. Both the accessible and the inaccessible states
of the system are shown in this gure. The inaccessible states are subsequently dropped.
Dotted lines in this gure indicate unobservable events while solid lines indicate observable
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Figure 2.2: Synchronous composition of the component models for the HVAC system
events. For the sake of clarity, some of the events in this gure are shown abbreviated. For
instance, the event Stuck closed 1 is shown as SC1, the event Pump failed on 2 as
PFON2, and so forth.
Next, assume that there are two sensors in the system, a pressure sensor on the pump,
and a valve ow sensor. Let Y1 = f NP, PP g and Y2 = fNF, Fg denote the set of outputs
of the pressure sensor and ow sensor, respectively. NP and PP denote no pressure and
positive pressure while NF and F denote no ow and ow, respectively. Table 2.1 lists the
global sensor map h. Note that the map h is de ned only for the accessible states of G~ in
Figure 2.2. Also, h does not depend on the state of G3 , the controller, which is indicated
in the table by the s.
The nal composite model G is given in Figure 2.3. The shaded circles in Figure 2.3
denote the additional states xnew ; as before, observable events are indicated by solid lines
and unobservable events by dotted lines. The table in Figure 2.3 lists the events in this
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h( POFF, VC,  )
h( POFF, VO,  )
h( POFF, SC,  )
h( POFF, SO,  )

h( PFOFF, VC, )
h( PFOFF, VO,  )
h( PFOFF, SC,  )
h( PFOFF, SO,  )
h( PFON, VC,  )
= PP, F
h( PFON, VO,  )
= PP, NF h( PFON, SC,  )
= PP, F
h( PFON, SO,  )
=
=
=
=

NP, NF
NP, NF
NP, NF
NP, NF

= NP, NF
= NP, NF
= NP, NF
= NP, NF
= PP, NF
h( PON, VO,  )
= PP, F
h( PON, SC,  )
= PP, NF
h( PON, SO,  )
= PP, F
Table 2.1: The global sensor map for the HVAC system
composite system obtained as a result of the transition renaming procedure described above.

Example 2 Consider the nitric acid cooling system shown in Figure 2.4 (cf. [23]). We

now present discrete event models for this system that capture deviations of its behaviour
about steady state conditions. Steady state here refers to operating conditions when the
temperature of the nitric acid leaving the system is maintained at the desired set-point
value. The individual models of the various components in the system are shown in Figure
2.5.
Note that, as in Example 1, the component models include both normal and failure
events. Also note that Figure 2.5 includes a \load" model. We assume that all minor
disturbances which cause a deviation of the output temperature result in either of the two
events, Above SP or Below SP, depending on the direction of the deviation. If the
temperature sensor is normal, then it reacts to the Above SP and Below SP events by
sending a Sensor High and a Sensor Low signal, respectively, to the controller. If the
temperature controller is normal, then it reacts to the sensor signals Sensor High and
Sensor Low, by issuing the commands, Open valve and Close valve respectively, to
the cooling water valve. If, however, either of these two components is failed, then deviations
of the output temperature cause no change in the status of the system components. The
control valve and the cooling water valve are initially assumed to be in the states, V1I and
V2I, respectively. The event, High inlet pr, which corresponds to an abnormal increase
in the pressure at the inlet, causes the control valve to open completely, resulting in state
V1CO from the initial state V1I. We assume that the system is equipped with a nitric
acid shutdown system which stops the ow of incoming nitric acid whenever the event
Pump shutdown occurs. This corresponds to the change of state of the control valve from
the initial state V1I or the open state V1CO to the completely closed state, V1CC. However,
if the event NAS failure, which corresponds to failure of the nitric acid shutdown system,
occurs, then the control valve remains open (in the failed states V1FI or V1FO) even after
Pump shutdown occurs. The states V1FI and V1FO can be thought of as equivalent to
the valve being stuck open. Likewise, the event, Low air pr which corresponds to the
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Figure 2.3: The composite model for the HVAC system
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Figure 2.4: A nitric acid cooling system
major disturbance \low air pressure" at the cooling water valve, causes the cooling water
valve to get into a complelety closed state at which it gets stuck and responds to no further
open or close valve commands. The event Pump shutdown causes transitions of the
cooling water valve into its completely closed state V2CC. The major external disturbances,
High inlet pr and Low air pr, cause a large deviation in output temperature; we assume
that the controller cannot compensate for these large deviations. Note nally that we do
not explicitly model the heat exchanger.
Suppose next that there are two sensors on the system: a valve stem-position-indicator
mounted on the cooling water valve and a temperature sensor. We assume that the temperature sensor can fail and hence we develop an explicit model of this sensor. In Figure 2.5,
SI, SL, and SH correspond to normal states of the temperature sensor, and SF corresponds
to its failed state. In addition to the outputs of the two sensors mentioned above, we assume
that we have a third measurement available, namely the output of the controller.
As before, it is straightforward to obtain the synchronous composition of the component models in Figure 2.5. This FSM (not shown here due to space limitations) has 368
states and 1486 transitions. States of the synchronous composition are tuples of the form
(x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6) where x1 is a state of the cooling water valve, x2 is a state of the
control valve, x3 is a state of the pump, x4 is a state of the load model, x5 is a state of the
temperature sensor, and x6 is a state of the temperature controller.
The next step in the modeling procedure is to obtain the global sensor map for the
system. Let Y1 = fZERO, UP, DOWNg denote the set of outputs of the valve stemposition-indicator. Here ZERO refers to the steady state position of the valve, UP denotes
that the valve is more open than at steady state, and DOWN denotes that the valve is
less open compared to the steady state position. The set of outputs of the temperature
sensor is given by Y2 = fZERO, HIGH, LOWg, where ZERO denotes no deviation from the
set point value of the temperature of the output nitric acid stream, and HIGH and LOW
denote positive and negative deviations, respectively. We assume that when the sensor
fails, its output remains at ZERO. The controller output is given by Y3 = fZERO, HIGH,
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Figure 2.5: Component models for the nitric acid cooling system
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h1( V2I, , , , , )
h1( V2O, , , , , )
h1( V2C, , , , , )
h1( V2CC, , , , , )
h1( V2SC, , , , , )
h2( V2I, V1I/V1FI, PI, LI, SI, CI/CF)
h2( V2I/V2O/V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LL, SL, CI/CF/CH)
h2( V2I/V2O/V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LH, SH, CI/CF/CL)
h2( V2I/V2O/V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LL, SI, CL)
h2( V2I/V2O/V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LH, SI, CH)
h2( V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LH, SI, CI/CF)
h2( V2O, V1I/V1FI, PI, LL, SI, CI/CF)
h2( V2I/V2O, V1I/V1FI, PI, LL, SI, CF)
h2( V2I/V2C, V1I/V1FI, PI, LH, SI, CF)
h2( , V1CO/V1FO, PI,  , SI/SL/SH,  )
h2( , V1FI/V1FO, PS,  , SI/SL/SH,  )
h2( V2SC, V1I/V1FI/V1CO/V1FO, PI, , SI/SL/SH,  )
h2( V2CC, V1CC, PS, , SI/SL/SH,  )
h2(, , , , SF,  )
h3(, , , , , CI)
h3(, , , , , CH)
h3(, , , , , CL)
h3(, , , , , CF)

= ZERO
= UP
= DOWN
= DOWN
= DOWN
= ZERO
= LOW
= HIGH
= LOW
= HIGH
= ZERO
= ZERO
= LOW
= HIGH
= HIGH
= HIGH
= HIGH
= ZERO
= ZERO
= ZERO
= HIGH
= LOW
= ZERO
Table 2.2: Sensor Maps for the Nitric Acid Cooling System

LOWg, where ZERO, HIGH, and LOW denote zero, positive, and negative deviations of
the controller output from the steady state value. As in the case of the temperature sensor,
the only possible output of the controller when it fails is ZERO. Table 2.2 illustrates the
output maps for the two sensors and the controller. The global sensor map is simply the
union of the individual sensor maps and can be obtained as in Equation 2.5. The entries
in Table 2.2 are to be interpreted as follows. Consider, for example, the entry h1 ( V2C,
, , , , ) = DOWN. This means that the output of the valve stem-position-indicator
is DOWN when the cooling water valve is in the state V2C, regardless of the states of the
other components. The entry h2 ( V2CC, V1CC, PS, , SI/SL/SH, ) = ZERO means that
if the cooling water valve is in state V2CC, the control valve is in state V1CC, the pump is
in state PS, and the temperature sensor is not failed, then the output of the temperature
sensor is ZERO, and so on. Also, the entry V2I/V2O is to be interpreted as meaning that
the control valve could be in state V2I or in state V2O, and so on.
As before, the composite system model can be obtained following the procedure of
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Section 2.2. It has 646 states and 1764 transitions. Again, it is not shown here due to space
considerations.

2.4 Conclusion
We have proposed in this chapter a systematic methodology for obtaining the complete
system model from the (simpler) models of the individual components and from the information provided by the sensors. From the point of view of the knowledge that is used in
building the system model, one can say that the functional and (operational) procedural
knowledge of the system are captured in the FSM models of the components, and operational status knowledge is captured in the sensor maps. Alternately speaking, the FSM
models of the components provide generic component knowledge while the FSM model of
the controller and the sensor maps provide the speci c process related information. We
note that while the approach to modeling that we discussed here has been developed for the
purpose of diagnostics, its scope is not restricted to this problem; this method can be used
to develop discrete event models of industrial systems for other purposes such as control as
well.
Two pieces of user de ned inputs are necessary for our modeling procedure, namely, the
individual component models and the sensor maps. Given these two inputs, the rest of the
procedure can be carried out algorithmically. Building the individual component models,
and the sensor maps, of course, may not be a trivial task and calls for knowledge of the
application domain and engineering judgement in selecting the right level of abstraction.
However, given any application domain, one can build a library of generic component models
that include normal and faulty behavior. Then the only steps of the procedure that need to
be addressed for a speci c application are generation of the sensor map, and building the
FSM model of the system controller.
Finally, note that it is not necessary for the sensor maps hj to be single-valued functions,
as de ned in Section 2.2, that associate to any state of the system (synchronous composition)
model one unique discrete value, as de ned in Section 2.2. The sensor maps may be allowed
to be multi-valued with no change in the modeling procedure. The only di erence in the
resulting composite model is that there would be two or more events of the form < Command
X , Sensor Reading 1 >, < Command X , Sensor Reading 2 >, etc., or of the form, < Sensor
Reading 1 ! Sensor Reading 2 >, < Sensor Reading 1 ! Sensor Reading 3 > etc., leading
to states with which multiple sensor readings are associated, and events of the form < Sensor
Reading 1 ! Sensor Reading 2 >, < Sensor Reading 3 ! Sensor Reading 2 > from states
with which multiple sensor readings are associated. The need for such multi-valued maps
arises in situations where it may not be possible to assign a unique sensor value for certain
states of the system model due to coarse discretization of the system states. Consider, for
example, a temperature control system that has both a cooling subsystem and a heating
subsystem. Suppose that the valve controlling the ow of the cooling medium gets stuck
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closed and the valve controlling the ow of the heating medium gets stuck open at the
same time. The resultant system temperature may be nominal, higher than nominal, or
lower than nominal depending on the relative physical positions of the two stuck valves. If
we associate only one state in the discrete event model of the cooling valve to its di erent
physically possible stuck closed positions, and likewise, only one state for all possible stuck
open positions of the heating valve, then we need to allow the temperature sensor map
to take all of the above three possible values, in states where the heating valve is stuck
open and the cooling valve is stuck closed. The actual value realised may vary from one
run of the system to another. Coarse discretization of the states of the physical system
and relatively more ner discretization of the sensor values is another possible reason for
requiring multi-valued sensor maps. As mentioned earlier, generalising the sensor maps to
be multivalued calls for no further modi cation to the modeling procedure and thus the
method is general enough to accomodate uncertain or incomplete sensor information.

CHAPTER 3
Diagnosability of DES
Never worry about theory as long as the machinery does what it's supposed to
do.
: : : Science ction writer, Robert Heinlein

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study the property of diagnosability of systems. Recall that in
Chapter 2 we presented a systematic procedure for obtaining an FSM model for any industrial system, that contains all information relevant for the diagnosis problem, including the
sensor information, in its event set. This discrete event system and the language that it
generates will be the starting point of our discussions here.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 we present the system
model and introduce some notation that we will follow throughout the rest of the thesis.
In Section 3.3 we introduce the notion of diagnosability. Roughly speaking, a system (or
language) is said to be diagnosable if it is possible to detect, with nite delay, occurrences
of the (unobservable) failure events from observed event sequences. We present two related
de nitions, namely, diagnosability and I-diagnosability, and illustrate these de nitions by
means of simple examples. This is followed by a comparison with related work in the DES
literature, namely, other approaches to diagnosability, and the problems of observability
and invertibility. In Section 3.4 we present the necessary and sucient conditions for
diagnosability and I-diagnosability of systems. These conditions are stated on the diagnoser
(also referred to as the basic diagnoser) or variations thereof. The diagnoser is an FSM built
from the FSM model of the system and can be thought of as an extended observer [31] for
the system; in addition to estimates of the system state that an observer provides, the
diagnoser provides information about past occurrences of failures in the system via labels
attached to the state estimates. The diagnoser serves two important purposes: (i) o line veri cation of the diagnosability properties of a system and (ii) on-line detection and
isolation of failures. In this chapter we show how the diagnoser can be used to test for
diagnosability of a system; we show that checking for diagnosability amounts to checking
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for certain special type of cycles referred to as indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser or its
variations. In the next chapter on on-line failure diagnosis we discuss how the diagnoser
can be used to perform diagnostics when it observes on-line the behavior of the system.
Finally, in Section 3.5 we illustrate the main ideas of this chapter with simple examples of
physical systems.

3.2 Preliminaries and Notation
3.2.1 The System Model
The system of interest is modeled as an FSM

G = (X; ; ; x0)
(3.1)
where X is the state space,  is the set of events,  is the partial transition function, and x0
is the initial state of the system. The model G accounts for the normal and failed behaviour
of the system. The behaviour of the system is described by the pre x-closed language [39]
L(G) generated by G. Henceforth, we shall denote L(G) by L. L is a subset of  , where
 denotes the Kleene closure [20] of the set  and includes the empty trace denoted by .
Some of the events in  are observable, i.e., their occurrence can be observed by an
external agent, while the rest are unobservable. Thus the event set  is partitioned as
 = o [_ uo where o represents the set of observable events and uo represents the set
of unobservable events. The observable events in the system may be one of the following :
commands issued by the controller, sensor readings immediately after the execution of the
above commands, and changes of sensor readings. The unobservable events may be failure
events or other events that cause changes in the system state not recorded by sensors.
(Recall the modeling methodology of Chapter 2.)
Let f   denote the set of failure events which are to be diagnosed. We assume,
without loss of generality, that f  uo , since an observable failure event can be trivially
diagnosed. Our objective is to identify the occurrence, if any, of the failure events given
that in the traces generated by the system, only the events in o are observed. Often, we
may not require that every failure event be identi ed uniquely; we may simply be interested
in knowing if one of a set of failure events has happened, as for example, when the e ect
of the set of failures on the system is the same, or, when the control action that follows
diagnosis is the same for all of these failures. In such cases, we partition the set of failure
events into di erent failure types and require unique identi cation not of the failure event
itself, but of the type of failure, when such an event occurs in the system. Let
f = f 1 [_ : : : [_ fm
(3.2)
where fi ; i = f1; : : :; mg denote disjoint sets of failure events corresponding to di erent
failure types, and let f denote this partition. Hereafter, when we write that \a failure of
type Fi has occurred", we will mean that some event from the set fi has occurred.
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We make the following assumptions on the system under investigation.

(A1) The language L generated by G is live. This means that there is a transition de ned

at each state x in X , i.e., the system cannot reach a point at which no event is possible.

(A2) There does not exist in G any cycle of unobservable events, i.e.,
9no 2 Nl such that 8 ust 2 L; s 2 uo ) jjsjj  no
where jjsjj is the length of trace s.
The liveness assumption on L is made for the sake of simplicity. This assumption can be
justi ed for the uncontrolled system behavior (as is the case here) by appropriate modeling.
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, where we deal with controlled DES, we relax this assumption and
discuss diagnosability issues pertaining to non-live languages. Assumption (A2) ensures that
observations occur with some regularity. Since detection of failures is based on observable
transitions of the system we require that G does not generate arbitrarily long sequences of
unobservable events.

3.2.2 Notation
In this thesis, we assume that all languages of interest are pre x-closed. Let s denote
the pre x-closure of any trace s 2  : We denote by L=s the postlanguage of L after s, i.e.,

L=s = ft 2  j st 2 Lg:

(3.3)

We de ne the projection P :  ! o in the usual manner [39]:

P ()
P ( )
P ( )
P (s)

=
=
=
=


 if  2 o
 if  2 uo
P (s) P () s 2 ;  2 :

(3.4)

Thus, P simply `erases' the unobservable events in a trace. The inverse projection operator
PL,1 is de ned as:
PL,1 (y ) = fs 2 L : P (s) = y g:
(3.5)
Let sf denote the nal event of trace s. We de ne

(fi ) = fs 2 L : sf 2 fig;

(3.6)

i.e., (fi) denotes the set of all traces of L that end in a failure event belonging to the
class fi. Consider  2  and s 2  . We use the notation  2 s to denote the fact that
 is an event in the trace s. With slight abuse of notation, we write fi 2 s to denote the
fact that f 2 s for some f 2 fi , or, formally, s \ (fi ) 6= ;.
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We de ne

Xo = fx0g [ fx 2 X : x has an observable event into itg:
(3.7)
Let L(G; x) denote the set of all traces that originate from state x of G. We de ne
Lo(G; x) = fs 2 L(G; x) : s = u; u 2 uo ;  2 og
(3.8)
and

L (G; x) = fs 2 Lo (G; x) : sf =  g:
(3.9)
Lo (G; x) denotes the set of all traces that originate from state x and end at the rst observable event. L (G; x) denotes those traces in Lo (G; x) that end with the particular observable
event  .
In the following sections, we will need to use a specially constructed FSM G0, that
generates the language P (L), where
P (L) = ft : t = P (s) for some s 2 Lg:
(3.10)
G0 will in general be non-deterministic and it is constructed as follows:
G0 = (Xo ; o; G0 ; x0)
(3.11)
where Xo ; o and x0 are as de ned previously. The transition relation of G0 is given by
G0  (Xo    Xo) and is de ned as follows:
(x; ; x0) 2 G0 if  (x; s) = x0 for some s 2 L (G; x)
(3.12)
It is straightforward to verify that L(G0) = P (L). Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the
construction of G0 from G for three di erent systems.

3.3 The Notion of Diagnosability
In this section we present two de nitions of diagnosability, with the rst de nition
more stringent than the second. We shall henceforth refer to the rst notion simply as
diagnosability and to the second one as I-diagnosability.

3.3.1 Diagnosability
Formally, we de ne diagnosability as follows:
De nition 1 A pre x-closed and live language L is said to be diagnosable with respect to
the projection P and with respect to the partition f on f if the following holds:
(8i 2 f ) (9ni 2 N
l ) (8s 2 (fi )) (8t 2 L=s)
where the diagnosability condition D is:

! 2 PL,1[P (st)] ) fi 2 ! :

[ jjtjj  ni ) D ]
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Figure 3.1: Example of a system with multiple failures
The above de nition of diagnosability means the following. Let s be any trace generated
by the system that ends in a failure event from the set fi and let t be any suciently long
continuation of s. Condition D then requires that every trace belonging to the language
that produces the same record of observable events as the trace st should contain in it a
failure event from the set fi . This implies that along every continuation t of s one can
detect the occurrence of a failure of the type Fi with a nite delay; speci cally in at most ni
transitions of the system after s. Alternately speaking, diagnosability requires that every
failure event leads to observations distinct enough to enable unique identi cation of the
failure type with a nite delay.
The case of multiple failures from the same set of the partition deserves special attention.
When more than one failure of the same type, say, Fi , occurs along a trace s of L, the above
de nition of diagnosability does not require that each of these occurrences be detected. It
suces to be able to conclude, within nitely many events after the occurrence of the rst
failure, that along s, a failure from the set fi happened. In later sections we shall see how
this feature distinguishes the case of possible multiple failures from the case of no multiple
failures from any set of the partition.
Note that De nition 1 applies to any language L   , regular [20] or not. We now
illustrate by a simple example the above notion of diagnosability.

Example 3 Consider the system represented in Fig. 3.1. Here, ; ; and  are observable

events, uo is an unobservable event while f 1; f 2 and f 3 represent failure events. Let the
initial state x0 of the system be state 1. If one chooses the partition f 1 = ff 1; f 2g and
f 2 = ff 3g, i.e., it is not required to distinguish between failures f 1 and f 2 , then the
above system is diagnosable with n1 = 2 and n2 = 1. On the other hand, if the partition is
f 1 = ff 1g; f 2 = ff 2g; and f 3 = ff 3g, then the system is not diagnosable since it is
not possible to deduce the occurrence of failure f 2 .

3.3.2 I-diagnosability
The preceding de nition of diagnosability requires condition D to hold for all traces
of L containing a failure event. We now propose a relaxed de nition of diagnosability
(termed I-diagnosability) that requires the diagnosability condition D to hold not for all
traces containing a failure event but only for those in which the failure event is followed
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by certain indicator observable events associated with every failure type. This modi cation
is motivated by physical considerations such as the following: consider, for example, an
HVAC system with a variable air volume (VAV) controller [1]. This system can operate in
one of two possible modes: heating or cooling. In the cooling mode of operation, the zone
temperature is controlled by regulating the position of the damper supplying conditioned
air to the zone. In the heating mode, the damper is kept at a minimum open position and
the zone temperature is controlled by regulating the reheat valve that supplies hot water
to a heat exchanger which increases the temperature of the air supplied to the zone. The
reheat valve is normally in a closed position during the cooling mode. Suppose now that
the reheat valve gets stuck closed. As long as the controller remains in the cooling mode,
it does not exercise the reheat valve. More precisely, the valve is not asked to open during
this mode of operation. Under such conditions, it is obvious that one cannot diagnose the
stuck-closed failure of the valve. Such a system is considered not diagnosable according to
the previous de nition. In the case of the modi ed de nition, we associate as an indicator
event, \open reheat valve" with the valve failure event \stuck-closed", and require the
system to execute the \open reheat valve" event before deciding on its diagnosability. The
system is considered diagnosable if after the execution of the corresponding indicator event
it is possible to detect the valve failure, while it is termed not diagnosable if even after
the indicator event is executed the valve failure remains undetectable. To summarize, Idiagnosability requires detection of failures only after the occurrence of an indicator event
corresponding to the failure.
We rst associate to every failure event in f , one or more observable indicator events.
Let I  o denote the set of indicator events and let If : f ! 2I denote the indicator
map. Next we choose a partition f on f such that
[
fi = f
i2f

as before, with the additional constraint that for each i = 1; : : :; m;

f 1; f 2 2 fi ) If (f 1) = If (f 2)
and de ne

I (fi) = If (f ) for any f 2 fi :
(3.13)
We now have a set of observable indicator events I (fi) associated with each failure type
Fi.
We now propose the following de nition of I-diagnosability.

De nition 2 A pre x-closed and live language L is said to be I-diagnosable with respect
to the projection P , the partition f on f , and the indicator map I if the following holds:

(8i 2 f ) (9ni 2 N
l ) (8s 2 (fi) (8t1 t2 2 L=s : st1 2 [I (fi)])

[ jjt2jj  ni ) D ]
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where the diagnosability condition D is:

! 2 PL,1 [P (st1 t2 )] ) fi 2 ! :
Note that [I (fi)] denotes the set of all traces of L that end in an observable event from
the set I (fi). Therefore, in the case of the I-diagnosability, we require that occurrences
of failure events of the type Fi should be detected in at most ni transitions of the system
after the occurrence of an indicator event from the set I (fi).

Example 4 Consider the system represented in Fig. 3.1. Suppose that the indicator events
are chosen as follows: I (f 1) = f g, I (f 2) = f g and I (f 3) = f g. Let the desired
partition be f 1 = ff 1g; f 2 = ff 2 g and f 3 = ff 3g. This system is I-diagnosable with
n1 = 0 and n3 = 0. It is to be noted that though it is not possible to deduce the occurrence
of failure f 2, the indicator event corresponding to f 2, i.e.,  does not follow this failure
event and hence the diagnosability condition is not violated.

3.3.3 Comparison with Related Work
Partial observation problems in DES have been investigated by several researchers.
While the problem of diagnosability itself has not been studied in detail, the related notions of observability, observability with delay, and invertibility have been the subject of
several papers, among them [5], [8], [28], [31], [32], [34], [38]. Though closely related to
these other problems, diagnosability is a distinctly di erent notion for the following reasons: partitioning of the failure events; need to identify every failure type with a nite
delay; possibility of multiple failures; possible presence of unobservable events other than
the failure events; no requirement of diagnosis or detection during normal system operation,
and absence of \locking-on" phenomenon (explained below). In this section, we rst discuss other approaches to diagnosability that have been proposed in recent DES literature
[25], [3]. Afterwards, we discuss brie y the di erences between diagnosability and the other
notions mentioned above.

Other Approaches to Diagnosability
Feng Lin, in [25] (also see [26]), proposes a state-based approach to diagnosability. He
assumes partial state information available via an output function. He addresses separately
the problems of o -line and on-line diagnosis. In o -line diagnosis, the system to be diagnosed is not in normal operation and can be thought of as being in a \test-bed". The
diagnostic procedure involves issuing a sequence of test commands, observing the resulting
outputs, and drawing inferences on the set of possible states the system could be in. The
o -line diagnosis problem can be considered equivalent to the problem of \veri cation". In
on-line diagnosis, the system is assumed to be in normal operation. The goal of diagnostics,
as before, is to issue a sequence of commands and identify uniquely, up to a partition, the
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state of the system. However, unlike the case of o -line diagnosis, one now has to account
for the possible occurrences of other uncontrollable events during the diagnostic process.
The author gives an algorithm for computing a diagnostic control, or, a sequence of test
commands for diagnosing system failures. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge if the
system is indeed on-line diagnosable.
In [3], Bavishi and Chong study extensions of the above work. In particular, they
consider testability of DES (which is equivalent to the o -line diagnosability problem studied
in [25]) and present algorithms, (i) for determining the optimal set of sensors which would
ensure testability of a given system and (ii) given a xed set of sensors, for determining the
in mal partition of the state space, with respect to which the system is testable.

Related Notions in DES
Language Observability Lin and Wonham study in [28] the supervisory control problem

with partial event observations. They introduce a language based de nition of observability
and state conditions for the existence of a solution to the supervisory control problem in
terms of observability and controllability of languages. The control problem addressed
there does not require explicit determination of the occurrences of unobservable events or
identi cation of the system state. Thus, the notion of observability introduced there is
di erent from the problem of diagnosability.

Observability of State Machines In his paper on observability of DES [38], Ramadge

explicitly addresses the problem of state identi cation for discrete event systems. In his
framework, the system is modeled by a nondeterministic automaton with full event observability and partial state observability via an output map de ned on the states (as in a
Moore automaton). The problem is to reconstruct exactly the state of the system after the
occurrence of every event. The motivation for the observability problem addressed there
is an observer-state feedback approach to controller synthesis. The work in [38] is set in a
di erent framework and is incomparable with the diagnosability problem studied here.
O zveren and Willsky adopt in [31] a slightly di erent notion of observability from that of
Ramadge. They assume a partial event observation model with no direct state observations.
A system is termed observable if, using a record of observable events, it is possible to
determine the current state exactly at intermittent (but not necessarily xed) points in
time, separated by a bounded number of events. An observer is a DES which produces
estimates of the state of the system after the occurrence of every observable event. In
[31], the authors also address the problem of observability with delay. A system is said to
be observable with delay, if, at intermittent points in time, it is possible to have perfect
knowledge, not of the current state of the system but of the state some nite number of
transitions into the past. In our framework, diagnosability is posed as an event detection
problem. Viewed as a problem of state identi cation, diagnosability is a stronger notion
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Figure 3.2: Example of a non-diagnosable system that is observable with delay
than observability with delay since the former requires that every failure state should be
identi able uniquely (up to a partition). In contrast, in [31], there is no notion of a particular
state or set of states being observable. A system is observable (or observable with delay) as
long as there exists at least one state which is uniquely identi able at intermittent points in
time. On the other hand, diagnosability only requires that the failure states be identi able
with nite delay; there are no similar requirements on the normal states. Thus, a system
could execute arbitrarily long sequences of events, while in normal (failure-less) operation,
with no single state being uniquely determinable even with delay. Further, a system could
fail to be observable (with or without delay) if in the post-failure operation, there exists
no state that is uniquely identi able. However, this system could still be diagnosable,
since we require unique identi cation not of every failure state but only of every set of the
partition. Examples 5 and 6 that follow illustrate the di erences between diagnosability
and observability with delay.

Example 5 Figure 3.2 represents a system which is observable with delay but not diagnos-

able. Here and are observable events while f 1 and f 2 are unobservable failure events.
This system is not diagnosable if the desired partition is f 1 = ff 1g and f 2 = ff 2g.

Example 6 Figure 3.3 represents a system where the converse holds. In this gure and

are observable while uo is unobservable. The only failure event is f . Here, a possible
output sequence is . When this sequence is observed, neither the current state nor the
state any nite number of transitions in the past can be identi ed uniquely. On the other
hand, it is possible to conclude the occurrence of a failure whenever the event sequence

 is observed. Hence, this is a diagnosable system which is not observable with delay.
In [5], Caines, Greiner and Wang study the state estimation problem for partially observed automata. The system is modeled as input-state-output automaton with partial
state information available via an output function. A state output automaton is taken to
be a special case of the above automaton where the input set is a singleton. They address
the problems of initial state observability and current state observability using two di erent
kinds of observers: classical dynamical observers and logic-based dynamical observers. The
classical dynamic observer is a nite state automaton which takes for its input the observed
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Figure 3.3: Example of a diagnosable system that is not observable with delay
system behaviour, namely, the sequence of input-output pairs, and generates a sequence of
state estimates (either of the initial state or of the current state). The logic-based observer,
on the other hand, is a logic-based dynamical system built in the framework of predicate calculus. This observer generates a sequence of logic propositions that describe the properties
of the system. An interesting feature of these logic-based observers is their adaptability to
changes in the system model. Observability as studied in [5] and observability as discussed
in [38] and in [31] di er in the following important aspect. In [5], the authors assume that
once the current state of the system is determined, then it is known for all future time, i.e.,
once the observer estimate converges to the true state of the system, it will thenceforth stay
locked on and will always provide the correct system state as its output, for all observed
input-output behavior.

Invertibility In [32], O zveren and Willsky introduce the concept of invertibility which is

closely related to the problem of diagnosability. A language is said to be invertible if, at any
time, using knowledge of the observed event sequence up to that time, we can reconstruct
the full event sequence (corresponding to this observed sequence) up to a nite, bounded
number of events in the past. Invertibility is a stronger notion than diagnosability. For a
system to be diagnosable, we do not require reconstruction of entire event sequences; we
are interested in identifying the occurence of speci c failure events only. Further, when
the failure events are partitioned into sets, one is interested only in identifying if one of
a set of events has happened. Also, as mentioned before, in the case of multiple failures
from the same set of the partition, diagnosability does not require detection of every single
occurrence of these failures; it is enough to be able to conclude that a failure event from that
set has occurred at least once. Hence, a system that is diagnosable could be non-invertible.
Example 7 below illustrates a non-invertible system which is diagnosable.

Example 7 Figure 3.4 depicts a non-invertible system which is diagnosable. Here it is not

possible to distinguish between the occurrence of traces f 1 uo1 , f 1f 2 and f 2uo2 .
Hence the system is not invertible. However, if the required partition is f 1 = ff1 ; f2 g,
the system is diagnosable.
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The problem of eventual invertibility of timed DES modeled by generalized semi-Markov
schemes is addressed by Park and Chong in [34]. In this modeling framework the timed
behaviour of a system is described by an automaton in conjunction with a set of event
lifetimes. Partial state as well as partial event information is assumed available. In addition, all transition ring times are assumed to be observable. The problem of eventual
invertibility is to determine from observations of events, states, and transition epochs, the
corresponding event lifetimes up to a nite time in the past. The authors establish in [34]
the equivalence between the problem of extracting event lifetimes and that of constructing
the event trajectory from observations of the system behaviour.
This concludes the comparison of our notion of diagnosability with other related notions
that have appeared in the literature.

3.4 Necessary and Sucient Conditions for Diagnosability
In this section, we present necessary and sucient conditions for a language L to be
diagnosable, followed by similar conditions for L to be I-diagnosable. In the case of diagnosability, we investigate separately the case of no multiple failures of the same type and
that of possible multiple failures of the same type. The former corresponds to the situation
where along every trace s of L, no more than one failure from the same set of the partition
can occur; the latter corresponds to the situtation where it is possible to have multiple
failures from the same set of the partition occurring along any trace s. The reason for the
separate investigation of these two cases will become apparent as we proceed. In each of the
three cases, i.e., diagnosability of a language with non-multiple failures, diagnosability of a
language with multiple failures, and I-diagnosability, the necessary and sucient conditions
are stated on the diagnoser or variations thereof. In order to test for these conditions, we
use, in addition to the diagnoser, the machine G0 introduced in 3.2.2. In all three cases
presented below, we introduce the appropriate diagnoser, state some of its properties, and
nally state and prove the conditions for diagnosability.
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3.4.1 Conditions for Diagnosability-The Case of No Multiple Failures
The Diagnoser Gd

We de ne the set of failure labels f = fF1 ; F2; ::::Fmg where jf j = m and the complete
set of possible labels
 = fN g [ 2ff [fAgg:
(3.14)
Here N is to be interpreted as meaning \normal", A as meaning \ambiguous" (to be explained shortly), and Fi ; i 2 f1; : : :; mg as meaning that a failure of the type Fi has
occurred. Recall from Section 3.2.2 the de nition of Xo and de ne

Qo = 2Xo :

(3.15)

Gd = (Qd ; o; d ; q0)

(3.16)

The diagnoser for G is the FSM
where Qd ; o; d and q0 have the usual interpretation. The initial state of the diagnoser q0
is de ned to be f(x0 ; fN g)g. The transition function d of the diagnoser is constructed as
explained below. The state space Qd is the resulting subset of Qo composed of the states of
the diagnoser that are reachable from q0 under d . Since the state space Qd of the diagnoser
is a subset of Qo , a state qd of Gd is of the form

qd = f(x1; `1); : : :; (xn; `n)g
where xi 2 Xo and `i 2 , i.e., `i is of the form `i = fN g, `i = fAg; `i = fFi1 Fi2 ; : : :; Fik g;
or `i = fA; Fi1 Fi2 ; : : :; Fik g where in the last two cases fi1; i2; : : :; ik g  f1; 2; : : :; mg:
An observer for G (see [31]) gives estimates of the current state of the system after the
occurrence of every observable event. The diagnoser Gd can be thought of as an extended
observer where we append to every state estimate a label of the form mentioned above. The
labels attached to the state estimates carry failure information and failures are diagnosed
by checking these labels. We assume the system G is normal to start with, hence we de ne
q0 = f(xo; fN g)g.
Before de ning the transition function d of the diagnoser, we de ne the following three
functions: the Label Propagation function LP , the Range function R, and the Label Correction function LC .

De nition 3 The Label Propagation Function LP : Xo     ! .
Given x 2 Xo ; ` 2 ; and s 2 Lo (G; x), LP propagates the label ` over s, starting from x
and following the dynamics of G, i.e., according to L(G; x). It is de ned as follows:

8
>
< fN g if ` = fN g ^ 8i [fi 2= s]
LP (x; `; s) = > fAg if ` = fAg ^ 8i [fi 2= s]
: fFi : Fi 2 ` _ fi 2 sg otherwise.
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De nition 4 The Range Function R : Qo  o ! Qo is de ned as follows:
R(q;  ) =

[

[

f((x; s); LP (x; `; s))g:

(x;`)2q s2L (G;x)

De nition 5 The Label Correction Function LC : Qo ! Qo is de ned as follows:
LC (q) = f(x; `) 2 q : x appears only once in all the pairs in q g [
f(x; fAg [ `i1 \ : : : \ `ik ) whenever 9 two or more pairs (x; `i1); : : :; (x; `ik)
in q g:
The use of the Label Correction function LC and the label A is explained as follows.
The label acquired by any state x along a trace s indicates the occurrence or otherwise of
a failure when the system moves along trace s and transitions into state x. Suppose that
there exist two pairs (x; `); (x; `0) in R(q;  ) for some state q of the diagnoser. Then this
implies that the state x could have resulted from a failure event of a particular type, say
Fi, or not. Under this condition, we attach the label A to x to denote the fact that there
is an ambiguity. In other words, the A label is to be interpreted as meaning \either Fi or
not Fi " for i 2 f1; : : :; mg. It is to be noted here that we do not distinguish between cases
\Fi or Fj " , \Fj or Fk ", \N or Fi ", and so on. In all of these situations, we simply use the
label A.
The transition function of the diagnoser d : Qo  o ! Qo is now de ned as

q2 = d (q1; ) , q2 = LC [R(q1; )]
with  2 ed (q1 ) where

ed (q1) =

[
(x;`)2q1

fP (s) : s 2 Lo(G; x)g:

(3.17)
(3.18)

In words, ed (q1) is the active event set of Gd at q1 , i.e., the set of all possible transitions of
the diagnoser at the state q1 .
To summarize, the diagnoser Gd is constructed as follows. Let the current state of the
diagnoser (i.e., the set of estimates of the current state of G with their corresponding labels)
be q1 and let the next observed event be  . The new state of the diagnoser q2 is computed
following a three step process:
1. For every state estimate x in q1 , compute the reach due to  , given by S (x;  ) =
f(x; s) where s 2 uo g.
2. Let x0 2 S (x;  ) with  (x; s ) = x0 . Propagate the label ` associated with x to the
label `0 associated with x0 according to the following rules:
(a) If ` = fN g and s contains no failure events, then the label `0 is also fN g.
(b) If ` = fAg and s contains no failure events, then the label `0 is also fAg.
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(c) If ` = fA; Fig and s contains no failure events, then the label `0 is fFi g.
(d) If ` = fN g or fAg and s contains failure events from fi; fj , then `0 = fFi ; Fj g:
(e) If ` = fFi ; Fj g or fA; Fi; Fj g and s contains failure events from fk , then `0 =

fFi; Fj ; Fk g:
3. Let q2 be the set of all (x0 ; `0) pairs computed following steps 1 and 2 above, for each
(x; `) in q1 : Replace by (x0 ; A; Fi; Fj ) all (x0; `0); (x0; `00) 2 q2 such that Fi and Fj are
components of both `0 and `00 : That is, if the same state estimate x0 appears more
than once in q2 with di erent labels, we associate with x0 all common components of
these labels, and in addition, we attach to x the ambiguous label A.
Note that in cases (c), (d), and (e) above, we do not propagate the A label from one

state to the next. While this leads to a reduction in the state space of the diagnoser, it
leads to no loss of information necessary for determining the diagnosability properties of a
language or, for implementing diagnostics. The reasons for this will become evident in the
subsequent sections.
It is not dicult to see from the above construction of the diagnoser that L(Gd) = P (L).
We now give a simple example illustrating the construction of the diagnoser.
Example 8 Figure 3.5 illustrates a system G and its diagnoser Gd. Here ; ; ;  and
 are observable events while uo ; f 1; f 2 and f 20 are unobservable. f 1 = ff 1g and
f 2 = ff 2; f 20 g. In all illustrations that follow, we represent (x; `) pairs simply as x` for
clarity. Also, the initial state x0 of G is chosen to be state 1.
Remark: In the above construction procedure we have assumed knowledge of the initial
state of the system, since the diagnoser is assumed to run in parallel with the system from
the start of operation. However, it is to be noted that the above procedure remains valid
even in the case of unknown initial state.

Properties and De nitions of the Diagnoser Gd
We now state a few properties of the diagnoser that follow from its construction. These
properties and the de nitions that follow will be used subsequently to state and prove the
conditions for diagnosability.
(P1) By construction, any xi 2 Xo appears in at most one pair (xi; `i) in any state of Qd.

(P2) Let q 2 Qd. Then

(x1 ; `1); (x2; `2) 2 q ,
9s1; s2 2 L such that s1f ; s2f 2 o; (x0; s1) = x1; (x0; s2) = x2 and P (s1) = P (s2 ):

(P3) Let q1; q2 2 Qd and s 2  such that (x1; `1) 2 q1; (x2; `2) 2 q2; (x1; s) = x2 and
d (q1; P (s)) = q2 . Then

(Fi 2= `2 ) ^ (A 2= `2) ) Fi 2= `1:
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Figure 3.5: Example illustrating construction of the diagnoser Gd
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Property (P3) above simply states that the failure labels Fi propagate from state to state,
unless replaced by the A label as a consequence of the label correction function LC . Hence,
along any trace s of L, if a state x receives an Fi label, every successor x0 of x also carries
the Fi label, unless ambiguity arises, in which case, x0 receives the A label. Also note that
if along a trace s 2 L, a state x carries the label N , then so do all of its predecessors.

De nition 6

1. A state q 2 Qd is said to be Fi -certain if 8(x; `) 2 q; Fi 2 `.

2. A state q 2 Qd is said to be Fi -uncertain if 9(x; `); (y; `0) 2 q; such that Fi 2
` and Fi 2= `0 .
3. A state q 2 Qd is said to be ambiguous if 9(x; `) 2 q; such that A 2 `.

Note that in the above de nition of an Fi -uncertain state, x 6= y by Property (P1). Also
note that if a state q is not Fi -uncertain, it does not necessarily imply that q is Fi -certain,
since a state q 2 Qd such that 8(x; `) 2 q; Fi 2= ` is neither Fi -certain nor Fi -uncertain. The
following results are a direct consequence of the construction of the diagnoser.

Lemma 1 (i) Let d(q0; u) = q. If q is Fi-certain, then (8! 2 PL,1(u)) fi 2 !.
(ii) If a state q 2 Qd is Fi -uncertain, then 9 s1 ; s2 2 L such that : fi 2 s1 , fi 2= s2 ;
P (s1 ) = P (s2), d (q0 ; P (s1)) = q; and  (x0; s1) =
6 (x0; s2).
(iii) If a state q 2 Qd is ambiguous, then 9s1 ; s2 2 L and 9i 2 f such that: fi 2 s1 ,
fi 2= s2 , P (s1 ) = P (s2 ), d (q0; P (s1 )) = q; and  (x0; s1 ) =  (x0; s2).
From the de nition of an Fi -certain state and the above lemma, it is obvious that if the
current state of the diagnoser is Fi -certain, then we can conclude that a failure of the type
Fi has occurred, regardless of what the current state of G is. This is precisely the type of
diagnosis that is addressed in this paper. On the other hand, presence of an Fi -uncertain
state in Gd corresponds to the situation where there are two traces s1 and s2 in L such that
s1 contains a failure event of type Fi while s2 does not and in addition, the traces s1 and s2
produce the same record of observable events. Whenever the diagnoser hits an Fi -uncertain
state, we conclude that a failure of the type Fi may have occurred but it is not possible to
ascertain from the observed event sequence up to that point whether the failure has indeed
occurred. Finally, presence of an ambiguous state in Gd corresponds to the situation where
there are two traces s1 and s2 in L such that the set of all possible continuations of s1 in
L is the same as that of s2 , s1 contains a failure event of a particular type, say Fi, while
s2 does not, and in addition the traces s1 and s2 produce the same record of observable
events. We shall henceforth refer to such traces as Fi -ambiguous traces.

De nition 7 A set of states x1; x2; : : :; xn 2 X is said to form a cycle in G if 9s 2 L(G; x1)
such that s = 1 2 : : :n and  (xl; l ) = x(l+1) mod n ; l = 1; 2; : : :; n:
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The following de nition of an Fi -indeterminate cycle is based upon examination of cycles
in Gd and G0.

De nition 8 A set of Fi -uncertain states q1; q2; : : :; qn 2 Qd is said to form an
Fi-indeterminate cycle if
1. q1 ; q2; : : :; qn form a cycle in Gd with d (ql ; l) = ql+1 ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1, d (qn ; n) =
q1 ; where l 2 o; l = 1; : : :; n; and
2. 9(xkl ; `kl ); (ylr ; `~rl ) 2 ql ; l = 1; : : :; n, k = 1; : : :; m; and r = 1; : : :; m0 such that
(a) Fi 2 `kl ; Fi 2= `~rl for all l; k; and r;
(b) The sequences of states fxkl g; l = 1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; m and fylr g; l =
1; : : :; n; r = 1; : : :; m0 form cycles in G0 with

(xkl ; l; xk(l+1)) 2 G0 ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; m;
(xkn ; n; xk1+1 ) 2 G0 ; k = 1; : : :; m , 1; and
(xmn ; n; x11) 2 G0 ;
and

(ylr ; l; y(rl+1)) 2 G0 ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; r = 1; : : :; m;0
(ynr ; n ; y1r+1) 2 G0 ; r = 1; : : :; m0 , 1; and
(ynm0 ; n ; y11) 2 G0 :
In other words, an Fi -indeterminate cycle in Gd is a cycle composed exclusively of Fi uncertain states for which there exist:
1. a corresponding cycle (of observable events) in G0 involving only states that carry Fi
in their labels in the cycle in Gd (this is the sequence fxkl g) and
2. a corresponding cycle (of observable events) in G0 involving only states that do not
carry Fi in their labels in the cycle in Gd (this is the sequence fylr g).

Observe that in the above de nition, m and m0 denote the number of times the cycle
q1; q2; : : :; qn in Gd is completed before the cycle in G0 is completed, i.e, nm and nm0 are
the cycle lengths in G0 for fxkl g and fylr g respectively.
An Fi-indeterminate cycle in Gd indicates the presence in L of two traces s1 and s2
of arbitrarily long length, such that they both have the same observable projection, and
s1 contains a failure event from the set fi while s2 does not. Alternately speaking, an
Fi-indeterminate cycle has the propery that if the diagnoser enters this cycle following the
occurrence of a failure event, then it can continue to remain forever in this cycle. The notion
of an Fi -indeterminate cycle is the most crucial element in the development of necessary
and sucient conditions for diagnosability. We now present examples to better illustrate
this notion.
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Figure 3.6: Example of a system with an F1-indeterminate cycle in its diagnoser Gd
Example 9 Figure 3.6 depicts a system and its diagnoser Gd. Let f = f 1 = ff 1g.

The diagnoser has a cycle of F1 -uncertain states, with the corresponding event sequence
 . Corresponding to this cycle in the diagnoser, there are two cycles in the state machine
0
G : the rst involves states 3; 4 and 5 which appear with an F1 label in the cycle in the
diagnoser and the second involves states 7; 11 and 12 which carry a N label in the cycle
in the diagnoser. Thus the cycle in Gd is an F1 -indeterminate cycle with m = m0 = 1,
x11 = 3; x12 = 4; x13 = 5 and y11 = 7; y21 = 11; y31 = 12.

Example 10 Consider the system and its diagnoser Gd depicted in Figure 3.7. Let f =
f 1 = ff 1g. This diagnoser has a cycle of F1 -uncertain states. In fact, on closer inspection,

one sees that the diagnosers of the systems in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are identical. However,
this cycle is not F1 -indeterminate as there is no corresponding cycle in G0 involving states
that carry the F1 label in the cycle in Gd , namely states 3; 4; 5; 9 and 10.
In the above examples, the cycle in Gd corresponds directly to a cycle in G0, in the sense
that the loop in G0 is completed with just one completion of the loop in the diagnoser Gd ,
i.e, m = m0 = 1. We now give an example of a system where more than one traversal of the
loop in Gd is required to complete the loop in G0 .

Example 11 Consider the system and the diagnoser Gd in Figure 3.8. It is seen by in-

spection of the diagnoser Gd that it contains a cycle of F1 -uncertain states with corresponding event sequence . It can also be veri ed by direct inspection that this cycle is
F1 -indeterminate. In this case, the set fxkl g in De nition 8 is f3; 4g while the set fylr g is
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Figure 3.7: Example of a system with a cycle of F1-uncertain states in its diagnoser Gd
f5; 6; 8; 9g (or, f8; 9; 5; 6g). Note that the cycle in Gd has to be traversed twice before the
cycle formed by the states 5; 6; 8; and 9 is completed. Thus, we have multiplicities m = 1
and m0 = 2 for this indeterminate cycle.
We are now ready to state the necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability in
the case of no multiple failures.

Necessary and Sucient Conditions
Theorem 1 A language L without multiple failures of the same type is diagnosable if and
only if its diagnoser Gd satis es the following two conditions:

(C1) There are no Fi -indeterminate cycles in Gd, for all failure types Fi.
(C2) No state q 2 Qd is ambiguous.
Proof: Necessity: We rst prove that if L is diagnosable, then it satis es Condition
(C1). By contradiction, assume there exist states q1 ; q2; : : :; qn 2 Qd such that they form
an Fi -indeterminate cycle and let d (qi ; i) = q(i+1) mod n . Let (xkl ; `kl ); (ylr; `~rl ) 2 ql ; l =
1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; m; and r = 1; : : :; m0 form corresponding cycles in G0 with Fi 2 `kl ; Fi 2=
`~rl . Then we have

 (xkl; skl l ) = xk(l+1) ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; m;
(xkn ; sknn) = xk1+1 ; k = 1; : : :; m , 1;
(xmn ; smn n) = x11 ;
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Figure 3.8: Another example of a system with an F1-indeterminate cycle in its diagnoser

and

(ylr ; s~rll ) = y(rl+1); l = 1; : : :; n , 1; r = 1; : : :; m;0
(ynr ; s~rn n ) = y1r+1 ; r = 1; : : :; m0 , 1; and
(ynm0 ; s~mn 0 n ) = y11
where

m; m0 2 Nl ; skl 2 L(G; xkl ); s~rl 2 L(G; ylr) and skl ; s~rl 2 uo :
Since (x11; `11); (y11; `~11) 2 q1 ; 9s0 ; s~0 2 L such that  (x0; s0) = x11 ;  (y0 ; s~0) = y11 and P (s0 ) =
P (~s0) from Property (P2). Further, since Fi 2 `11 , then fi 2 s0 and since Fi 2= `~rl , we have
that fi 2= s~0 and fi 2= s~rl for all l; r.
Consider the two traces

! = s0(s111 s122 : : :s1nn s21 1s22 2 : : :s2n n : : :: : :sm1 1sm2 2 : : :smn n)km0
!~ = s~0(~s111 s~122 : : : s~1nn s~21 1s~22 2 : : : s~2n n : : :: : : s~m1 0 1s~m2 0 2 : : : s~mn 0 n )km
for arbitrarily large k. We have that !; !~ 2 L; P (! ) = P (~! ) = P (s0 )(12 : : :n )kmm0 ; and
fi 2 ! while fi 2= !~ : Let s 2 s0 be such that s 2 (fi) and let t 2 L=s be such that ! =
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st. By choosing k to be arbitrarily large, we can get jjtjj > n for any given n 2 Nl . Thus,
we have !~ 2 PL,1 [P (st)] and fi 2= !~ : Therefore, the chosen s violates the de nition of
diagnosability for Fi . Hence L is not diagnosable.
We now prove that if L is diagnosable, then it satis es condition (C2). By contradiction,
let q 2 Qd be ambiguous. Then for some i 2 f ; 9 Fi -ambiguous traces s1 ; s2 2 L satisfying
Lemma 1-(iii). Let  (x0 ; s1) = x. Since  (x0; s1 ) =  (x0; s2 ); t 2 L=s1 i t 2 L=s2 . Since,

by assumption, multiple failures from the same set of the partition do not occur, and since
fi 2 s1 ; fi 2= t 8t 2 L=s1: Hence, s2 t 2 PL,1 [P (s1 t)] and fi 2= s2 t 8t 2 L=s1: Choosing
s = s1 and ! = s2 t, we see that De nition 1 is violated and L is not diagnosable.
Suciency: Assume that the diagnoser Gd for L satis es conditions (C1) and (C2).
Pick any s 2 L and any Fi such that s 2 (fi ) and let  (x0; s) = x. Pick any t1 2 Lo (G; x).
From Assumption (A2) of a nite bound no on the length any sequence of unobservable
events in L, jjt1jj  no . Let  (x0; st1 ) = x1 and correspondingly in Gd , let d (q0; P (st1 )) =
q1. Since fi 2 st1 ; and since we assume that there are no ambiguous states in Gd, we have
(x1; `1) 2 q1 with Fi 2 `1 .
We now have two distinct cases to consider: (I) q1 is Fi -certain and (II) q1 is Fi -uncertain.
Case I: Suppose q1 is Fi-certain. Then, by Lemma 1-(i),
(8! 2 PL,1 [P (st1 )]) fi 2 !:
Hence L is diagnosable for Fi with ni = no . Since this is true for any Fi , L is diagnosable.
Case II: Suppose q1 is Fi-uncertain. Consider any (z; `) 2 q1 such that Fi 2 `. We shall
then refer to z as an \x-state" of q1 . Likewise, if (z 0; `0) 2 q1 such that Fi 2= `0, then we
shall denote z 0 as a \y -state" of q1 . We have assumed that there are no Fi -indeterminate
cycles in Gd . Recalling the de nition of an Fi -indeterminate cycle, this assumption means
that one of the following is true. (i) There are no cycles of Fi -uncertain states in Gd . (ii)
There exists one or more cycles of Fi -uncertain states q1 ; q2 ; : : :; qn in Gd but corresponding
to any such cycle in Gd , there do not exist two sequences fxkl g and fylr g; l = 1; : : :; n; and
k; r 2 Nl such that both of these form cycles in G0, where the sequence fxkl g is composed
of \x-states" of ql ; and the sequence fylr g is composed of \y -states" of ql ; l = 1; : : :; n.
Case (i) : Suppose that there are no cycles of Fi-uncertain states in Gd. Then this implies
that every Fi -uncertain state should lead to an Fi -certain state in a bounded number of
transitions by Condition (C2) and by Property (P3) of label propagation.
Case (ii) : Suppose that there exists a cycle of Fi -uncertain states q1; q2; : : :; qn in Gd as in
(ii) above. We now show that whenever a failure happens, i.e, when the true state of the
system is an \x-state", it is not possible to loop for arbitrarily long in this cycle in Gd and
thereby never detect the failure.
Pick any \y -state" yl 2 ql and let the corresponding label be `~l . Since Fi 2= `~l , the pair
(yl ; `~l) 2 ql could only have resulted from a pair (yl,1 ; `~l,1 ) 2 ql,1 such that Fi 2= `~l,1 and
not from any (xl,1 ; `l,1) 2 ql,1 where Fi 2 `l,1 , because of Condition (C2) and Property
(P3). That is, the \y -state" yl cannot be a successor of any \x-state" xl,1 along the
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corresponding trace in G0. Thus, by backward induction, we can always build a cycle of
states in G0 involving some or all of the \y -states" of ql ; l = 1; : : :; n: These \y -state"s then
constitute the sequence fylr g. But since the cycle of Fi -uncertain states q1 ; q2 ; : : :; qn is not
Fi-indeterminate, there cannot be a corresponding cycle in G0 involving the \x-states" of
ql , i.e., there cannot exist a sequence fxkl g of \x-state"s that form a cycle in G0. Hence,
if we pick any \x-state" xl in any state ql in the cycle in Gd , then a suciently long
trace p 2 L(G; xl) (guaranteed by the liveness assumption (A1)) will leave the cycle of Fi uncertain states. Speci cally, let lx be the number of \x-states" in any ql ; l = 1; : : :; n: Then,
P
we can stay in the cycle formed by states q1 ; q2 ; : : :; qn for as long as nl=1 lx transitions of
Gd, before leaving it. Since this is true for any cycle of Fi -uncertain states in Gd, we can
conclude that we will eventually hit an Fi -certain state from ql .
Therefore, for both situations (i) and (ii); we conclude that 8t2 2 L(G; x1) of suciently
long length, d (q1; P (t2 )) = d (q0 ; P (st1t2 )) = q2 is Fi -certain. Let t = t1 t2 . We conclude
that 9ni 2 N
l such that 8t 2 L=s,

jjtjj  ni ) (8! 2 PL,1 [P (st)]) fi 2 !:
Hence L is diagnosable. Further, we can obtain a bound on ni ; 8i 2 f as follows. First,
recall that jjt1jj  no . Next, de ne
X
Ci =
#x-states in q:
(3.19)
q2Qd: q is Fi -uncertain

Finally, recall that at most no unobservable events can occur between any two observable
events in L. Hence we have that

ni  Ci  no + no :

(3.20)

Q.E.D.
Example 12 Consider the systems represented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. In both of these

systems multiple failures of the same type do not occur along any trace. The diagnoser
corresponding to the system in Figure 3.7 does not have any Fi -indeterminate cycle or
ambiguous state and hence this system is diagnosable. The bound on the delay n1 for this
system is calculated from Equation 3.20 to be 6; inspection of the system reveals that the
actual value of n1 = 6. Inspection of the diagnoser shows that the detection delay for
this system is also 6. (Here, n1 + no = 7.) The system represented in Figure 3.6 is not
diagnosable since the diagnoser Gd for this system contains an Fi -indeterminate cycle as
explained earlier. Figure 3.5 represents another system that is not diagnosable. This again
is an example of a system in which multiple failures are not possible; inspection of the
diagnoser for this system reveals the presence of an ambiguous state.

Remark: One could interpret conditions (C1) and (C2) of Theorem 1 as generalizations


to the case of diagnosability of Ozveren
and Willsky's conditions for invertibility stated in
[32].
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3.4.2 Conditions for Diagnosability-The Case of Multiple Failures
We now consider the case of possible multiple failures from the same set of the partition.
First, recall that when more than one failure event of the same failure type occurs along
any trace of the system, our de nition of diagnosability does not require that all of these
events be detected. We only require that it be possible to conclude with nite delay (after
the rst occurrence of a failure) that a failure event of that type happened. This is what
distinguishes the case of multiple failures from the case of no multiple failures and leads to
the following consequences on the diagnosability of a language.
In the case of no multiple failures discussed in the last section, we saw that a necessary
condition for L to be diagnosable is that no state of Qd is ambiguous. In other words, L
should contain no two Fi -ambiguous traces 8i 2 f . Such a requirement is not necessary
when we allow for the possibility of multiple failures. Recall from Lemma 1-(iii) that any
two Fi -ambiguous traces s1 and s2 produce the same record of observable events, and in
addition, share the same future behaviour. Thus, no future observations can help identify
which of the two traces was actually executed by the system. However, if every trace in
the post-language of these ambiguous traces contains failure events of the same type that
caused the ambiguity, namely, failures from the set fi occurring in a bounded number
of transitions of the system following the rst occurrence of the failure, and if it were
possible to detect with nite delay the occurrence of these failures, the language L would
still satisfy our condition of diagnosability. Hence, presence of two ambiguous traces does
not necessarily imply that L is not diagnosable. To determine in the case of multiple failures
if L is indeed diagnosable, one needs to record what failure types caused the ambiguity and
test if these failure types reappear. For these reasons, the \basic" diagnoser introduced in
Section 3.4.1 is not adequate for checking diagnosability of a language in which mutiple
failures of the same type are possible. In this regard, we now introduce some modi cations
to the diagnoser Gd of Section 3.4.1 and obtain the diagnoser Gmf
d as follows.

The Diagnoser Gmf
d
We de ne the new set of possible labels
mf = fN g [ 2f
(3.21)
(as opposed to fN g [ 2ff [fAgg in the previous case). The modi ed diagnoser for G is
the FSM
mf
mf
Gmf
(3.22)
d = (Qd ; o; d ; q0):
Here q0 = f(x0; fN )gg as before, and The Label Propagation function LP mf , the Range
mf
function R, the transition function dmf , and the state space Qmf
d of Gd are de ned as
follows.
De nition 9 The Label Propagation function LP mf : Xo  mf   ! mf :
Given x 2 Xo ; ` 2 mf ; and s 2 Lo (G; x), LP mf propagates the label ` over s, starting
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from x and following the dynamics of G, i.e., according to L(G; x). It is de ned by

LP mf (x; `; s) =

(

fN g if ` = fN g ^ 8i [fi 2= s]
fFi : Fi 2 ` _ fi 2 sg otherwise.

The Range function R : Qo  o ! Qo is the same as before but with the new LP mf .
[
[
R(q;  ) =
f((x; s); LP mf (x; `; s))g:
(x;`)2q s2L (G;x)

The Label Correction function LC , which assigns the A label, is now dropped.
The transition function dmf : Qo  o ! Qo is now de ned as

q2 = dmf (q1 ; ) , q2 = R(q1 ; )

(3.23)

with  2 ed (q1 ) de ned as before. The state space Qmf
d is the resulting subset of Qo
composed of the states of the diagnoser that are reachable from q0 under the transition
function dmf .

Properties and De nitions of Gmf
d
We now restate some of the properties of the diagnoser and the de nitions of Section
3.4.1 taking into account the modi cations discussed above. Note that we have now dropped
the Label Correction function LC . Therefore, Property (P1) no longer holds, i.e., there may
exist q 2 Qd such that (x; `); (x; `0) 2 q with ` 6= `0 . Property (P2) remains true for the case
of multiple failures. Property (P3) is restated as follows.

(P3-MF) Let q1; q2 2 Qd and s 2  such that (x1; `1) 2 q1; (x2; `2) 2 q2; (x1; s) = x2
and d (q1 ; P (s)) = q2 . Then

Fi 2= `2 ) Fi 2= `1:

Property (P3-MF) simply states that the failure labels Fi propagate from state to state and
if along any trace s of L a state x receives an Fi label, then every successor x0 of x also
carries the Fi label.
The de nition of an Fi -certain state holds as before and the de nition of an ambiguous
state is now irrelevant. We add to the de nitions of an Fi -uncertain state and an Fi indeterminate cycle, respectively, the quali ers \x not necessarily distinct from y " and \xkl
not necessarily distinct from ylr ". Therefore, states q 2 Qd that were ambiguous in the case
of no multiple failures are now Fi -uncertain states.
Lemma 1 is restated as follows:

Lemma 2 (i) Let d(q0; u) = q. If q is Fi-certain, then (8! 2 PL,1(u)) fi 2 !.
(ii) If a state q 2 Qd is Fi -uncertain , then this implies that 9 s1 ; s2 2 L such that fi 2 s1 ,
fi 2= s2 ; P (s1 ) = P (s2 ), and d (q0 ; P (s1)) = q:
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Figure 3.9: Example illustrating construction of the diagnoser Gmf
d for the case of
multiple failures

The proof of the above lemma is obvious by the construction of the diagnoser Gmf
d . Note
that Lemma 1-(ii) and 1-(iii) of Section 3.4.1 have been restated together as Lemma 2-(ii)
since ambiguous states have now become Fi -uncertain states.

Example 13 Figure 3.9 illustrates construction of the diagnoser Gmf
d for the case of mul-

tiple failures. In this system ; ; and  are observable events while uo is unobservable.
The only failure event in the system is f 1 and hence the partition is given by f 1 = ff 1g.

Necessary and Sucient Conditions
Theorem 2 A language L is diagnosable if and only if its diagnoser Gmf
d satis es the
following condition:

(C-MF) There are no Fi-indeterminate cycles in Gd, for all failure types Fi .
Proof: The proof of the necessity of the above condition is identical to the proof of the
necessity of Condition (C1) of Theorem 1 since the latter proof does not require that the
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xkl s and the ylr s be distinct. The proof of the suciency of Condition (C-MF) is essentially

the same as the proof of the suciency of Conditions (C1) and (C2) of Theorem 1. The
only di erence is that the absence of ambiguous states is true by assumption in the case
of Theorem 1 whereas it is true by construction in the present case. Hence, reasoning
along lines identical to the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that the condition of no Fi indeterminate cycles in Gmf
d , for all failure types Fi , is necessary and sucient for L to
be diagnosable in the case of multiple failures. Further, reasoning as before, we have the
following bound on the delay ni ; 8i 2 f :

ni  Cimf  no + no
where

Cimf =

X
q2Qmf
d : q is Fi -uncertain

#x-states in q:

(3.24)
(3.25)

However, this is a very conservative bound. In Chapter 4 we shall provide a better bound
on the delay ni .
Q.E.D.

Example 14 Figure 3.9 represents a system where multiple failures of the same type are
possible. This system is diagnosable since it is easily veri ed that the cycle of F1 -uncertain
states in the corresponding diagnoser Gmf
d is not F1 -indeterminate.

3.4.3 Conditions for I-Diagnosability
We now study necessary and sucient conditions for a language to be I-diagnosable.
Recall from Section 3.3.2 that in the case of I-diagnosability we are interested in detecting
failure events only after the occurrence of the corresponding indicator events, i.e., we require
the diagnosability condition D to hold only for those traces in which an indicator event
follows a failure event. Based on this requirement, we introduce the following modi cations
to the basic diagnoser Gd and obtain the diagnoser GId as follows.

The Diagnoser GId

We de ne, as before, the set of failure labels f = fF1 ; F2; ::::Fmg where jf j = m.
In addition, we now de ne a set of indicator labels i = fI1; I2; ::::; Img. We interpret
fIi1; : : :; Iik g as meaning that indicator events of the type Ii1 through Iik have occurred.
The complete set of possible labels is now de ned as
I = fN g [ 2f [ i
with the restriction that

(8` 2 I ) Ii 2 ` ) Fi 2 `
(explained in the subsequent paragraphs).

(3.26)
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Figure 3.10: Propagation of labels along traces of L
The modi ed diagnoser GId is the FSM

GId = (QId ; o; dI ; q0 )

(3.27)

with the initial state q0 = f(x0; fN )gg as in Section 3.4.1. The Label Propagation function
LP I , the Range function R, the Label Correction function LC I , the transition function dI ,
and the state space QId of GId are de ned as follows.

De nition 10 The Label Propagation Function LP I : Xo  I   ! I :
Given x 2 Xo; ` 2 I ; and s 2 Lo (G; x), LP I propagates the label ` over s, starting from
x and following the dynamics of G, i.e., according to L(G; x). It is de ned by
8
>
< fN g if ` = fN g ^ 8i [fiS2= s]
I
LP (x; `; s) = fFi : Fi 2 ` _ fi 2 sg
>
: fIi : Ii 2 ` _ [I (fi) 2 s ^ (Fi 2 ` _ fi 2 s)]g otherwise:
Figure 3.10 illustrates propagation of labels according to LP I as de ned above. Here f 1
refers to a failure event of type F1 and I 1 refers to an indicator event of type I1 . The
Range Function R : Qo  o ! Qo is de ned to be
[
[
R(q;  ) =
f((x; s); LP I (x; `; s))g:
(x;`)2q s2L (G;x)
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De nition 11 The Label Correction Function LC I : Qo ! Qo is de ned as follows:
LC I (q) = q , f(x; `) 2 q : (x; `0) 2 q ^ 8i [Fi 2 ` , Fi 2 `0] ^ [`  `0 ]g
The use of the Label Correction function LC I is explained as follows. Suppose there exist
two pairs (x; `) and (x; `0) as described above, in R(q;  ) for some state q of GId . This implies
the presence in L of two traces s1 and s2 such that they have identical projections and lead
to the same state x, and s1 contains an indicator event of type Ii following a failure event
of type Fi while s2 does not. Since for I-diagnosability, we are concerned only with traces
in which the indicator event follows the failure, we can drop the pair (x; `) which does not
contain the Ii label with no loss of generality.
The transition function dI : Qo  o ! Qo is de ned as
q2 = dI (q1 ; ) , q2 = LC I [R(q1; )]
(3.28)
with  2 ed (q1) de ned as before. The state space QId is the resulting subset of Qo composed
of the states of the diagnoser that are reachable from q0 under the transition function dI .
A state qd of GId is now of the form
qd = f(x1; `1); : : :; (xn; `n)g
where xi 2 Xo and `i 2 I ; i.e., `i is of the form `i = fN g or `i = fFi1 ; Fi2 ; : : :; Fik ; Ij1 Ij2 ; : : :
, Ijl g where fi1; i2; : : :; ik g  f1; 2; : : :; mg and fj1; j2; : : :; jlg  fi1; i2; : : :; ik g:
We make the following observations on the modi ed diagnoser GId .
1. In addition to failure information, the labels now carry information on occurrences of
indicator events following the failure events.
2. We append the Ii label to any ` only if an indicator event from I (fi) follows a failure
event from fi . The set of Ii labels is always a subset of the set of Fi labels in any
(x; `) pair 2 q 2 Qd .
3. The Ii labels propagate from state to state just like the Fi labels.
4. We do not use the A label here. As mentioned earlier, we are now concerned only with
traces where the failure event is followed by an appropriate indicator event. Therefore,
there could be present in L two Fi -ambiguous traces for some i 2 f and yet L could
be diagnosable if no trace in the post-language of these traces contains an indicator
event from the set I (fi). Hence, in order to check for I-diagnosability, we need to
remember which failure types caused the ambiguity, even in the case of no multiple
failures. Therefore, we do not need to distinguish between the case of possible multiple
failures and the case of no multiple failures in this section.

Example 15 Figure 3.11 illustrates the construction of the diagnoser GId. Here, i; i 2
f1; : : :; 4g and I 1 are observable events while uo is unobservable. The indicator event
correponding to the failure event f 1 is I (f 1) = fI 1g and the partition is f 1 = ff 1 g.
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Figure 3.11: Example illustrating construction of the diagnoser GId
Properties and De nitions of GId
Since we do not use the A label, properties (P1) through (P3) of the diagnoser correspond
to those discussed in Section 3.4.2. Likewise, the remarks on the de nition of an Fi -certain
state, an Fi -uncertain state, and an Fi -indeterminate cycle, and Lemma 2 cited in Section
3.4.2 remain valid. We now introduce the notions of (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain states and (Fi ; Ii)indeterminate cycles.

De nition 12 A state q 2 QId is said to be (Fi; Ii)-uncertain if 9(x; `); (y; `0) 2 q; such that
fFi; Iig  ` and Fi 2= `0.
Lemma 3 If a state q 2 Qd is (Fi; Ii)-uncertain , then this implies that 9 s1 = p1t1 2 L and
s2 2 L such that : p1 2 (fi), I (fi) 2 t1 ; fi 2= s2; P (s1 ) = P (s2 ), and dI (q0; P (s1)) =
q:

The above lemma simply states that presence of an (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain state in GId corresponds
to the situation where there are two traces s1 and s2 in L such that s1 contains a failure
event of type Fi followed by an indicator event corresponding to this failure type while s2
does not contain a failure event of type Fi . In addition, the traces s1 and s2 produce the
same record of observable events. Proof of this lemma follows directly from the construction
of GId .

De nition 13 A set of (Fi; Ii)-uncertain states q1; q2; : : :; qn 2 QId is said to form an
(Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycle if
1. q1 ; q2; : : :; qn form a cycle in GId with dI (ql ; l) = ql+1 ; l = 1; : : :; n,1 and dI (qn ; n ) =
q1 where l 2 o; l = 1; : : :; n; and
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2. 9(xkl ; `kl ); (ylr ; `~rl ) 2 ql ; l = 1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; m; and r = 1; : : :; m0 (x not necessarily
distinct from y ), such that
(a) fFi ; Iig  `kl ; Fi 2= `~rl for all l; k; and r;
(b) The sequences of states fxkl g; l = 1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; m and fylr g; l =
1; : : :; n; r = 1; : : :; m0 form cycles in G0 with

(xkl ; l; xk(l+1)) 2 G0 ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; m;
(xkn ; n; xk1+1 ) 2 G0 ; k = 1; : : :; m , 1; and
(xmn ; n; x11) 2 G0 ;
and

(ylr ; l; y(rl+1)) 2 G0 ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; r = 1; : : :; m;0
(ynr ; n ; y1r+1) 2 G0 ; r = 1; : : :; m0 , 1; and
(ynm0 ; n ; y11) 2 G0 :
An (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycle in GId indicates the presence in L of two traces s1 and s2
of arbitrarily long length, such that they both have the same observable projection, and s1
contains a failure event from the set fi followed by an indicator event from the set I (fi)
while s2 does not contain any event from the set fi .

Example 16 Consider the system shown in Figure 3.11. Inspection of the diagnoser GId
for this system reveals the presence of an (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycle. Here the set fxkl g of
De nition 13 is f5; 6; 4g (these states carry the label fF1 ; I1g in the diagnoser GId ), the set
fylr g is f9; 11; 8g (these states carry the label fN g), and m = m0 = 1.
Necessary and Sucient Conditions
Theorem 3 A language L is I-diagnosable if and only if the diagnoser GId satis es the
following condition:
(C-I) There are no (Fi; Ii)-indeterminate cycles in GId, for all failure types Fi .

Proof: This proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 with the exceptions that we

now consider the I labels and (Fi ; Ii )-indeterminate cycles and that there are no ambiguous
states. For the sake of clarity, it is presented in its entirety.
Necessity: We prove necessity by contradiction. Assume there exist states q1; q2; : : :; qn 2
QId such that they form an (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycle and let dI (qi ; i) = q(i+1) mod n . Let
(xkl ; `kl ); (ylr ; `~rl ) 2 ql ; l = 1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; m; and r = 1; : : :; m0 form corresponding
cycles in G0 with fFi ; Ii g  `kl ; Fi 2= `~rl . Then we have
(xkl ; skl l) = xk(l+1) ; l = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; m
(xkn ; skn n) = xk1+1 ; k = 1; : : :; m , 1 and
 (xmn; smnn) = x11
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and

(ylr ; s~rll) = y(rl+1); l = 1; : : :; n , 1; r = 1; : : :; m0
 (ynr ; s~rnn) = y1r+1 ; r = 1; : : :; m0 , 1 and
(ynm0 ; s~mn 0 n) = y11
where

m; m0 2 Nl ; skl 2 L(G; xkl ); s~rl 2 L(G; ylr) and skl ; s~rl 2 uo:
Since (x11; `11); (y11; `~11) 2 q1 ; 9 s0 ; s~0 2 L such that  (x0; s0) = x11;  (y0; s~0) = y11 and P (s0 ) =
P (~s0 ) from Property (P2). Further, since fFi; Ii g  `11, then fi 2 s0, and 9st1 2 s0 such
that s 2 (fi) and st1 2 [I (fi)], i.e., the trace st1 contains a failure event of the type
Fi and ends in an indicator event associated with the failure type Fi . Also, since Fi 2= `~rl ,
we have that fi 2= s~0 and fi 2= s~rl , for all l; r.
Consider the two traces

! = s0 (s111 s122 : : :s1n ns21 1s22 2 : : :s2n n : : :: : :sm1 1 sm2 2 : : :smnn )km0
and

!~ = s~0(~s11 1 s~12 2 : : : s~1n n s~21 1s~22 2 : : : s~2nn : : :: : : s~m1 0 1 s~m2 0 2 : : : s~mn 0 n )km
for arbitrarily large k. We have that !; !~ 2 L; and P (! ) = P (~! ) = P (s0 )(12 : : :n )kmm0 :
Let t2 2 L=st1 be such that ! = st1 t2 . By choosing k to be arbitrarily large, we can get
jjt2jj > n for any given n 2 Nl . Thus, !~ 2 PL,1 [P (st)] and fi 2= !~ : Therefore, the chosen s
violates the de nition of I-diagnosability for Fi . Hence L is not I-diagnosable.
Suciency: Assume that the diagnoser GId for L satis es Condition (C-I). Pick any
s 2 L and any Fi such that s 2 (fi) and any t1 2 L=s such that t1f 2 I (fi): Let
 (x0; st1 ) = x1 and correspondingly in GId , let dI (q0 ; P (st1)) = q1 . Since fi 2 st1 and
t1f 2 I (fi), we have (x1 ; `1) 2 q1 with fFi ; Ii g  `1 :
We now have two distinct cases to consider: (I) q1 is Fi -certain and (II) q1 is (Fi ; Ii)uncertain.
Case I: Suppose q1 is Fi-certain. Then, by Lemma 2-(i)

(8! 2 PL,1 [P (st1 )]) fi 2 !:
Hence L is I-diagnosable for Fi with ni = 0. Since this is true for any Fi , L is I-diagnosable.
Case II: Suppose q1 is (Fi; Ii)-uncertain. We have assumed that there are no (Fi; Ii)indeterminate cycles in GId . Recalling the de nition of an (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycle, this
assumption means that one of the following is true. (i) There are no cycles of (Fi ; Ii)uncertain states in GId . (ii) There exists one or more cycles of (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain states in
GId but corresponding to any of these cycles in GId, there do not exist two sequences fxkl g
and fylr g, l = 1; : : :; n and k; r 2 N
l such that both of these form cycles in G0 , where the
sequence fxkl g is composed of states that appear with an fFi ; Ii g label in the cycle in GId
while the sequence fylr g is composed of states that do not appear with an Fi label.
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Reasoning along lines similar to the proof of suciency of conditions (C1) and (C2)
of Theorem 1, we conclude as before that 8t2 2 L(G; x1) of suciently long length,
dI (q1; P (t2)) = dI (q0 ; P (st1t2)) = q2 is Fi-certain. Note that q2 cannot be Fi -uncertain.
This is because q1 is (Fi ; Ii )-uncertain, and no (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain state of GId can lead to an
Fi-uncertain state since the Ii labels propagate from state to state. Hence we conclude that
9ni 2 Nl such that 8t2 2 L=st1,

jjt2jj  ni ) (8! 2 PL,1 [P (st1t2)]) fi 2 !:
Hence L is I-diagnosable. Further,

ni  CiI  no
where

CiI =

X
q2QId: q is (Fi ;Ii )-uncertain

(3.29)
#x-states in q:

(3.30)

We note here that this bound on the delay ni is conservative; in Section 4 we provide a
better bound.
Q.E.D.

Example 17 Figure 3.11 provides an example of a system that is not I-diagnosable since
the corresponding diagnoser GId contains an (F1 ; I1)-indeterminate cycle.

This concludes the discussion on necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability
and I-diagnosability. Note that checking for diagnosability and I-diagnosability amounts
to cycle detection in the diagnosers and in G0 and any of the standard cycle detection
algorithms (which are of polynomial complexity) may be used.

3.5 Additional Examples
Example 18 Consider a simple system consisting of a pump, a valve, and a controller. We

assume that the valve has two failure modes, a stuck-open failure mode and a stuck-closed
failure mode; the stuck open failure occurs only from the open state of the valve and the
stuck closed failure occurs only from its closed state. The component models for this system
are shown in Figure 3.12.
Suppose that the system is equipped with just one sensor, a ow sensor that can read
one of two possible values: F, indicating that there is a ow and NF, indicating that there
is no ow. The sensor map for this system is listed in Table 3.1. Note that the s in Table
3.1 stand for the state of the controller, and are used to indicate that the sensor map is
independent of the controller state.
The composite system model G (obtained via the modeling procedure of Chapter 2) is
depicted in Figure 3.13.
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OPEN_VALVE
OPEN_VALVE

CLOSE_VALVE
VC

STUCK_CLOSED

VO

STUCK_OPEN

CLOSE_VALVE

SC

SO

OPEN_VALVE, CLOSE_VALVE

OPEN_VALVE, CLOSE_VALVE
VALVE

START _PUMP

PON

POFF

STOP_PUMP

START_PUMP

STOP_PUMP
PUMP

NO_LOAD

STOP_PUMP
C7

CLOSE_VALVE
C6
C5

LOAD

NO_LOAD

START _PUMP

LOAD
C2

C1

OPEN_VALVE
C4
C3

CONTROLLER

Figure 3.12: Component models for the pump-valve system of Example 18

h( VC, POFF,  )
h( SC, POFF,  )
h( SO, POFF,  )
h( VC, PON,  )
h( VO, PON,  )
h( SC, PON,  )
h( SO, PON,  )

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

NF
NF
NF
NF
F
NF
F

Table 3.1: The global sensor map for the pump-valve system of Example 18
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SC
C1

2

< STUCK_CLOSED >

5

< STUCK_CLOSED >

< START_PUMP, NF >
C3

9

1

< NO_LOAD, NF >

24

11

< LOAD, NF >

20

15

C7

14

C5

6

< STUCK_OPEN >

18

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

4 < STOP_PUMP, NF >

PON

< CLOSE_VALVE, F >

21

12

PON

< LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, F >

19

< STUCK_CLOSED >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

16

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< STUCK_OPEN >

< NO_LOAD, F >

17

PON

< OPEN_VALVE, F >

< OPEN_VALVE, F >

13 < NO_LOAD, NF >

POFF

< START_PUMP, F >

7

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

C6

23

< START_PUMP, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

< LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, NF >
C5

POFF

3

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

C4

SO

< LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
C2

VO

VC

22

PON

POFF

POFF

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
C6

10

8

POFF

Figure 3.13: The composite system model G for the pump-valve system of Example 18
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< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< NO_LOAD, NF >

4 N 6 F1

1N

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

8 N 10 F1

12 N 14 F1

< LOAD, NF >
3N

13 F1

5 F1

< LOAD, NF >

< START_PUMP, NF >
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
7 N 9 F1

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< OPEN_VALVE, F >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
17 F1

11 N

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< NO_LOAD, F >
< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

20 F1

15 N 18 F2

19 N

< CLOSE_VALVE, F >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

21 F2

14 F1

< STOP_PUMP, NF >
< LOAD, NF >

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
22 F2

5 F1
< START_PUMP, NF >
9 F1

< LOAD, NF >
23 F2
< START_PUMP, F >

< CLOSE_VALVE, F >

24 F2
< OPEN_VALVE, F >
16 F2
< NO_LOAD, F >
18 F2

Figure 3.14: The diagnoser Gd for the pump-valve system of Example 18
Let the partition f on the set of failures be chosen as follows: f 1 = fStuck Closedg
and f 2 = fStuck Openg. Figure 3.14 illustrates the diagnoser Gd for this system.
Inspection of the diagnoser reveals that there are no cycles of F1 -uncertain states or F2 uncertain states and hence there are no F1 or F2 -indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser.
Therefore, we conclude that the system of Figure 3.13 is diagnosable.

Example 19 Consider the pump-valve system presented in Example 18. Suppose that the
controller of Figure 3.12 is replaced with the controller of Figure 3.15. The global sensor
map and the composite system model G for this system are shown in Table 3.2 and Figure
3.16, respectively.

h( VC, POFF,  )
h( VO, POFF,  )
h( SC, POFF,  )
h( SO, POFF,  )
h( VO, PON,  )
h( SC, PON,  )
h( SO, PON,  )

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

NF
NF
NF
NF
F
NF
F

Table 3.2: The global sensor map for the pump-valve system of Example 19
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NO_LOAD

C7

STOP_PUMP
CLOSE_VALVE
C6
C5

NO_LOAD

C1

LOAD

OPEN_VALVE
C2

START _PUMP
C4
C3

LOAD
CONTROLLER

Figure 3.15: Controller model for the pump-valve system of Example 19
SC
C1

2

< STUCK_CLOSED >

5

9

< STUCK_CLOSED >

3

< NO_LOAD, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

7

11

< LOAD, NF >

16

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

C6

POFF

< START_PUMP, F >

< STUCK_OPEN >
17

PON

< LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, F >

< STUCK_OPEN >

19

< STUCK_OPEN > 21
20

10

15

12

PON

< STOP_PUMP, NF > < STOP_PUMP, NF >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

C7

< STUCK_OPEN >

< NO_LOAD, F >

18

POFF

< OPEN_VALVE, F >

< START_PUMP, F >

14 < NO_LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, NF >
C5

23
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

< START_PUMP, NF >

C4

POFF

1

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
C3

SO

< LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
C2

VO

VC

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

13

POFF

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
22

POFF

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

C5

6

< STUCK_CLOSED >

4 < CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

POFF

< STUCK_CLOSED >
< STOP_PUMP, NF >
C6

8

POFF

Figure 3.16: The composite system model G for the pump-valve system of Example 19
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< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
1N

4 N 6 F1

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

8 N 10 F1

13 N 15 F1

< LOAD, NF >
3N

5 F1

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
14 F1

< START_PUMP, NF >
7 N 9 F1
< START_PUMP, F >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
18 F1

11 N 17 F2

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< NO_LOAD, F >

10 F1
< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
15 F1

< LOAD, NF >

16 N 19 F2
< START_PUMP, NF >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >
20 N 21 F2

< START_PUMP, F >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
< LOAD, NF >
13 N 22 F2
5 F1
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
9 F1

< LOAD, NF >
3 N 5 F1 23 F2
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
7 N 9 F1 12 F2

Figure 3.17: The diagnoser Gd for the pump-valve system of Example 19
As before, let f 1 = fStuck Closedg and f 2 = fStuck Openg. Figure 3.17 depicts
the diagnoser Gd for this system. Inspection of the diagnoser Gd and the system model G
reveals the presence of an F2 -indeterminate cycle in the diagnoser (formed by the highlighted
states in Figure 3.17). We conclude, therefore, that this system is not diagnosable. More
precisely, it is not possible to diagnose occurrences of the valve stuck-open failure in this
system.
Suppose next that we choose the indicator events corresponding to the valve failures as
follows:
I (f 1) = f < Open valve,  >g,
I (f 2) = f< Close valve,  > g.
(Here < Open valve,  > stands for both the events < Open valve, F>, and <
Open valve, NF>.)
The I-diagnoser GId for this system is shown in Figure 3.18. Again, inspection of GId and
the system model G shows that there exists an (F2 ; I2)-indeterminate cycle in GId . Note
that this cycle does indeed include the indicator event corresponding to the valve stuck-open
failure, namely < Close valve,  >. This means that even after the valve is issued a close
command, it is not possible to diagnose whether the valve is stuck open or not. Therefore,
this system is not I-diagnosable. The reason for this is intuitively obvious, if we examine
the controller of Figure 3.15. Note that this controller asks for the pump to be stopped even
before the valve is closed. The pump being the prime mover, once it is shut o , the ow
sensor would always read a no- ow value regardless of the state of the valve. Therefore,
with the controller of 3.15, it is not possible to determine whether the valve is normal or
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< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
4 N 6 F1

1N

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

8 N 10 F1

13 N 15 F1

< LOAD, NF >
3N

5 F1

< LOAD, NF >

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
< START_PUMP, NF >

14 F1 I1

7 N 9 F1 I1

< START_PUMP, F >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
18 F1 I1

11 N 17 F2

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

< NO_LOAD, F >

10 F1 I1
< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

16 N 19 F2
< START_PUMP, NF >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >
20 N 21 F2

15 F1 I1

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
< LOAD, NF >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
13 N 22 F2 I2

5 F1 I1

< LOAD, NF >

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

3 N 5 F1 23 F2 I2

20 N 21 F2 I2

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

9 F1 I1

16 N 19 F2 I2

< START_PUMP, F >
7 N 9 F1 I1 12 F2 I2

< NO_LOAD, F >
11 N 17 F2 I2

Figure 3.18: The diagnoser GId for the pump-valve system of Example 19
stuck-open, and the system of Figure 3.16 is neither diagnosable nor I-diagnosable.

Example 20 As a nal example, consider the system of Figure 3.12 but now assume that
the pump is always in its on state and further assume that the controller is replaced by the
one in Figure 3.19.
The global sensor map and the composite system model G for this system are shown in
Table 3.3 and Figure 3.20, respectively. For the sake of brevity, we have omitted the state
of the pump in Table 3.3 and in Figure 3.20 since we assume that the pump is always on.
NO_LOAD

C5

CLOSE_VALVE
C4

NO_LOAD

C1

LOAD

NO_LOAD

C2

OPEN_VALVE

C3

LOAD
LOAD
CONTROLLER

Figure 3.19: Controller model for the pump-valve system of Example 20
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h( VC,  )
h( VO,  )
h( SC,  )
h( SO,  )

= NF
= F
= NF
= F
Table 3.3: The global sensor map for the pump-valve system of Example 20

SC
C1

2

< STUCK_CLOSED >

5
< LOAD, NF >

SO

1

< LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
C2

VO

VC

< STUCK_CLOSED >

3

11

< STUCK_OPEN >

< NO_LOAD, NF >

14
< LOAD, F >

< LOAD, F >

< OPEN_VALVE, F >
< OPEN_VALVE, F >
< OPEN_VALVE, F >
13
< LOAD, NF >
7
< STUCK_OPEN >
< LOAD, F >

< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
C3

9

< NO_LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, NF >
6

C4
< NO_LOAD, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

< NO_LOAD, NF >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
C5

10

4

< NO_LOAD, F >

< NO_LOAD, F >

12

15

< STUCK_OPEN >

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< STUCK_CLOSED >

8

< NO_LOAD, F >
< CLOSE_VALVE, F >
16

Figure 3.20: The composite system model G for Example 20
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< NO_LOAD, NF >
< NO_LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, NF >
3N

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
4 N 6 F1

1N

8 N 10 F1

< NO_LOAD, NF >
5 F1

< LOAD, NF >

< OPEN_VALVE, F >
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

9 F1 I1
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >

7N

< LOAD, NF >

< LOAD, F >

5 F1 I1
< LOAD, NF >
11 N 14 F2
< NO_LOAD, NF >
< OPEN_VALVE, F >
< LOAD, NF >

6 F1 I1

< LOAD, F >

7 N 13 F2

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >

< NO_LOAD, F >

< NO_LOAD, NF >
10 F1 I1

12 N 15 F2
< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
8N

< NO_LOAD, F >
< CLOSE_VALVE, F >
16 F2 I2
< NO_LOAD, F >
< CLOSE_VALVE, F >
< LOAD, F >
15 F2 I2

< NO_LOAD, F >

14 F2 I2

< OPEN_VALVE, F >
< LOAD, F >
13 F2 I2

Figure 3.21: The diagnoser GId for Example 20
As before, let f 1 = fStuck Closedg and f 2 = fStuck Openg, and let I (f 1)
= f < Open valve,  >g and I (f 2) = f< Close valve,  > g. The I-diagnoser GId
for this system is depicted in Figure 3.21. Examination of the diagnoser and the system
model shows that there is both an F1 -indeterminate cycle and an F2 -indeterminate cycle
in the diagnoser (shown by the highlighted states in Figure 3.21). Note, however, that
these cycles are not (F1; I1)-indeterminate and (F2 ; I2)-indeterminate, respectively. Thus,
the system of Figure 3.20 is not diagnosable but it is I-diagnosable. Intuitively, this means
the following. As long as there is no load on the system the controller does not issue an
open-valve command and hence it is not possible to determine if the valve is stuck-closed or
not. However, since we worry about the valve stuck-closed failure only after the open-valve
command is issued (recall that < Open valve,  > is the indicator event corresponding
to this failure), this situation does not make the system non-I-diagnosable. Likewise, the
controller does not issue a close-valve command as long as there is a load on the system.
This means that it is not possible to diagnose the stuck-open failure as long as the load
remains. Again, this does not violate I-diagnosability since we worry about the stuck-open
failure only after a close-valve command is issued.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced the notions of diagnosability and I-diagnosability
of systems in the framework of formal languages. We have compared this notion with the
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problems of observability, observability with delay, and invertibility, all of which fall in the
general class of partial observation problems, and we have illustrated by means of examples
that diagnosability is a distinctly di erent notion. We have provided construction procedures for diagnosers and presented necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability and
I-diagnosability. These conditions can be veri ed using standard cycle detection algorithms
on the diagnosers and the machine G0 . Finally, we have presented some simple examples of
physical systems and illustrated the main concepts discussed in this chapter.
The theory presented in this chapter is based on two assumptions on the system model.
As mentioned earlier, the rst assumption, on the liveness of the system, can be relaxed
and the de nition of diagnosability can be extended to include terminating traces as well;
the necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability can also be modi ed appropriately.
These results are presented in Chapter 6. The second assumption, on the absence of arbitrarily long traces of unobservable events in L, can also be relaxed if we require that the
failures be detected within a bounded number of occurrences of observable events following
the failure. Appropriate modi cations of the theory presented here are straightforward.

CHAPTER 4
On-line Diagnosis of Diagnosable Systems
He has two of the three qualities necessary for the ideal detective - the powers of
observation and deduction. He is only wanting in knowledge and that will come
in time.
: : : Sherlock Holmes

4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter, we have introduced the notion of dignosability of systems and
discussed how the diagnoser can be used to determine if a given system is diagnosable. As
was mentioned there, the diagnoser can be used not only to test for the diagnosability of
a system but can also be used to perform on-line diagnostics; failures in the system can
be diagnosed simply by checking the labels associated with the state estimates that the
diagnoser provides. In this chapter we rst show how the three diagnosers introduced in
Chapter 3 can be used to diagnose failures in diagnosable systems. This result follows as
a direct consequence of the necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability, and the
liveness assumption that we made on the language generated by the system. Next, we prove
a more important result which is as follows. The basic diagnoser Gd is adequate for diagnosing failures in diagnosable and I-diagnosable systems, with or without multiple failures.
In other words, once it is established that the system is diagnosable or I-diagnosable, we
I
can restrict attention to Gd (as opposed to the diagnosers Gmf
d and Gd ) for performing
diagnostics; occurrences of failures in the system can be detected with a nite delay by
inspecting the states of this diagnoser. This result is important from an implementation
I
viewpoint, as Gd will in general have far fewer states than its counterparts Gmf
d and Gd .
We now present three lemmas corresponding to the three cases of diagnosability with
non-multiple failures, diagnosability with multiple failures, and I-diagnosability, and show
how the appropriate diagnosers can be used to perform on-line failure diagnosis. This is
followed by a theorem which states the main result of this chapter, namely, the adequacy
of the diagnoser Gd for diagnosing failures in diagnosable systems.
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4.2 On-line Failure Diagnosis
Lemma 4 Consider a pre x-closed and live language L. Let fi; i = 1; 2; : : :; m denote

disjoint sets of failure events in . Assume that multiple failures of the same type do not
occur in the traces in L. If L is diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure type Fi ,
then the diagnoser Gd detects occurrences of failure events of the type Fi in at most ni + no
events of L following the occurrence of the failure events.

Proof: Let L be diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure type Fi. Recall con-

ditions (C1) (no indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser Gd ) and (C2) (no ambiguous states
in the diagnoser Gd ) of Theorem 1 (presented in Chapter 3) for a language to be diagnosable. From the proof of suciency of Conditions (C1) and (C2), and from the liveness
assumption on L, it follows that every trace of L containing a failure event of type Fi leads
to an Fi -certain state of the diagnoser in a bounded number of transitions. We now show
that this happens in at most ni + no transitions of the system following the failure event.
Consider any s 2 (fi ) and consider any t 2 L=s such that jjtjj  ni : Since L is diagnosable with delay ni , we have that (8! 2 PL,1 [P (st)]); fi 2 !: First suppose that tf 2 o .
It follows then from the construction of the diagnoser Gd that d (q0; P (st)) is Fi -certain.
Next suppose that tf 2= o . Since the state of the diagnoser Gd corresponding to the trace
st is de ned only after the occurrence of the rst observable event following st, and since
the length of any sequence of unobservable events in L is bounded by no , we have that
8v 2 L : (v = stuo ) (u 2 uo) (o 2 o), jjuojj  no and d(q0; P (v)) is Fi -certain.
Recall that an Fi -certain state of the diagnoser is one where every state estimate contains
the label Fi and hence whenever the diagnoser hits an Fi -certain state we can conclude
for sure that a failure of type Fi has occurred, regardless of what the current state of the
system is. It then follows that the diagnoser Gd detects occurrences of failures of type Fi
with a delay of at most ni + n0 events.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 5 Consider a pre x-closed and live language L. Let fi; i = 1; 2; : : :; m denote

disjoint sets of failure events in . If L is diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure
type Fi , then the diagnoser Gmf
d detects occurrences of failure events of the type Fi in at
most ni + no events of L following the occurrence of the failure events.

Proof: Straightforward by recalling condition (C-MF) (no indeterminate cycles in the

diagnoser Gmf
d ) of Theorem 2 from Chapter 3, and by reasoning along lines similar to the
proof of Lemma 4.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 6 Consider a pre x-closed and live language L. Let fi; i = 1; 2; : : :; m denote

disjoint sets of failure events in  and let I (fi) denote the corresponding sets of indicator
events. If L is I-diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure type Fi , then the diagnoser GId detects occurrences of failure events of the type Fi in at most ni + no events of L
after the occurrence of indicator events of type Ii following the failure events.
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Proof: Let L be I-diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure type Fi. Proof of the

suciency of Condition (C-I) of Theorem 3 (in Chapter 3) reveals that if L is I-diagnosable,
then every trace of L containing a failure event of type Fi , followed by an indicator event
of type Ii ; leads to an Fi -certain state of GId in a bounded number of transitions. We now
show that this happens in at most ni + no transitions of the system following the indicator
event. Consider any s 2 (fi ) and consider any t1 t2 2 L=s such that st1 2 I [ (f 1)] and
jjt2jj  ni : Since L is diagnosable with delay ni, we have that (8! 2 PL,1 [P (st1t2)]) fi 2 !.
First suppose that t2f 2 o . It follows then from the construction of the diagnoser GId that
dI (q0; P (st1t2 )) is Fi -certain. Next suppose that t2f 2= o . Since the state of the diagnoser
GId corresponding to the trace st1 t2 is de ned only after the occurrence of the rst observable
event following st1 t2 , and since the length of any sequence of unobservable events in L is
bounded by no , we have that 8v 2 L : (v = st1 t2 uo ) (u 2 uo ) (o 2 o ), jjuojj  no
and dI (q0 ; P (v )) is Fi -certain. As before, recalling the de nition of an Fi -certain state, the
result follows directly.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 Consider a pre x-closed and live language L. Let fi; i = 1; 2; : : :; m denote

disjoint sets of failure events in . If L is diagnosable (respectively, I-diagnosable) with
delay ni corresponding to failure type Fi , then the diagnoser Gd detects occurrences of
failure events of the type Fi in at most ni + no events of L after the occurrence of the failure
events (respectively, after the occurrence of indicator events of type Ii following the failure
events).

Proof: Case I: Diagnosability: We rst consider the case where L is such that multiple

failures of the same type do not occur along any trace. It then follows directly from Lemma
4 that the diagnoser Gd detects occurrences of failures of type Fi with a delay of at most
ni + no events.
Consider next the case where L is such that multiple failures of the same type are
possible. Suppose that we again construct the diagnoser Gd . First, note that the only
di erence between Gmf
d (discussed in Section 3.4.2) and Gd is in the treatment of ambiguous
states. We have that every Fi -uncertain state of Gmf
d corresponds uniquely either to an
ambiguous state or to an Fi -uncertain state of Gd , and, every Fi -certain state of Gmf
d
corresponds to a unique Fi -certain state of Gd . To be more speci c, an Fi -uncertain state
0
q 2 Qmf
d such that q = f(x; `); (y; ` )g with x 6= y will also be a state of Gd ; an Fi -uncertain
0
0
0
state q 2 Qmf
d such that q = f(x; `); (x; ` )g will correspond to the state q = f(x; fAg[`\` )g
0
of Gd ; nally, two states q1 ; q2 2 Qmf
d such that q1 = f(x; `); (x; ` ); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g and
q2 = f(x; `~); (x; `~0); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g where q1 is Fi -uncertain (due to ` and `0 ) , q2 is
Fj -uncertain (due to `~ and `~0 ), and ` \ `0 = `~\ `~0 will both correspond to the same ambiguous
0
state q3 = f(x; fAg[ ` \ `0); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g 2 Qd . Note here that L(Gmf
d ; q ) = L(Gd ; q )
mf
and L(Gmf
d ; q1) = L(Gd ; q2) = L(Gd ; q3). Hence, if one considers a mapping of the states
mf
of Gmf
d onto the states of Gd , this map preserves the transition structure of Gd in the sense
of (i) preserving the language generated by Gmf
d and (ii) preserving the essential information
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for implementing diagnostics because whenever Gmf
d hits an Fi -certain state, so would Gd .
It follows from Lemma 5 and the above reasoning that if L is diagnosable with delay ni
corresponding to failure type Fi , then the diagnoser Gmf
d , and consequently, the diagnoser
Gd hits an Fi -certain state in at most ni + no events following the failure event. Thus, Gd
detects occurrences of failures of the type Fi with a delay of at most ni + no events.
Case II: I-diagnosability Let L be I-diagnosable with delay ni corresponding to failure
type Fi . Suppose that we again construct the basic diagnoser Gd for L. As in the case of
I
Gmf
d , every Fi -uncertain state of Gd correponds uniquely to either an ambiguous state or
an Fi -uncertain state of Gd , and every Fi -certain state of GId corresponds to a unique Fi certain state of Gd . Every (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain state of GId correponds uniquely either to an
ambiguous state or to an Fi -uncertain state of Gd . For example, any two states q1 ; q2 2 QId of
the form q1 = f(x; fFi; Iig); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g and q2 = f(x; fFig); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g
correspond to the same state q2 = f(x; fFig); (y1; `1); : : :; (yk ; `k )g in Gd . Note again that
L(GId ; q1) = L(GId; q2) = L(Gd ; q2). Hence, as before, if one considers a mapping of the
states of GId onto the states of Gd , this map preserves the transition structure of GId in
the sense of (i) preserving the language generated by GId and (ii) preserving the essential
information for implementing diagnostics because whenever GId hits an Fi -certain state, so
would Gd . From Lemma 6, we conclude that every trace of L containing a failure event of
type Fi , followed by an indicator event of type Ii ; leads to an Fi -certain state of GId and
consequently, to an Fi -certain state of Gd in at most ni + no events after the occurrence of
the indicator event of the corresponding type.
Q.E.D.
Based on the above theorem, we now improve upon the bounds on the delay ni provided
in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 (cf. proofs of Theorems 2 and 3) for diagnosability in the case of
mutiple failures, and for I-diagnosability, respectively. Recall from the proof of suciency
of condition (C-MF) of Theorem 2 that a bound on the delay ni is given by Cimf  no + no
P
where Cimf = q2Qmf
#x-states in q: We now provide a better bound on
d : q is Fi -uncertain
ni which is given by ni  Ci  no + no as in the case of no multiple failures. Note that
this bound depends only on the states of the basic diagnoser Gd and not on the states of
Gmf
d . The improved bound can be obtained as follows. First, recall that in order to obtain
a bound on ni for the case of multiple failures, we count the number of Fi -uncertain states
in Gmf
d (that it is possible to visit before hitting an Fi -certain state). Next, recall from
the proof of Theorem 4 that there exist in Gmf
d states of the form q1 and q2 as described
mf
there which have the property that L(Gd ; q1) = L(Gmf
d ; q2). It is obvious then that is
not necessary to count more than once \duplicate" states like q1 and q2 because any trace
passing through q1 cannot pass through q2 , and vice-versa. Further, note that since both
q1 and q2 correspond to the same state q3 in Gd, these duplicate states get accounted for
only once when we compute the bound in Gd .
Likewise, in the case of I-diagnosability, we can obtain a bound on the delay ni that
is better than the one presented in Section 3.4.3, namely, ni  CiI  no where CiI =
P
q2QId: q is Fi -uncertain #x-states in q: The new bound depends only on the states of the
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diagnoser Gd and is given by ni  Ci  no . Note, as in the case of multiple failures
discussed above, that \duplicated" states in GId , of the form q1 and q2 described in the
proof of Theorem 4 get accounted for twice when one counts the number of (Fi ; Ii)-uncertain
states that might be traversed before hitting an Fi -certain state in GId ; whereas these get
accounted for (and correctly) only once in Gd . Hence we have the improved bound stated
above.
We conclude, therefore, that in all cases, the bound on the detection delay ni can be
given as follows:
ni  Ci  no + no
(4.1)
P
where Ci = q2Qd : q is Fi -uncertain #x-states in q:
We now provide examples that illustrate implementation of diagnostics for diagnosable
and I-diagnosable systems using the diagnoser Gd .

Example 21 Figure 4.1 depicts a system G, its diagnoser GId and the corresponding diag-

noser Gd that is implemented. Here, the events ; ; ; ; I 1; I 2, and I 3 are observable
while uo and the failure events f 1 ; f 2; f 3 are unobservable. The indicator events are
chosen to be I (f 1) = fI 1g, I (f 2) = fI 2g, and I (f 3) = fI 3 g; the partition is chosen
to be f 1 = ff 1g, f 2 = ff 2g, and f 3 = ff 3g. Inspection of GId clearly shows that L
is I-diagnosable. Knowing this fact, one is able to conclude that when Gd enters (and stays
in) the state f(12; fAg)g, no failures violating I-diagnosability have happened. Next, it is
clear by inspecting the system G and the diagnoser GId , that when the trace I 2 I 3 I3
is observed, the diagnoser enters into an F1 -indeterminate cycle and hence it is not possible
to conclude whether a failure of type F1 has happened or not. This, however, is not an
(F1 ; I1)-indeterminate cycle since the corresponding trace in G, which contains the failure
event f 1 , does not contain the indicator event I 1 . It is interesting to note that the corresponding state in the diagnoser Gd , f(11; fF 2; F 3g)g, reveals nothing about the failure
f 1 .
Also shown in Figure 4.1 is the diagnoser Gmf
d . Note that Condition (C-MF) is viomf
lated in Gd and hence L is not diagnosable. Each of the states f(12; fN g); (12; fF 1g)g,
f(12; fF 2g); (12; fF 3g)g, f(12; fF 1; F 2g); (12; fF 1; F 3g)g, and f(11; fF 2; F 3g), (11; fF 1; F 2;
F 3g)g forms an Fi-indeterminate cycle.
Finally, we make the observation that given an I-diagnosable language L, it is possible
to have traces in L that satisfy the diagnosability condition D, but in which an indicator
event of the appropriate type does not follow the failure event. Consider, for example, the
trace uo f 3 f 3 I 2 f 2 I 3 in Figure 4.1 and note that the corresponding state of GId is
F2 -certain.

Example 22 Consider the system of Example 18 in Chapter 3. We saw that this system is

diagnosable. We now illustrate how the diagnoser Gd (depicted in Figure 3.14 and presented
here again in Figure 4.2 for convenience) can be used to perform on-line diagnosis for this
system.
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< NO_LOAD, NF >
1N

< CLOSE_VALVE, NF >
4 N 6 F1

< STOP_PUMP, NF >

8 N 10 F1

12 N 14 F1

< LOAD, NF >
3N
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< LOAD, NF >

< START_PUMP, NF >
< OPEN_VALVE, NF >
7 N 9 F1

< STOP_PUMP, NF >
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< START_PUMP, F >
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24 F2
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16 F2
< NO_LOAD, F >
18 F2

Figure 4.2: The diagnoser Gd for the pump-valve system of Example 18
Let us follow a few sample traces in the diagnoser of Figure 4.2. Suppose that the
system generates the sequence of observations, <Load, NF>, <Start Pump, NF>,
<Open Valve, NF>. Since the ow sensor reads a \no ow" value following the open
valve command, we can immediately conclude that the valve is stuck closed. This information can be obtained from the diagnoser Gd by noting that the state of the diagnoser
following the above event sequence, namely, the state f(13; fF1g)g is F1 -certain and that F1
corresponds to the valve stuck closed failure. Suppose, on the other hand, that the observed
event sequence is <Load, NF>, <Start Pump, NF>, <Open Valve, F>. If we observe
a ow following the open valve command, then we can conclude that the valve is normally
open. The diagnoser, in this case, hits the state f(11; fN g)g. Next, suppose that we observe
the event <No Load, F> after the event <Open Valve, F> . At this point, the valve
could be in one of two possible states, the normally open state or the stuck open state,
since either of these two states could give rise to a \ ow" value for the ow sensor. This
information is provided by the diagnoser by the fact that it transitions into the F2 -uncertain
state f(15; fN g); (18; fF 2g)g following the event <No Load, F>. Finally, suppose that
the diagnoser next sees the event <Close Valve, F>. It concludes immediately that the
valve is stuck open since it reaches the F2 -certain state f(21; fF 2g)g following this event.
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4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown how the basic diagnoser Gd can be used to perform online failure diagnosis of diagnosable systems. Coupled with the modeling methodology of
Chapter 2 this gives us a systematic and algorithmic procedure for building a diagnostic
module for any industrial system. One crucial issue regarding the applicability of our theory
to real systems is the problem of computational complexity. Since we are dealing with a
partially observed system, it is clear that in the worst case, the computational complexity
of constructing diagnosers can be exponential in the size of the state space of the complete
system model. This is an unavoidable feature of partial observation problems. However, our
experience so far tends to indicate that the system often has enough structure so that the
worst case computational bounds may be rarely attained. In fact for most \real" systems
that we have studied so far, the diagnoser was seen to have a comparable number of states
(often, even fewer states!) than the system model. Further, for the task of on-line diagnosis
of diagnosable systems, it is not necessary to store the complete diagnoser machine. It is
sucient to just remember its current state. Upon occurrence of an observable event, the
new state of Gd could be built on-line from the current state of Gd and the relevant part of
G, with polynomial complexity at each stage. Finally, we note that regardless of whether a
system is diagnosable or not, one can use the diagnoser for on-line failure diagnosis. If the
system is indeed diagnosable, the diagnoser will detect and isolate all failures with a nite
delay. If the system is not diagnosable, then the diagnoser could still be used to obtain
the best diagnostic information that the system can provide. In other words, even in those
cases where the diagnoser cannot detect the exact failure event, it would still be able to
list the set of failures that could have possibly happened in the system, given the observed
behavior, and thereby aid the operators or technicians in their diagnostic task. Further, the
information provided by the diagnoser about the non-diagnosable failures of a system can
guide the designer who is interested in altering the diagnosability properties of the system,
i.e., in building a system that is diagnosable. In Chapter 6 of this thesis we will discuss in
detail the issue of designing diagnosable systems.

CHAPTER 5
Application to HVAC Systems
Theory attracts practice as the magnet attracts iron.

: : : Karl Friedrich Gauss

5.1 Introduction
A complete HVAC system in a modern building (or a group of buildings) consists typically of a single set of boilers and chillers which serves as the primary air conditioning
medium supplying a large number of air handling systems (AHS) (see e.g., [1], [48]). Each
AHS, in turn, conditions the air supplied to several rooms, based on local thermostats in
these rooms, whose settings govern the amount of air the AHS draws from the main supply.
There are several factors favoring the design of accurate automated diagnostic mechanisms
for HVAC systems: (i) Detecting failures in these systems is a complex task for a human
operator controlling and monitoring the system from a central location since the operator
has to respond to alarms coming from various parts of the system, spread over large physical
spaces, and identify the root cause of the problem. (ii) Quite often the number of sensors
and thus the number of immediately observable failures is limited; thus it is necessary to
make inferences based on the model of the system behavior and on the limited sensor information available. (iii) Most HVAC system components are hard to access and one therefore
needs to identify the exact fault location before attempting to take any corrective action
that might involve component inspection or replacement.
Figure 5.1 illustrates part of a complete HVAC system as described above. To be more
precise, it depicts a single AHS with its associated primary conditioning system. In this
chapter we illustrate our approach to failure diagnosis by considering two di erent scenarios
of this system: in System I, the valve and the controller are subject to failures and in System
II, the pump and the valve are subject to failures. The DES models of these systems, the
corresponding diagnosers, and their analysis are presented below. We note that these models
are based on the discrete event models for HVAC systems presented in [47].
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Figure 5.1: (Part of) A HVAC system

5.2 System I
Consider the HVAC system of Figure 5.1 with the component models as depicted in Figure 5.2. Here V1 and V2 represent the normally closed and open positions, respectively, of
the valve while V3 and V4 represent the stuck-open and stuck-closed positions, respectively.
F1, P1 and B1 represent the \o " positions of the fan, pump and boiler, respectively, while
F2, P2 and B2 represent their \on" positions. The fan-on state F2 is equivalent to \PowerOn" in the system; likewise, F1 denotes \Power-o ". The state L0 in the load model is
to be interpreted as unknown load; the load is assumed to be unknown when the system
is not powered on. The state L1 represents the absence of heating load on the system and
L2 the presence of a heating load; the events SPI and SPD denote an increase in set point
(which indicates a demand on the heating system) and a decrease of set point (no load on
the system), respectively.
The controller is modeled based on the following assumptions.

 In normal mode of operation, the controller issues a sequence of commands, OVPON-BON (open valve - pump on - boiler on) whenever it senses a load on the
system. Likewise, it issues the commands CV-POFF-BOFF (close valve - pump o

- boiler o ) when the load disappears.

 When the controller fails o (i.e., when the event CFOFF occurs), it does not sense the

presence of load on the system and hence does not issue any of the above commands.
On the other hand, when it fails on (when CFON occurs), it always presumes a
positive load and consequently, has the system running regardless of whether a load
is actually present or not.

 The controller does not fail during operation, i.e., if it does fail, the failures occur at
the start of operation.

 The System-Power-o command, FOFF, is issued when a time-out event occurs, for
instance, at the end of a working day, but only if the controller senses no load on the
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Figure 5.2: Component models: HVAC System I
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system.
The system is assumed to have only one sensor, a valve ow sensor, whose outputs are
F ( ow) and NF (no ow).
The rst step in building the complete system model is to perform the synchronous
composition of the individual component models. The second step is to obtain the composite system from the synchronous composition and the sensor map for the ow sensor.
This system has 104 states; 90 of these states form the accessible part of the synchronous
composition while the rest are the new states introduced during the transition renaming
process. For a complete listing of the transition table see Appendix A.
The initial state of the system is chosen to be (C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0). The only unobservable events in this system are the six failure events partitioned as follows:
f 1 = f < SO1 >, < SO2 > g,
f 2 = f< SC1 >, < SC2 > g,
f 3 = f < CFON > g,
f 4 = f < CFOFF > g.
The indicator events associated with these failure types are:
I (f 1) = f< CV,  > g,
I (f 2) = f< OV,  > g,
I (f 3) = f< CV,  > g,
I (f 4) = f< OV,  > g.
The diagnoser GId of this system has 158 states. Figure 5.3 illustrates part of GId .
Inspection of Figure 5.3 reveals ve loops, marked A; B; C; D and E . Loops A and B
represent the portion of the diagnoser corresponding to normal system operation. Loops
C; D and E highlight some of the more interesting and signi cant features of the system
and the diagnoser. We discuss these features in the following paragraphs.
Let the observed event sequence be < FON, NF > < SPD, NF > < OV, NF >.
The event < SPD,  > denotes that there is no load on the system. However, the
controller issues the open valve command. Knowledge of the system model leads one to the
immediate conclusion that the controller has failed on. This information can be obtained
from the diagnoser by noting that the state of the diagnoser resulting from the above event
sequence is F3 -certain. Suppose next that the event following the above sequence is <
PON, NF >. The diagnoser now transitions into an F2 ; F3-certain state indicating that
the valve is stuck closed. No further failures are possible in the system and the diagnoser
continues to remain in loop D of F2; F3 -certain states.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the events < PON, F > and < BON, F > follow the
sequence < FON, NF > < SPD, NF > < OV, NF >. The diagnoser now enters into
loop C which is a loop of F1 -uncertain states. A careful examination of this loop and of the
system model G, (listed in Appendix A) reveals that loop C is F1 -indeterminate. However,
it is obvious by inspection that loop C is not (F1 ; I1)-indeterminate since the label I1 does
not appear in the states constituting this loop. This situation has the following physical
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Figure 5.3: Part of the diagnoser GId for HVAC System I
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interpretation. When the controller fails on, the valve, pump, and boiler are always enabled
and as long as the valve is not stuck closed, the valve sensor always indicates ow; the
actual status of the valve may either be normally open or stuck open and it is not possible
to distinguish between these two states from observed event sequences. However, since the
close valve command is never issued by the controller when it fails on, all traces generated by
the system, in which the controller failed-on event is followed by the valve stuck-open event,
do not violate the de nition of I-diagnosability, because along these traces the corresponding
indicator event does not follow the failure event. It is precisely this information that is
provided by the diagnoser by the fact that loop C is not (F1; I1)-indeterminate.
Let us next consider the event sequence ( < FON, NF > < SPD, NF > < FOFF, NF
>)*. The correponding state sequence in the diagnoser (loop E ) is a loop of Fi -uncertain
states for i = 1; 2 and 4. Again, careful examination of the diagnoser and of the system
model reveals that this is an Fi -indeterminate loop for i = 1; 2 and 4, which implies that
it is not possible to determine if the controller has failed o or if any of the valve failures
have occurred. This situation can be explained as follows. As long as the event sequence <
FON, NF > < SPD, NF > < FOFF, NF > is observed, we know that there is no load
on the system and hence the system is not activated. Hence, it is obvious that it would
not be possible to diagnose occurrences of the above mentioned failures. However, it is also
clear that in this case, the de nition of I-diagnosability is not violated since neither of the
commands open valve and close valve that constitute the set of indicator events, is issued.
This is re ected in the diagnoser by the fact that loop E is not (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate for
any i 2 f1; : : :; 4g.
Examination of all other such cycles in the diagnoser (not shown in Figure 5.3) reveals
that there are no (Fi ; Ii)-indeterminate cycles. We conclude therefore, by the results of
Section 3.4, that this system is I-diagnosable. With this knowledge, it would then suce to
implement the simpler Gd (and not GId ) for on-line diagnosis of the system. The diagnoser
Gd has 97 states.

5.3 System II
Consider again the HVAC system of Figure 5.1. We now assume that the valve and the
pump can fail while the other components including the controller have no failure events.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the component models of this system. The models of the fan, valve,
load and the boiler are the same as before. The states P1 and P2 represent the normally o
and on status of the pump while P3 and P4 denote the pump-failed-on and pump-failed-o
status. The controller model is the same as before except for the fact that it now has no
failure events.
The system is assumed to have two sensors: a pump pressure sensor, whose outputs are
PPP(positive pressure) and PNP(negative pressure) and a valve ow sensor, whose outputs
are F ( ow) and NF (no ow).
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Figure 5.4: Component models: HVAC System II
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The composite system, obtained using the above component models and the sensor
maps corresponding to the two sensors, has 130 states: 90 of these states are the accessible
states of the synchronous composition of the component models shown in Figure 5.4 and
the remaining 40 are the new states introduced during the transition renaming process. A
complete listing of the transition table can be found in Appendix B.
The initial state of the system, as before, is chosen to be (C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0). The
only unobservable events in this sytem are the failure events of the pump and the valve.
The partition f and the corresponding indicator events are listed below.
f 1 = f < SO1 >, < SO2 > g,
f 2 = f< SC1 >, < SC2 > g,
f 3 = f< PFON1 >, < PFON2 > g,
f 4 = f< PFOFF1 >, < PFOFF2 > g,
and
I (f 1) = f < CV, ;  > g,
I (f 2) = f < OV, ;  > g,
I (f 3) = f < POFF, ;  > g,
I (f 4) = f < PON, ;  > g.
The diagnoser GId for this system has 245 states. Figure 5.5 illustrates a part of GId .
Loops A and B in Figure 5.5 correspond to the normal operation of the system. It is
interesting to note that these loops do not include any state such that all of the components
of this state carry the N label corresponding to normal operation. However, we note that
all uncertainities regarding occurrences of failure events are resolved in a nite number of
steps as one proceeds through these loops.
Suppose that the observed event sequence is < FON, PNP, NF > < SPI, PNP,
NF > < OV, PNP, NF > < PON, PPP, F >. This event sequence leads to the state
f(41; fN g); (42; fF 1g)g in the diagnoser. This implies that right after the above sequence of
events is observed the system could be normal or the valve could be stuck open. If the next
event observed is a change of the ow sensor reading from ow to no ow, the diagnoser
immediately tells us that the valve is stuck closed; this is because the state of the diagnoser
after the <F ! NF> event is observed is F2 -certain. However, at this point, we do not
know if the pump is normal or failed-on. If now we observe the event < PPP ! PNP
>, the diagnoser hits a F2 ; F4-certain state and we know for sure that two failure events
have occurred in the system: a valve-stuck-closed event and a pump-failed-o event. No
further failures are possible after this and the diagnoser continues to remain in loop C of
F2; F4-certain states.
Suppose next that the observed event sequence is < FON, PNP, NF > < SPI, PNP,
NF > < OV, PNP, NF > < PON, PNP, NF >. A negative pressure reading of the
pump sensor following the pump on command implies that the pump has failed o and
correspondingly, the diagnoser transitions into a F4-certain state. We note that the diagnoser then continues to remain in loop D which is both (F1 ; I1)-indeterminate and (F2; I2)-
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Figure 5.5: Part of the diagnoser GId for HVAC System II
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indeterminate, as revealed by a careful examination of the diagnoser and the system model
(listed in Appendix B). This implies that the system of Figure 5.4 is not I-diagnosable. This
result is intuitively obvious. When the pump fails o , irrespective of the commands issued
to the valve, there will be no ow in the system and hence one can make no conclusions
about the status of the valve. Therefore, the system in Figure 5.4 with the pump pressure
and valve ow sensors is not I-diagnosable.
Suppose now that the above HVAC system with pump and valve failures is equipped
with the following set of sensors: a pressure sensor on the pump as before, and a valve
stem position sensor. The latter has two possible outputs, UP and DOWN corresponding
to the open (stuck-open) and closed (stuck-closed) positions of the valve. Construction of
the diagnoser for this system reveals that it is I-diagnosable. This is because, irrespective
of the status of the pump, it is now possible to detect the status of the valve; response of
the stem position sensor to the valve commands, open valve and close valve, allows us to
identify the status of the valve.
This example illustrates the following important fact: diagnosability of a system depends
both on the partition f and the projection P . Hence, for a given partition, it is possible
to change the diagnosability properties of a system by altering the observable event set o
which is equivalent to altering the set of sensors the system is equipped with.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we illustrated our approach to failure diagnosis using realistic models of
two di erent HVAC systems. We note that the component models of these systems that
we have used are generic to a lot of engineering systems. Further, the nature of the models
discussed indicates the potential applicability of our approach to a wide class of systems.
The proposed approach to failure diagnosis has also been applied to an HVAC system
with a variable air volume (VAV) terminal box controller (see, e.g., [1]). This e ort was
undertaken as a study project at Johnson Controls, Inc. [41], and a diagnostic module,
based on our approach, was designed to handle component failures of the VAV terminal
box. Implementation of this diagnostic module is currently under investigation.

CHAPTER 6
Active Diagnosis: An Integrated Approach to Control and
Diagnosis
Order is heav'n's rst law.

: : : Alexander Pope

6.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters of this thesis we have focussed primarily on answering the
question, \given a system with several possible failure modes, how do we detect and diagnose these failures?", and we have proposed a methodology for on-line failure diagnosis of
industrial systems using the diagnoser. In this chapter, we extend the scope of the failure
diagnosis problem one step further, and attempt to answer the question, \given a system
with multiple failure modes, and given a set of diagnostic requirements, how do we ensure
that the system satis es these requirements?". In other words, we investigate the problem of building systems that are diagnosable. Recalling our discussions on the property of
diagnosability in Chapter 3 we see that diagnosability of a system depends both on the projection P that generates output event sequences and the partition f on the failure events.
The partition, as was mentioned earlier, is based on diagnostic requirements or speci cations for a system, and is often a xed entity. Given a xed partition, it is then possible
to alter the diagnosability properties of a system by changing the observable event set o
which is equivalent to altering the set of sensors on the system. Thus, one way to ensure
diagnosability is to equip the system with the appropriate set of sensors; the challenge then
is to determine the optimal, feasible set of sensors that will meet the requirements.
An alternate approach to the design of diagnosable system is by appropriate design of
the system controller. In other words, the system controller is to be designed in such a way
that it not only satis es other speci ed control objectives but it also results in a diagnosable
system. In most industrial systems today, design of the on-line monitoring and diagnostic
subsystem is done after the initial system design, and the diagnostic subsytem is added-on
as a separate module to the existing system. Diagnosability considerations are often not
explicitly taken into account in the system design and in particular, design of the controller
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and that of the diagnostic system are decoupled. Depending on the nature of the controller
and the system, this decoupling can signi cantly a ect the diagnosability properties of the
system. Recall the examples in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. We presented there a simple pumpvalve system with two di erent controllers that responded to the presence and absence of
a load on the system by taking the same control action (di ering however in the order in
which the system components were activated) and showed that one controller resulted in
a diagnosable system while the other resulted in a non-diagnosable system. Thus, when
diagnosability is not a design speci cation, it is possible to design two di erent control
protocols for a given system such that the closed-loop system in both cases satis es all the
desired design objectives and yet one of these systems may be diagnosable while the other
is non-diagnosable.
In this chapter we present an integrated approach to control and diagnosis, which we
refer to as the active diagnosis problem. The term active is used to distinguish this method
from passive diagnosis that was studied in the preceding chapters of this thesis, wherein
the role of the diagnostic module was simply to observe the system behavior and draw
inferences about potential failures. The active diagnosis problem, on the other hand, is one
of combined observation and control. Here we are interested in using control actions to alter
the diagnosability properties of a given system, i.e., in restricting the behavior of a nondiagnosable system, by appropriate control, to obtain a diagnosable system. The control
issues are posed and addressed in the framework of supervisory control theory. Supervisory
control theory deals with the design of controllers for a given DES that ensure that the
controlled system meets certain qualitative speci cations. These speci cations de ne the
legal language for the system. A supervisor for a DES is then an external agent or controller
that, based on its partial view of the system, dynamically enables or disables the controllable
events of the system in order to ensure that the resulting closed loop language lies within
the legal language. For an introduction to the basic ideas of supervisory control theory we
refer the reader to [39], [53], and [6] and the references therein.
Proceeding along the lines of the standard supervisory control problem, we adopt the
following procedure to solve the active diagnosis problem. Given the non-diagnosable language generated by the system of interest, we rst select an \appropriate" sublanguage of
this language as the legal language. Choice of the legal language is a design issue and will
typically depend on considerations such as acceptable system behavior (which ensures that
we do not restrict the system behavior more than necessary in order to eventually make it
diagnosable) and detection delay for the failures. As we shall see later in this chapter, the
diagnoser can provide guidelines on the choice of this legal language. Once the appropriate
legal language is chosen, we then design a controller, which we refer to as a diagnostic
controller, that achieves a closed-loop language that is within the legal language and is
diagnosable. This controller can be designed based on the formal framework and the synthesis techniques that supervisory control theory provides, with the additional constraint
of diagnosability. Recalling that the standard problem of supervisory control under partial
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observations can be stated as the problem of determining the supremal controllable and
observable sublanguage3 of the legal language, the active diagnosis problem can also be
stated as determining the supremal controllable, observable, and diagnosable sublanguage3
of the legal language and the supervisor that synthesises this language.
Finally, we note that the starting point of the active diagnosis problem can either be an
uncontrolled physical system or process, or it can be a controlled system itself. An example
of the latter case is where the system has to satisfy prespeci ed legal language constraints,
in addition to being diagnosable. In this case, a controller that ensures legality can rst
be designed following the usual supervisor design procedures and the closed-loop language
generated by the physical system with the above supervisory controller can serve as the
starting point for the active diagnosis problem.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we discuss some enhancements of
the basic system model introduced in 3.2.1 and introduce some notation that we shall use
in this chapter. In Section 6.3 we discuss diagnosability of non-live languages. Section 6.4
presents the main results of this chapter: the formulation of the active diagnosis problem,
a solution procedure along with details of its implementation, and an illustrative example.
We also introduce in Section 6.4 a special class of sublanguages of the non-diagnosable
language generated by the system that can be used as initial conditions for the active
diagnosis problem, in the case where the diagnoser does not contain any nested or interleaved
indeterminate cycles (as de ned in that section). In Section 6.5 we demonstrate how the
theory developed in this chapter can be used to design a diagnostic controller for a simple
pump-valve system. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 6.6.

6.2 Preliminaries and Notation
6.2.1 The System Model
As before, the system of interest is modeled as an FSM

G = (X; ; ; x0)

(6.1)

where X; ;  , and x0 have the usual interpretation. In addition to partitioning the event
set  into observable and unobservable events, we also partition it into controllable and
uncontrollable events. The controllable events are those that are controllable by an external
agent, i.e., those events that can be enabled (permitted to occur) or disabled, while the
uncontrollable events are those that cannot be prevented from occurring. Let  = c [_ uc
where c represents the set of controllable events and uc represents the set of uncontrollable
events. The controllable events of the system are typically command events issued by the
controller while the uncontrollable events are the failure events and the changes of sensor
readings.
3

whenever such a supremal element exists
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In addition to the assumptions (A1) and (A2) on the liveness and the absence of cycles
of unobservable events that we made on the system previously, we now make the following
additional assumption.
(A3) c  o, i.e., no unobservable event can be prevented from occurring by control.
This assumption is essential for the existence of a solution to the active diagnosis problem
as posed here.

6.2.2 Notation
Let C (Gd) denote the set of all indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser Gd corresponding to G. Each C i 2 C (Gd ) is given by C i = f(q1i ; q2i ; : : :; qki i ); (1i ; 2i ; : : :; ki i )g where
i forms an indeterminate cycle with corresponding event sequence
the set of states fqji gkj =1
i . Suppose that the set of states S = fq gn forms an indeterminate cycle in G
fji gkj=1
i i=1
d
n
with corresponding event sequence fi gi=1 . Suppose further that 9z1 ; z2 2 Qd , S and
1 ; 2 2 o such that d (z1; 1) = qi and d (z2; 2) = qj , 1  i; j  n; i 6= j . We
refer to such states z1 and z2 as entry states to the cycle. Then we will consider as
two distinct cycles, C 1 = f(qi ; qi+1; : : :; qn ; q1; : : :; qi,1 ) (i ; i+1; : : :; n; 1; : : :; i,1)g; and
C 2 = f(qj ; qj+1 ; : : :; qn; q1; : : :; qj,1) (j ; j+1; : : :; n; 1, : : :; j ,1 )g: In other words any set
S of n elements that constitutes an indeterminate cycle could give rise to up to n distinct
cycles C 1 ; C 2; : : :; C n depending on the number of distinct entry states into the cycle, from
states outside of the cycle (see Example 26 in Section 6.4.5).
Given a system G, a partial observation supervisor SP for G is a map

SP : P [L(G)] ! 2c [ uc :
The resulting closed loop system is denoted by SP =G. A realization of the supervisor SP
for G which achieves L(SP =G) = K is given by the pair (R; ') where R = (XR; o ; R; xR;0)
is a recognizer for P (K ) and ' : XR ! 2c [ uc . Under the assumption that c  o ,
the map '(x) can simply be given by the active event set of R at state x. In this case the
supervisor SP may simply be realized by the FSM R, the feedback map ' being implicit in
the transition structure of R.
Given a language M over the alphabet  and a language K  M we denote by K "C
the supremal controllable sublanguage of K with respect to M and uc   (where the
appropriate M and uc are understood by context). Likewise we denote by K "CO the
supremal controllable and observable sublanguage of K with respect to M , P and uc .
Also if H is the FSM that generates K we denote by H "C the FSM that generates K "C .
We use the notation G1 v G2 to denote that the FSM G1 is a submachine (i.e., subgraph)
of G2 (cf. [21]). Finally, given two FSMs G1 and G2, we take G1 = G2 to mean that G1 is
identical to G2 up to a renaming of the states.
Finally, we note that in the discussions that follow we do not distinguish between the
case where L is such that multiple failures of the same type are possible along its traces
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and the case where L is such that multiple failures are not possible, and hence, we will use
the diagnoser Gmf
d for both of the above two cases. However, for ease of notation, we will
refer to the diagnoser Gmf
d simply as Gd in what follows. We also note that if we are only
concerned with I-diagnosability of the system, then we can use the diagnoser GId in place of
the diagnoser Gmf
d . All of the results presented here hold true in this case as well with the
only exception that all references to Fi -indeterminate cycles that appear in the following
sections have to be replaced with references to (Fi ; Ii )-indeterminate cycles.

6.3 On Diagnosability of Non-live Languages
The theory of diagnosability presented in Chapter 3 was based on the assumption that
the language L is live. Even when the system of interest G is such that it satis es the
liveness assumption, it is possible that when the behavior of the system is restricted under
control, as in the case of the active diagnosis problem that is discussed in this chapter,
the language generated by the controlled system may not be live, since the use of control
could result in blocking or deadlock. Hence, we now generalize the results of Chapter 3 to
account for non-live languages as well. In this section, we present the generalized de nition
of diagnosability, a simple mechanism to extend any non-live language to a live language,
and hence a procedure to check for diagnosability of non-live languages using the results
developed in Chapter 3 for live languages. In addition to allowing us to deal with non-live
languages arising as a result of control, the results of this section also allow us to deal with
systems that are not live to begin with, i.e., systems that do not satisfy assumption (A1)
as we shall see from what follows.

De nition 14 A pre x-closed language L is said to be diagnosable with respect to the
projection P and with respect to the partition f on f if the following holds:

(8i 2 f ) (9ni 2 N
l ) (8s 2 (fi)) (8t 2 L=s)
[ (jjtjj < ni )(L=st = ;) ) D1 ] ^ [ jjtjj  ni ) D2 ]
where the diagnosability conditions D1 and D2 are

D1 : 8! 2 PL,1 [P (st)] : L=! = ; (fi 2 !)
and

D2 : 8! 2 PL,1 [P (st)] (fi 2 !) :

The above de nition of diagnosability is the same as that for live languages presented in
Chapter 3 except that we now require the diagnosability condition to hold for terminating
traces as well. Note that this de nition applies to any language L   , regular or not, as
does the de nition of diagnosability for live languages presented in Chapter 3.
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Stated in words, De nition 14 means the following. Let s be any trace generated by the
system that ends in a failure from the set fi and let t be any continuation of s. Suppose
rst that t is of suciently long length. Condition D2 then requires that every trace ! that
belongs to the language L and produces the same record of observable events as the trace
st should contain a failure event from the set fi. Suppose next that t is not of suciently
long length and that st is a terminating trace in L. Condition D1 then requires that every
trace ! that belongs to the language L, produces the same record of observable events as
the trace st, and is also a terminating trace in L, should contain a failure event from the
set fi. Conditions D1 and D2 together imply that along every continuation t of s one can
detect the occurrence of a failure of the type Fi with a nite delay. Note that even if the
language L has a terminating trace s that ends in a failure event of type Fi , L may still be
diagnosable as long as there does not exist in L a trace s0 such that s0 is also terminating
and generates the same projection as the trace s but does not contain a failure event of
type Fi .
In order to diagnose failures in a non-live system and to check for diagnosability of the
language it generates we use the results developed in Chapter 3 for live languages as follows.
Given a non-live language L we extend it to a live language Llive by adding a new event
\Stop" to  where Stop 2 o \ uc and by de ning

Llive = L [i0 fsStopi : L=s = ;g:

(6.2)

It is obvious from the above de nition that Llive is live. By comparing De nition 14 above
with De nition 1 in Chapter 3, it can be seen that

L diagnosable , Llive diagnosable:
In other words, checking for the diagnosability of L is equivalent to checking for the diagnosability of Llive .
For the remainder of this section on diagnosability of non-live languages, we assume
that L is regular. Let Glive = (X;  [ fStopg;  live ; x0) be the FSM generating Llive : The
transition function  live of Glive is de ned as follows. First, let

X dead = fx 2 X : (x; ) is unde ned 8 2 g:

(6.3)

Then de ne

 live (x;  ) = (x; ) 8x 2 X , X dead; 8 2 
(
dead
live
 (x; Stop) = x if x 2 X
unde ned otherwise.

Thus, Glive is obtained from G by adding at every dead state of G, a self-loop due to the
event Stop. It is straightforward to see that L(Glive ) = Llive . We then construct from Glive
live
live
live
the diagnoser Glive
d = (Qd ; o [ Stop; d ; q0) corresponding to L . This diagnoser is
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used to perform on-line failure diagnosis of the system G; also the diagnosability of L can
be tested by checking for indeterminate cycles in Glive
d .
live
While the diagnoser Glive
d may be built from G following the usual construction procedure of the diagnoser, it may also be obtained as a simple extension of Gd = (Qd ; o; d; q0 ),
the diagnoser corresponding to G, if Gd is already available. First, note that the only difdead of
ference between Glive
d and Gd is due to the Stop events de ned at the dead states X
G. Next, for q 2 Qd de ne

D(q) = f(x; `) 2 q : (8u 2 L(G; x))[u 2 uo ^  (x; u) 2 X dead]g:

(6.4)

Let Qdead (Gd ) denote the set of all states q in Gd such that D(q ) is non-empty. Note that
q 2 Qdead (Gd ) does not necessarily imply that q is a dead state of Gd ; it simply means that
there exists an (x; `) pair in q where x is such that no further observable event is possible in G
once G gets into state x. Consider any q 2 Qdead (Gd) and any (x; `) 2 D(q ). Let  (x; u) = y ;
since y 2 X dead ; then, in Glive , the corresponding live machine, we have  live (x; uStop) = y
live
and  live (y; Stop) = y . This implies that in the diagnoser Glive
d corresponding to G
and

dlive (q; Stop) = L(q)

(6.5)

dlive (L(q); Stop) = L(q )

(6.6)

where
~ (`; u)) for some (x; `) 2 D(q ); u 2 uo g:
L(q) = f(y; `0) : ( live (x; uStop) = y )(`0 = LP

(6.7)

and4
~ (`; u) =
LP

(

` if 8i(fi 2= u)
` [ fFi : fi 2 ug otherwise.

Finally note that if q is such that 8(x; `) 2 q; x 2 X dead , then the state L(q ) is the same
as q , i.e., dlive (q; Stop) = q . Thus we see that Glive
d is identical to Gd except that at each
dead
state q 2 Q (Gd ) as above, we either have a self-loop due to the Stop event, or, we have
a transition de ned due to the Stop event to a state L(q ) as above and a self-loop at L(q )
due to the Stop event. Therefore, once the set Qdead (Gd ) is identi ed, Glive
d can be built
simply as an extension of Gd .

Example 23 Consider the non-live system G of Figure 6.1 with f = ff 1g and uo =
f [ fuo g. The live extension Glive
d of G, the diagnoser Gd corresponding to G, and the
live
diagnoser Glive
d corresponding to G are depicted in Figure 6.1.

4 Note that LP
~ is equivalent to the Label Propagation Function LP mf of the diagnoser de ned in Chapter
3; it propagates the failure information labels associated with a state to its successors.
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We make the following observations on the diagnoser Glive
d .
live
1. Any terminating trace t of L leads to a state q 2 Qlive
d such that d (q0 ; P (tStop)) = q
and dlive (q; Stop) = q:

2. Suppose that t is a terminating trace in L. Further, suppose that fi 2 t and t
violates the diagnosability condition D1 of De nition 14. This implies that 9 ! 2
PL,1[P (t)] such that L=! = ; and fi 2= !. Let  (xo; t) = x; (xo ; !) = y; and
dlive(q0; P (tStop)) = q: Then we have that (x; `) 2 q; (y; `0) 2 q; Fi 2 `; Fi 2= `0;
and dlive (q; Stop) = q: In other words, every terminating trace in L that violates the
de nition of diagnosability leads to an Fi -uncertain state in Glive
d which forms an
Fi -indeterminate cycle due to a single event, namely, Stop.
3. Let t be a terminating trace of L such that fi 2 t and such that t does not violate
the de nition of diagnosability. This implies that 8! 2 PL,1 (P (t)) such that fi 2= ! ,
L=! 6= ;. In other words, if d (q0 ; P (t)) = q and if 9 ! 2 PL,1 (P (t)) such that fi 2= ! ,
then there exists  2 o such that d (q;  ) is de ned. Thus, if no observable event
occurs in the system after the diagnoser enters state q , then we can conclude that
a failure of type Fi has occurred. This inferencing is captured in the live diagnoser
live
live
Glive
d by the fact that d (q0 ; P (tStop)) = d (q; Stop) is an Fi -certain state. Thus,
occurrence of the \arti cial" Stop event at state q of the diagnoser Glive
d , which is the
same as the occurrence of no event at the state of the \real" diagnoser Gd , leads us
to diagnose the occurrence of a failure of type Fi .

Example 24 Consider the system G and the diagnoser Glive
d of Example 23 (Figure 6.1).
The trace t1 = f 1
violates condition D1 of diagnosability since there exists ! 2 L
such that ! =
, P (t1 ) = P (! ), ! is a terminating trace and fi 2= ! . Note that the
trace P (t1 ) leads to the F1 -uncertain state f(5; fF 1g); (11; fN g)g of Glive
d with a self loop
due to the Stop event. It is easy to verify by inspection of Glive that this state forms an
F1-indeterminate cycle.
Consider next the trace t2 = uo f 1 that is a terminating trace of L. It is easy to see
by inspection of G that this trace t2 does not violate condition D1 of diagnosability. Further,
we see that if the event sequence is observed, with no further event thereafter, then we
can conclude for sure that the system executed the trace t2 and hence we can conclude that
the failure f 1 occurred. This diagnostic information can be obtained from the diagnoser
Glive
d by noting that the trace t2 followed by the Stop event leads to the F1 -certain state
f(8; fF 1g)g.
This concludes our discussion on the diagnosability of non-live languages. Based on the
above discussion, we see that even when the language L generated by the system G is not
live, it can be extended to a live language in a straightforward manner. Therefore, we note
that assumption (A1) that we have made about the system G leads to no loss of generality.
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6.4 The Active Diagnosis Problem
In this section, we formulate the active diagnosis problem, provide a solution procedure, discuss the implementation of the procedure, demonstrate its correctness, and nally
illustrate this procedure with an example.

6.4.1 Problem Formulation
We formulate the Active Diagnosis Problem (ADP) as follows:
Active Diagnosis Problem: Given the regular, live language L generated by the system G, and given a regular language K  L such that every live sublanguage of K is
diagnosable, nd a (partial observation) supervisor SP for G such that L(SP =G) = Lact
where

[C1 ] Lact  K ;
[C2 ] Lact is diagnosable; and
[C3 ] Lact is as large as possible.
From standard results on supervisory control under partial observations [28], we know
that a supervisor SP for G, such that L(SP =G) = Lact, exists if and only if Lact is controllable with respect to L and uc , and observable with respect to L and P . Therefore, stated
alternately, the ADP is to nd the supremal controllable, observable, and diagnosable sublanguage of (the legal language) K . Note however, that diagnosabiity is not a property that
is preserved under union of languages5 , and therefore the supremal diagnosable sublanguage
of a given non-diagnosable language need not always exist. However, we will show later, by
a constructive proof, that such a supremal element does indeed exist under the assumptions
made in this chapter, i.e, the ADP is well formulated. We shall refer to the supervisor SP
that solves the above ADP as a diagnostic controller for G.
In Section 6.4.5 we will present a class of languages Kl  L; l  0 that satisfy the abovementioned property of K , i.e., every live sublanguage of Kl , for any given l, is diagnosable.
This class of languages is de ned for the case where the diagnoser Gd corresponding to G
does not contain any interleaved or nested indeterminate cycles (as will be explained later),
and can be obtained using the diagnoser.

6.4.2 Solution Procedure
Initialization:
5
Consider L1 = f  and L2 =  where f = ff g and 2 o . Then L1 and L2 are trivially
diagnosable but L1 [ L2 = f  +  is not diagnosable as can be seen by choosing s = f , t = k and
! = k , for an arbitrarily large k, in De nition 14.
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Step 0-1 Obtain a FSM generator of K , henceforth referred to as Glegal.
legal
Step 0-2 Build the diagnoser Glegal
d corresponding to G .
Step 0-3 Let i = 0; Hd(0) = Glegal
d ; and Md (0) = L(Hd (0)).
Iteration:
Step 1 Compute the supremal controllable sublanguage Md"C (i) of Md(i) with respect to
P (L)(= L(Gd )) and uc \ o .
Let Hd"C (i) denote the FSM generating Md"C (i).

Step 2 Compute M (i) = PL,1 [Md"C (i)]. Let the FSM H (i) be such that L(H (i)) = M (i).
Step 3 Extend M (i) to the live language M live (i) following the procedure described in
Section 6.3. Let H live (i) denote the FSM that generates M live (i):

Step 4 Build the diagnoser Hdlive (i) corresponding to H live(i):
Step 5 If M live (i) is diagnosable, stop. The solution to the ADP is Lact = M (i) and the
corresponding supervisor SP is realised by the FSM Hd"C (i).

Step 6 If M live (i) is not diagnosable, then

(i) Obtain H~d by eliminating from Hd"C (i) all states q such that (a) there is a transition
de ned at q in Hdlive (i) due to the Stop event and (b) this transition is part of an
indeterminate cycle in Hdlive (i) or it leads to a state that is part of an indeterminate
cycle in Hdlive (i).
(ii) Let Hd (i + 1) = Acc(H~d) where Acc(G) denotes the accessible part of G and let
Md(i + 1) = L(Hd(i + 1)).
(iv) Increment i to i + 1. Go to Step 1.

The role of Step 6-(i) in solving the ADP will become clearer as we proceed, in particular,
from Lemma 7 and the proof of Theorem 5.

6.4.3 Implementation of the Solution Procedure

Step 0-1 Given the regular language K , a FSM Glegal that generates this language can

always be obtained (see, e.g., [20]). We also build a re ned system model Gref with
the following properties:

 L(Gref ) = L;
 Glegal v Gref .
Given Glegal, the re ned system model Gref can be obtained from the system model
G following the re nement procedure in [21].
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legal
ref
legal
Step 0-2 Gref
d and Gd , the diagnosers corresponding to G and G , respectively,

can be built from Gref and Glegal , respectively, following the usual construction proref
cedure of the diagnoser. From Step 0-1 above, it follows that Glegal
d v Gd .

Step 1 Given two FSMs G1 and G2 such that G1 v G2, several nite step procedures

to obtain G"1C (where G"1C is the generator of L(G1)"C with respect to L(G2) and
the set of uncontrollable events in G2) exist. We follow the procedure in [21]. This
procedure can be used to compute Hd"C (i) from Gref
d and Hd (i), if it can be established
ref
that Hd (i) v Gd for all i  0. The above submachine requirement is satis ed
for Hd (0)(= Glegal
d ) as per the comments in Step 0-2 above; hence we can follow
the procedure of [21] to obtain Hd"C (0). Next, as can be seen from [21] Hd"C (0)
resulting from the procedure is a submachine of Hd (0). From Step 6 of the solution
procedure that computes Hd (1) we see that Hd (1) v Hd (0) which then implies that
ref
Hd(1) v Gref
d . Following the same arguments as above we see that Hd (i) v Gd , for
all i  0 and hence the procedure of [21] can be used to compute Hd"C (i), for all i  0.
Remark: Note also from the above discussion that Hd(i + 1) v Hd(i), for all i  0.
Since Hd (0) is an FSM, then the above fact implies that the solution procedure of
Section 6.4.2 is guaranteed to converge in a nite number of iterations.

Step 2 H (i) can be obtained from Hd"C (i) by (i) adding self-loops at every state q of Hd"C (i)
due to all  2 uo and (ii) performing the product of the resulting machine with Gref .
With slight abuse of notation we refer to the rst operation as P ,1 (Hd"C (i)). Then
H (i) = P ,1(Hd"C (i))  Gref .

Step 3 H live(i) can be obtained from H (i) following the procedure described in Section
6.3.

Step 4 This step requires building the diagnoser Hdlive(i) corresponding to H live(i). While

Hdlive(i) can be constructed from H live (i) at each iteration, following the usual construction procedure of the diagnoser, Hdlive (i) can be obtained as a simple extension
of Hd"C (i) as explained below. First we present the following lemma.

Lemma 7 For each iteration i  0 of the solution procedure, Hd"C (i) is the diagnoser
corresponding to H (i).

Proof: From Step 1 above and from Step 1 of the solution procedure we note that
"C
"C
Hd"C (i) v Gref
d and L(Hd (i)) = Md (i):

(6.8)

Let D(M (i)) denote the diagnoser corresponding to the language M (i) represented
by the FSM H (i). Then

L(D(M (i)) = P (M (i)) = P (PL,1 [Md"C (i)]) = Md"C (i)

(6.9)
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where the second equality follows from Step 2 of the solution procedure. Since Gref =
"C
ref
,1 "C
ref
P ,1(Gref
d )  G , H (i) = P (Hd (i))  G , and since Hd (i) is a submachine of
ref
Gref
d ; then H (i), the generator of M (i), is a submachine of G . This implies that
the diagnoser corresponding to H (i) is a submachine of the diagnoser corresponding
to Gref , i.e.,
D(M (i)) v Gref
(6.10)
d :
From Equations (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10) we see that both FSMs D(M (i)) and Hd"C (i)
are submachines of the same machine Gref
d , and they generate the same language
"
C
Md (i). Since all of the above FSMs are deterministic [20], it follows that D(M (i)) =
Hd"C (i).
Q.E.D.
"
C
Since Hd (i) is the diagnoser corresponding to H (i) and Hdlive (i) is the diagnoser
corresponding to H live (i), Hdlive (i) can be built by extending Hd"C (i) as described
in Section 6.3 given the \dead" states Qdead (Hd"C (i)) where Qdead (:) is as de ned in
dead "C
Section 6.3. Recalling that Gref
d is the diagnoser of the live language L, Q (Hd (i))
can be identi ed by (i) comparing the transitions de ned at each state of Hd"C (i) with
dead "C
those de ned in Gref
d and (ii) for those states q 2 Q (Hd (i)) such that that
"C
there exists a transition out of q in Gref
d which is not present in Hd (i), checking if
D(q) is non-empty. If D(q) is non-empty, then the state q quali es as an element of
Qdead (Hd"C (i)).

Step 5 Checking if M live (i) is diagnosable involves checking for indeterminate cycles in

Hdlive(i). As we shall show in Section 6.4.4 every indeterminate cycle in Hdlive (i), if
any, is caused by a self-loop at some state of Hdlive (i) due to the Stop event; hence
checking for indeterminate cycles in Hdlive (i) amounts to identifying Fi -uncertain states
with a self-loop due to Stop, for any failure type Fi .

Step 6 Construction of H~ d, and hence Hd(i + 1), from Hd"C (i) is straightforward once the
indeterminate cycles in Hdlive (i) are obtained as described in Step 5.

6.4.4 Correctness of the Solution Procedure
We now prove that the iterative procedure presented in Section 6.4.2 converges in a
nite number of steps to the solution of the ADP.

Theorem 5 The iterative solution procedure of Section 6.4.2 for solving the ADP con-

verges in a nite number of iterations. M (i) at convergence, is the supremal controllable,
observable, and diagnosable sublanguage of K , and is a regular language. The supervisor
SP that achieves the closed-loop language M (i) can be realized by Hd"C (i), the diagnoser
corresponding to the generator H (i) of M (i).

Remark: Hdlive(i), the diagnoser corresponding to H live(i) at convergence, can be used to
perform on-line failure diagnosis of the closed loop system SP =G (in the manner described
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in Chapter 4). Thus the solution procedure of Section 6.4.2 provides both a controller that
ensures diagnosability of the closed-loop system and a diagnoser for on-line failure diagnosis.
Before proving the above theorem, we present the following technical results that we
shall use in the proof.

Lemma 8 Consider L   and M  o. Then K = P ,1(M ) \ L is observable with
respect to L and P .

Proof: Consider s; s0 2 K such that P (s) = P (s0 ). Let s 2 K and s0 2 L: Then we need
to prove that s0  2 K: Now,
s 2 K ) P (s) 2 P (K )
) P (s0) 2 P (K )
) P (s0) 2 M \ P (L) (sinceP [P ,1 (M )] = M )
) s0 2 P ,1 (M )
) s0 2 K (since s0 2 L and K = P ,1(M ) \ L):
Q.E.D.
Lemma 9 Consider L   and M  o and de ne K = P ,1 (M ) \ L: Then K is
controllable with respect to L and uc whenever M is controllable with respect to P (L) and
uc \ o :

Proof: Consider s 2 K;  2 uc and s 2 L: Then we need to prove that s 2 K . Now,
s 2 K ) P (s) 2 P (K ) ) P (s) 2 M and s 2 L ) P (s) 2 P (L): Since M is
controllable with respect to P (L) and uc \ o ,
P (s) 2 M ^ P (s) 2 P (L) ) P (s ) 2 M
(by controllability of M if  2 o ; trivially true otherwise)
) s 2 P ,1 (M )
) s 2 K (since s 2 L and K = P ,1(M ) \ L):
Q.E.D.
Lemma 10 Consider L   and K  L. Let c  o. Then PL,1 [P (K )"C ] = K "CO
where \" C " is with respect to P (L); uc \ o and \" CO" is with respect to L; uc for \C ",
and L; P for \O".

Proof: First, note that since c  o, then from results in supervisory control theory [27],
we know that the supremal controllable and observable sublanguage Kl"CO of Kl exists6 .
Under the assumption that c  o , normality and controllability together imply observability, and
hence the supremal controllable, observable sublanguage is equal to the supremal controllable, normal
sublanguage.
6
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Next, we prove that PL,1 [P (K )"C ] = K "CO as follows. From Lemmas 8 and 9 we have
that PL,1 [P (K )"C ] is controllable and observable. Hence, by the de nition of K "CO , we
have that PL,1 [P (K )"C ]  K "CO : Next, consider s 2 K "CO ( which implies that P (s) 2
P (K "CO )  P (K )). Then we have that

s uc \ L  K "CO ) s uc \ L  K "CO
) P (s)P (uc ) \ P (L)  P (K "CO )  P (K )
) P (s) 2 P (K )"C
(follows from Lemma C.17of [7] since P (K ) is closed)
) PL,1[P (s)]  PL,1 [P (K )"C ]
) s 2 PL,1[P (K )"C ]:
Therefore, K "CO  PL,1 [P (K )"C ], which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
We are now ready to demonstrate the correctness of the solution procedure.
Proof of Theorem 5: Given a regular language K  L such that every live sublanguage of
K is diagnosable, the ADP as stated in Section 6.4.1, is to determine the supremal controllable, observable, and diagnosable sublanguage of K and the supervisor that synthesizes this
language. Recalling our assumption that c  o , we know that the supremal controllable
and observable sublanguage K "CO of K exists. Hence we rst attempt to compute K "CO .
From Lemma 10, we know that PL,1 [P (K )"C ] = K "CO and hence K "CO can be computed
by rst computing P (K )"C . From Steps 0-3 through Step 2 of the solution procedure we see
"C
"C
that Md (0) = L(Hd (0)) = L(Glegal
d ) = P (K ) and hence Md (0) = P (K ) . This implies
that M (0) = PL,1 (Md (0)"C ) = PL,1 [P (K "C )] = K "CO . Therefore M (0) is the supremal
controllable and observable sublanguage of K , and it satis es two of the three requirements
of the solution to the ADP, namely controllability and observability.
Next we need to check if M (0) satis es the third requirement of diagnosability. In
order to do this we extend M (0) to the live language M live (0), build the diagnoser Hdlive (0)
corresponding to M live (0) and check if M live (0), and consequently M (0), are diagnosable.
(Steps 3, 4 & 5).

 If M (0) is diagnosable, then we are done. M (0) is the supremal controllable, observable, and diagnosable sublanguage of K and the supervisor SP that results in
the closed-loop language M (0) is realised by Hd"C (0), the diagnoser corresponding
to the generator H (0) of M (0). Furthermore, on-line failure diagnosis of the closed
loop system SP =G can be performed using the FSM Hdlive (0) which is the diagnoser
corresponding to H live (0). Finally, note that if M (0) is live, then it immediately
follows from the assumption on the language K (that every live sublanguage of K
7

Lemma C.1 of [7]: Let K = K 2 L(G) and s 2 K . Then s 2= K "C , (9 pre x l of s)(9t 2 uc )(lt 2

L(G) , K ).
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is diagnosable) that M (0) is diagnosable and in this case the diagnoser Hdlive (0) is
Hd"C (0).

 If M (0) is not diagnosable, then we proceed as follows. Since M (0)  K , then we
know from the assumption on K that M (0) is not live; therefore, in order to obtain a
diagnosable sublanguage of M (0), we must eliminate all \illegal" terminating traces
in M (0) that violate the de nition of diagnosability. We now take into account the

following two considerations. First, in order to ensure observability of the language
resulting after eliminating the above traces, all traces in M (0) that have the same
observable projection as these \illegal" terminating traces also need to be eliminated.
Next, recall that no unobservable event in the system can be disabled by control.
Therefore, it follows that all pre xes of the illegal traces, up to and including the
pre x that ends with the last observable event of each trace, have to be eliminated in
order to satisfy the three requirements of the ADP8 .
Recall from the discussion on non-live languages in Section 6.3 that every terminating
trace s in M (0) (and traces that share the same observable projection) lead to a state q
in the diagnoser Hd"C (0) such that there is a transition out of q due to the Stop event in
the corresponding \live" diagnoser Hdlive (0); further, if s violates diagnosability, then
this Stop event out of the state q leads to an indeterminate cycle in Hdlive (0) which
consists of a single Fi -uncertain state with a self-loop due to the Stop event, for some
failure type Fi . Thus eliminating the illegal traces of M (0) that violate diagnosability
(and certain of their pre xes as above) is equivalent to
1. removing from Hd"C (0) all states q as above (Step 6-(i)),
2. obtaining the accessible part of the resulting machine, denoted by Hd (1) in the
procedure (Step 6-(ii)), and
3. obtaining PL,1 (L(Hd (1))).
Now PL,1 (L(Hd(1))), while diagnosable and observable, may not be achievable by
control since the last observable event of the illegal traces, that needs to eliminated
as per the above discussion, may not be controllable. Hence we proceed with the
iteration with this language in the place of Kl, or equivalently, with Hd (1) in the
place of Hd (0) = Glegal
d . As discussed in Section 6.4.3, the solution procedure is
guaranteed to converge in a nite number of iterations.

Finally, note that at each step of the above ( nitely-convergent) procedure we remove
from K only those traces that violate one or other of the required conditions, i.e., controllability, observability, or diagnosability. In Steps 2 and 3 we obtain the supremal controllable
8
1
n be an illegal terminating trace of M (0); let o be an observable event and let
Let s = po uo
: : : uo
i
1
n,1 , po 1 : : : n,2 ; : : :, po 1 ,
uo ; i = 1; : : : ; n be unobservable. Then all of the traces s; po uo
: : : uo
uo
uo
uo
and po have to be eliminated from M (0).
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and observable sublanguage, and in Step 6 elimination of the illegal traces is done in a
minimally restictive manner, i.e., only those traces that have to be eliminated in order to
satisfy the requirements of the ADP are removed from K . Consequently, at convergence,
any language K 0 : M (i)  K 0  K contains at least one trace that violates one or more of
the above conditions. Hence we have that M (i) at convergence is the supremal diagnosable,
controllable, and observable sublanguage of K . Further, since M (i) is realized by an FSM,
it is a regular language.
Q.E.D.

6.4.5 On the Choice of K and the Class of Languages Kl
In this section, we introduce a class of languages Kl  L; l  0 which can be used
as initial conditions (i.e., as the language K ) for the active diagnosis problem. This class
of languages is de ned for the case where the diagnoser Gd is such that no two indeterminate cycles in Gd are interleaved or nested, i.e., no two indeterminate cycles share a
common state in a manner such that it is possible for the diagnoser to keep alternating between these two cycles. Examples of such interleaved cycles include pairs of cycles of the form C 1 = f(1; 2); (1; 2)g, C 2 = f(1; 3); (3; 4)g, or, C 1 = f(1; 2); (1; 2)g,
C 2 = f(1; 2; 3); (1; 3; 4)g, or, C 1 = f(1; 2; 3; 4); (1; 2; 3; 4)g, C 2 = f(2; 3); (2; 5)g,
and so on. (The de nition of the languages Kl in the case where Gd has interleaved cycles
is more involved and is not discussed here.) In this section, we de ne the languages Kl,
discuss some of their properties, and present a procedure to obtain FSM generators of these
languages.

De nition 15

1. A trace ! 2 L(Gd ) is said to go through an indeterminate cycle in
Gd k times if ! = s(12 : : :n)k t where: s; t 2 o ; d (q0; s) = q1 ; d (qi ; i) =
q(i+1) mod n; i = 1; : : :; n; and fqi gni=1 forms an indeterminate cycle in Gd .

2. A trace ! 2 L is said to go through an indeterminate cycle in its diagnoser Gd k times
if P (! ) 2 L(Gd ) goes through an indeterminate cycle in Gd k times.

De nition 16 Given a non-diagnosable and live language L, de ne
Kl = L , fst 2 L : s goes through an indeterminate cycle in Gd l + 1 times g:
Therefore, K0 consists of all traces in L except those that complete an indeterminate cycle
in Gd ; K1 consists of those traces in L that complete an indeterminate cycle in Gd at most
once, and Kl consists of traces in L that complete an indeterminate cycle in Gd at most
l times. Note that Kl is de ned with respect to the diagnoser Gd . Therefore, it depends
on the system G and not only on the language L generated by G. In other words, given a
language L and two di erent FSMs G and G0 such that they both generate the language L,
any Kl obtained from G may be di erent than that obtained from G0. However, it is not
dicult to see that these two languages will di er only in the number of times the cycles
corresponding to an indeterminate cycle in the diagnoser are included.
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Figure 6.2: Example illustrating the de nition of Kl
Example 25 Consider the system G and the corresponding diagnoser Gd represented in
Figure 6.2. Let f = f 1 = ff 1g and let uo = f [ fuo g. It is straightforward to see
that the diagnoser in Figure 6.2 has an cycle F1 -indeterminate cycle with the corresponding
event sequence  . We have for this system (with a slight abuse of notation in the usage
of *)
K0 = Pr(f uo ; f 1  ; f 1 ; f 1  g)
and

Ki = Pr(f ( uo)i uo ; ( uo )if 1  ; f 1 ( )i ; f 1 ( )i   g)
where Pr(L) = L.

Properties of the languages Kl
We now present some properties of the languages Kl de ned above.

Property 1 The languages Kl; l  0, are regular.
Proof: The languages Kl can be realized by FSMs. (Later in this section we present a
procedure to obtain a nite state generator of any Kl ; l  0, given the system G and the set
of indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser Gd .) Hence it follows that Kl; l  0, are regular.
Q.E.D.
Property 2 Given a non-diagnosable and live language L, and Kl; l  0
(M  Kl) ^ (M live ) ) M diagnosable.
Proof: Since Kl is obtained by removing from L all traces that go through an indeterminate
cycle in Gd more than l times, it is obvious that Kl and hence M  Kl do not contain any

non-terminating trace of L that violate the de nition of diagnosability. (Recall Theorem 1
on the necessary and sucient conditions for diagnosability presented in Chapter 3.) This
then implies that if M is live, then it is diagnosable.
Q.E.D.
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Alternately speaking, Property 2 states that if M  Kl is non-diagnosable, then M cannot
be live and furthermore any trace in M that violates the de nition of diagnosability has to
be a terminating trace. Note that M does not have to be regular.

Property 3 Given a non-diagnosable language L and Kl; l  0,
K0; K1; : : :Kl; : : : diagnosable ==)

1
[

l=1

Kl diagnosable.

Proof: Obvious by noting that S1l=1 Kl = L.
Q.E.D.
This result simply states that even if every sublanguage of L obtained by including only
those traces in L that visit the states of an indeterminate cycle in the diagnoser Gd a nite
and bounded number of times (if at all) is diagnosable, L itself is non-diagnosable since it
contains traces that can visit an indeterminate cycle in Gd an arbitrarily large number of
times.
For the remainder of this section we assume that the multiplicities of the cycles in the
system model G corresponding to an indeterminate cycle in the diagnoser Gd (cf. Example
11 in Chapter 3) are equal to one. This assumption is not restrictive because it can be shown
that Properties 4 and 6 that follow hold true for the general case of multiplicity greater than
one as well. However, proofs of these properties for the general case are not presented here
since these proofs are quite involved and since these properties are discussed primarily to
motivate the choice of a particular Kl as initial condition for the active diagnosis problem.
Property 4 Given a non-diagnosable language L and Kl; l  0
K0 diagnosable , Kl diagnosable.
Proof: (() Suppose K0 is not diagnosable. Then we have from Property 2 that K0 is

not live and that there is a terminating trace in K0 that violates De nition 14. Let s0
be this trace; then s0 2 K0 is such that K0=s0 = ;, fi 2 s0 for some failure type Fi ,
and 9s~0 2 K0 such that K0=s~0 = ;, P (s0 ) = P (s~0 ), and fi 2= s~0 . Now since K0 is
obtained from L (which is live) by removing traces that go through an Fi -indeterminate
cycle in the diagnoser Gd of L, s0 ; s~0 are of the form s0 = su1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 un , and s~0 =
s~v11 : : :vn,1 n,1vn where fi 2 s, sf 2 o , P (s) = P (~s), uj ; vj 2 uo; j 2 o , fi 2= s~0 ,
d (q0; P (s)) = q1, d(qj ; j ) = q(j +1) mod n and fqj gnj=1 form an Fi -indeterminate cycle in Gd .
Consider next the traces sl ; s~l 2 Kl , corresponding to the traces s0 ; s~0 2 K0 such that sl =
s(u11 : : :unn )lu11 : : :un,1n,1 un and s~l = s~(v11 : : :vn n)l v1 1 : : :vn,1 n,1 vn. Since
 (x0; s0 ) = (x0; sl) by the de nition of an indeterminate cycle, then Kl=sl = K0=s0 = ;
and Kl=s~l = K0 =s~0 = ;. Therefore, sl violates De nition 14 for Kl and hence Kl is not
diagnosable.
()) Interchange Kl and K0 in the above proof and follow the same arguments. Q.E.D.
This property means that if the language obtained by cutting an indeterminate cycle in
Gd before it gets completed once is not diagnosable, then so is the language obtained by
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including the loop l times and then cutting it before it gets completed for the l +1th time, and
vice versa. Therefore, as far as diagnosability is concerned, there is nothing to be gained by
simply extending a non-diagnosable language by extra traversals of an indeterminate cycle.

De nition 17 Given a diagnosable language L and s 2 L, de ne
8
>
< Max f jjtjj : (t 2 L=s) ^ (st satis es D1 ^ D2 )^
delay (s; L) = >
(8u 2 st; u does not satisfy D1 _ D2 )g if sf 2 fi for some i 2 f
: unde ned otherwise.

In other words, delay(s; L) denotes the maximum number of event occurrences possible in
L after the trace s before which the occurrence of the failure event sf cannot be diagnosed.

Property 5 Given a non-diagnosable language L, and Kl; l  0, diagnosable, then 8p 2
Kl , delay (p; Kl)  delay (p; Kl+1):
Proof: Straightforward from De nition 17 of delay and from the fact that Kl  Kl+1. Note

that the above inequality becomes an equality if the maximum delay in detecting a failure
event in Kl+1 occurs along a trace s such that s is also contained in Kl.
Q.E.D.

Property 6 Given a non-diagnosable language L, and Kl; l  0, diagnosable, there exist
m > 0 and p 2 K0 such that, for all n  1,
delay (p; K0) < delay (p; Km) < delay (p; Km+n):

Proof: Consider p 2 K0 with pf 2 fi for some failure type Fi, such that there exists
s0 2 K0 where s0 = p!u1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 un , !f 2 o , uj 2 uo ; j 2 o , d (q0; P (p! )) = q1,
d (qj ; j ) = q(j +1)mod n and fqj gnj=1 form an Fi -indeterminate cycle in Gd . We know that
such a p and s0 exist by the de nition of K0. Let t 2 K0=p be such that the maximum delay

in detecting the failure pf occurs along the trace t in K0 and let delay(p; K0) = M . Pick any
t0 in K0=s0 such that detection of the failure pf along the trace s0 occurs after the system executes the trace s0 t0 but not before, i.e., 8!1 2 PK,01 [P (s1 t0 )] (fi 2 !1 ) and (8v 2 t0 ) 9!2 2
PK,01 [P (sv)] : fi 2= !2 . Note that t0 may be the empty trace in the case where K0=s0 = ;;
in this case the failure is diagnosed right after s0 by noting that no further event occurs in
the system (recall the results of Section 6.3 on diagnosing failures in a non-live language).
Consider next the trace sm 2 Km where sm = p! (u11 : : :un n )m u1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 un .
Since  (x0; s0) =  (x0 ; sm ), then the delay in detecting the failure pf along the trace sm
in Km is given by j! j + (ju11 : : :un n un j  m) + ju11 : : :un,1 n,1 un j + jt0 j. It is not
dicult to see that by choosing a large enough m we can get j! j + (ju11 : : :un n un j 
m) + ju1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 unj + jt0j > M; i.e., the maximum delay in detecting the failure event pf occurs along the trace ! (u1 1 : : :un n )m u1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 un t0 . It then follows that delay(p; Km) < delay(p; Km+n ) for all n  1 since delay(p; Km+n ) = j! j +
(ju11 : : :un n un j  (m + n) + ju1 1 : : :un,1 n,1 un j + jt0 j.
Q.E.D.
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Property 6 says that when the languages Kl ; l  0 are diagnosable, then for large l, the
maximum delays in detecting failures occurs along traces that go through indeterminate
cycles in the diagnoser; further, each additional traversal of the cycle results in additional
delay in detecting the failure.
We now show how the languages Kl form good initial conditions to the ADP posed
in Section 6.4.1. Recall that given a non-diagnosable system, the goal of the ADP is to
restrict the language generated by the system to a diagnosable sublanguage. Ideally, we
would like this language to be as large as possible since we do not want to restrict the
behavior of the system more than necessary in order to make it diagnosable. Further, we
know from the discussions in Chapter 3 that in order to obtain a diagnosable sublanguage
of any given non-diagnosable language, we need to eliminate the Fi -indeterminate cycles in
the corresponding diagnoser, for all failure types Fi . The languages Kl , by de nition, are
obtained by eliminating the traces that go through indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser,
and further these languages di er from L only in those traces associated with indeterminate
cycles. Therefore they are good candidates for the legal language K if it can be shown that
they satisfy the assumption made on K in the formulation of the ADP, namely, that every
live sublanguage of K is diagnosable. While the languages Kl may themselves not be
diagnosable, (since eliminating from L those traces that go through indeterminate cycles
in the diagnoser may result in non-live languages, i.e., Kl may contain terminating traces
that violate diagnosability) we have from Property 2 that any live sublanguge of Kl is
diagnosable. Therefore, the languages Kl satisfy the required assumption.
Thus, we see that each of the languages Kl of De nition 16 is a candidate for the initial
condition K . The question then is: which of these Kl does one choose? The following
factors motivate the choice of Kl for a particular problem.

 From Property 4, we have that if Ki is diagnosable, then Kj is diagnosable, and viceversa for all i; j . Hence diagnosability considerations do not have to be taken into
account in the choice of Kl.
 Consider the two languages Km and Km+1 and let Lm (Lm+1) denote the closed-loop
behavior resulting when Km (Km+1 ) is chosen as the desired Kl in the ADP. Then
it is obvious that Lm  Lm+1 since Km  Km+1 , i.e., we get a larger closed-loop
behavior if we choose Km+1 .
 From Properties 5 and 6, the detection delay of all failures in Km+1 is greater than
or equal to the corresponding delay in Km , and for a large enough m, the detection
delay in Km+1 is strictly greater than that in Km .
Thus, the choice of Kl is dictated primarily by two considerations: closed-loop behavior
and failure detection delay. This choice re ects the designer's trade-o between minimal
detection delay and maximal closed-loop behavior. Once the appropriate Kl is chosen based
on the above design considerations, we look for the largest sublanguage Lact of Kl that is
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diagnosable and that can be achieved by control. The solution to the ADP is then given by
that supervisor SP that synthesizes this closed-loop language Lact .

Procedures to Obtain a Generator Glegal of Kl and the Re ned Machine Gref
We conclude this section by presenting (i) a procedure to obtain a FSM that generates
Kl (henceforth referred to as Glegal ) from the system model G, and from the diagnoser Gd ;
and (ii) a procedure to obtain the re ned system model Gref such that L(Gref ) = L(G) and
such that Gref includes as a submachine the generator Glegal of Kl . Recall from Section
6.4.3 that the FSM Gref is necessary to implement the solution procedure for the ADP
presented in Section 6.4.2.

Procedure to obtain the generator Glegal of Kl Given the language L generated by
the system G, and given Kl ; l  0, the generator Glegal of Kl can be obtained from the

system model G, and from the diagnoser Gd corresponding to L, by the following two-step
procedure.

Step 1 Re ne Gd = (Qd; o; d; q0) such that every indeterminate cycle in Gd is \expanded

out" l times but left \open" (not completed) after the l + 1th copy. This step is
explained in detail below (Steps 1-a to 1-e).
Let G0d = (Q0d; o ; d0 ; q0 ) denote the re ned machine. Then L(G0d) = P (Kl ).
Step 2 De ne Glegal = P ,1 (G0d)  G. In other words, Glegal is obtained from G0d by (i)
adding self-loops at every state q of G0d due to all  2 uo and (ii) performing the
product of the resulting machine with G.
It is straightforward to implement Step 2 above. We now focus on Step 1 of the procedure.

Procedure to obtain the re ned FSM G0d from the FSM Gd.
The inputs to this procedure are

1. The FSM Gd = (Qd ; o; d ; q0) and
2. The set C (Gd) of Fi -indeterminate cycles in Gd , for all failure types Fi .
For each indeterminate cycle C i 2 C (Gd), (where C (Gd) denotes the set of all indeterminate cycles in Gd ) we build an FSM H i such that H i re nes the cycle C i . The re ned
machine G0d is then given by
G0d = H 1  H 2 : : :H M
where M refers to the total number of indeterminate cycles in Gd .
We now present a ve-step procedure to build H i given Gd and given an indeterminate
cycle
C i = f(q1 ; q2; : : :; qn); (1; 2; : : :; n)g:
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Step 1-a De ne G1 = (Qd; o; 1; q0) where
1 (q;  ) =

(

d (q;  ) if q 6= q1 _  6= 1

unde ned otherwise.
In other words, G1 is the same as Gd , except that at state q1 , the transition due to
1 is deleted in G1. Note that not all states of G1 may be accessible.

Step 1-b De ne G2 = (Q2; o; 2; p11) where
Q2 = fpkj : j 2 f1; ng; k 2 f1; l + 1gg
8 k
>
< pj +1 if j = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; l + 1

2 (pkj ; j ) = > pk1+1 if j = n; k = 1; : : :; l
: unde ned otherwise.
Note that n refers to the number of states in the cycle C i and l refers to the number

of copies of these states in the re ned machine. Also note that the transition due to
the event n is not de ned at the nal state pln+1 . Thus G2 has the cycle C i expanded
out l times but left \open" (not completed) after the l + 1th copy.

Step 1-c Merge G1 and G2 with the state q1 of G1 set equal to the state p11 of G2. Let
G12 = (Q12; o; 12; q0) denote the merged machine where

1
Q12 = Q
81 [ Q2 ( with q1 = p1)
>
< 1 (q;  ) if 1(q;  ) is de ned
12(q;  ) = > 2(q;  ) if 2(q;  ) is de ned
: unde ned otherwise.

Note that the states of Q1 are distinct from those of Q2 except for the state q1 which
is set equal to p11. At the state q1 the transition due to 1 is not de ned in G1 while
at the state p11 of G2 the only transition de ned is due to 1 . Thus we see that 12 is
a well-de ned function.
Step 1-c simply \pastes" together the machines obtained in Steps 1-a and 1-b.

Step 1-d Complete the transition function 12 of G12 at the states fpkj g; k = 1; : : :; n; j =
1; : : :; l + 1 as follows:

12 (pkj ;  ) = d (qj ; ) 8  2 o , fj g; j = 1; : : :; n; k = 1; : : :; l + 1:
Recall that Qd is the state space of the diagnoser Gd , d is the transition function of
Gd, and C i = f(q1 ; q2; : : :; qn); (1; 2; : : :; n)g:
Step 1-d completes the transition function of G12 so as to ensure that the language
generated by the complete machine is equal to the language generated by Gd excluding
those traces that go through the indeterminate cycle C i more than l times.
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Step 1-e Let H i = Acc(G12) where Acc(G) denotes the accessible part of G.

Step 1-e simply removes from G12 all states that are not reachable from the initial
state q0 , and their corresponding transitions.

Procedure to obtain the re ned system model Gref Given the language L generated
by the system G, and given Kl ; l  0, the procedure to obtain a re ned system model Gref

that includes as a submachine the generator Glegal of Kl , is identical to the above procedure
for generating Glegal except for Step 1-b which is modi ed as follows:
Step 1-b De ne G2 = (Q2; o; 2; p11) where
Q2 = fpkj : j 2 f1; ng; k 2 f1; l + 1gg
8 k
>
pj +1 if j = 1; : : :; n , 1; k = 1; : : :; l + 1
>
>
k+1
<
2 (pkj ; j ) = > p11 if j = n; k = 1; : : :; l
p1 if j = n; k = l + 1
>
>
: unde ned otherwise.
Note that the transition due to the event n is de ned at the nal state pln+1 . Thus
G2 has the cycle C i expanded out l times and completed after the l + 1th time since
2 (pln+1; n ) is de ned to be p11 , the initial state of G2. This is unlike in the previous
procedure for obtaining the generator of Kl where the cycle is left open after the l +1th
copy.
In this case we have L(G0d ) = L(Gd ). It is then straightforward to see that this procedure
results in a re ned system model Gref such that L(G) = L(Gref ) and further that Glegal v
Gref .
We now illustrate the above two procedures. Since Step 2 of the procedures is straightforward, in the example that follows, we only illustrate the various operations involved in
Step 1, i.e, in generating the re ned model G0d from Gd , given any Kl .
Example 26 Consider Figure 6.3. Let the FSM at the top of this gure represent Gd and
let the cycle formed by the states f2; 3; 4; 5g denote an indeterminate cycle. Then we have
C 1 = f(2; 3; 4; 5); (a; b; c; d)g and C 2 = f(5; 2; 3; 4); (d; a; b; c)g. The FSM representation of
C 1 and C 2 are also shown in Figure 6.3. Suppose that we wish to build the FSM generator
Glegal of K1. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the various steps (Steps 1-a to 1-e in Procedure I
above) involved in obtaining the FSM H 1 corresponding to the cycle C 1 . The FSM on the
bottom of Figure 6.5 represents H 1. Figure 6.8 illustrates H 2 corresponding to the cycle
C 2 and Figure 6.7 depicts G0d which is equal to the product of H 1 and H 2.
Suppose next that we wish to build the re ned system model Gref corresponding to K1.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 represent the FSMs H 1 and H 2 corresponding to the cycles C 1 and C 2
and Figure 6.10 denotes the corresponding G0d .
Note that the G0d of Figure 6.7 is submachine of the G0d of Figure 6.10. It then follows
from Step 2 of the above procedures that Glegal is a submachine of Gref .
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Figure 6.3: Gd and its indeterminate cycles C 1, C 2
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Figure 6.9: H 2 corresponding to cycle C 2 for obtaining the re ned system model Gref
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Figure 6.11: The re ned system model Gref and the diagnoser Gref
d

6.4.6 Illustrative Example
We now present a simple example to illustrate the steps of the solution procedure for
the ADP. In Section 6.5 we present a physical system and illustrate the application of the
theory developed in this chapter to the design of a diagnostic controller for this system.

Example 27 Consider the system represented in Figure 6.2. As before let f = f 1 =
ff 1g and let uo = f [ fuog. Also let uc = f [ fg. As seen in Example 2.1
this system has one indeterminate cycle formed by the three states f(3; fF 1g); (11; fN g)g,
f(4; fF 1g), (8; fF 1g); (12; fN g)g, and f(5; fF 1g); (9; fF 1g); (13; fN g)g with the corresponding event sequence  , and it is not diagnosable.
Note that the diagnoser Gd does not contain any interleaved indeterminate cycles. We
solve the ADP for this system with K = K1. Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 illustrate the
various steps of the solution procedure for this problem. Figure 6.11 depicts the re ned
system Gref and the corresponding diagnoser Gref
d . Note that the indeterminate cycle has
ref
legal
been expanded out once in Gd . G
is the same as Gref in Figure 6.11 except that
the event  , which is the nal event that completes the indeterminate cycle, is not de ned
at states 21 and 23 of Gref . Likewise, Glegal
is the same as Gref
d
d except that  is not
ref
de ned at the state f(21; fF 1g); (24; fF 1g); (22; fN g)g of Gd . Figure 6.12 corresponds
to the rst iteration of the solution procedure. Recalling that  is uncontrollable we see
that Hd"C (0) excludes from Hd (0)(= Glegal
d ) the state f(21; fF 1g); (24; fF 1g); (22; fN g)g
and the transitions associated with this state. It is obvious by inspection of Hdlive (0) that
M (0) = L(H (0)) is not diagnosable; notice the self-loop due to the Stop event at the
F1 -uncertain state f(16; fF 1g); (20; fF 1g); (18; fN g)g in Hdlive (0). Hence we continue to
iterate.
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Figure 6.13 depicts the various steps in the second iteration. To obtain Hd (1) we remove
from Hd"C (0) the state f(16; fF 1g); (20; fF 1g); (18; fN g)g and the associated transitions.
Notice that Hd (1) is a submachine of Hd (0). Since the event leading into the \illegal" state
f(16; fF 1g); (20; fF 1g); (18; fN g)g is controllable, Hd"C (1) is the same as Hd(1). Inspection
of Hdlive (1) reveals that M (1) = L(H (1)) is diagnosable. Thus the procedure terminates
in two iterations; the solution to the ADP is Lact = M (1) and the supervisor SP that
synthesizes M (1) is realised by Hd"C (1), the diagnoser of H (1). Further, Hdlive (1) can be used
to perform on-line diagnosis of the closed-loop formed by the system G and the controller
Hd"C (1).

6.5 Application: Design of a Diagnostic Controller for a PumpValve System
In this section we demonstrate the application of the theory developed in this chapter
to the design of a diagnostic controller for a pump-valve system.
Recall the system consisting of a pump and a valve that was studied in Examples 18
and 19 in Chapter 3. Again, we assume that the valve has two failure modes, a stuck-open
failure mode and a stuck-closed failure mode and that the system is equipped with just one
sensor, a ow sensor that can read one of two possible values: F, indicating that there is a
ow and NF, indicating that there is no ow. Suppose that we need to design a controller
for this system that achieves the following objectives:
1. When there is a load on the system, the controller must respond by starting the pump
and opening the valve.
2. When there is no load on the system, the controller must respond by stopping the
pump and closing the valve.
3. The sequence of start-pump, stop-pump, close-valve, open-valve commands has to be
chosen in a manner such that the resulting system is diagnosable.
Figure 6.14 depicts the FSM models for the pump and the valve (repeated here from
Figure 3.12 for convenience). Also shown in Figure 6.14 is a controller model. This controller
captures requirements 1 and 2 above and is straighforward to build. The problem now is to
design a second controller that ensures diagnosability of the closed-loop system while still
meeting objectives 1 and 2. We now demonstrate how this problem can be solved in the
framework of the ADP.
The rst step is to obtain the system model G. In this example G is chosen to be
the closed-loop system formed by the pump, the valve, and the controller of Figure 6.14.
The sensor map for this system is listed in Table 6.19. The modeling formalism presented
9

As before, the s in Table 6.1 stand for the state of the controller, and are used to indicate that the
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OPEN_VALVE
OPEN_VALVE

CLOSE_VALVE
VC

STUCK_CLOSE

VO

STUCK_OPEN

CLOSE_VALVE

SC

SO

OPEN_VALVE, CLOSE_VALVE

OPEN_VALVE, CLOSE_VALVE
VALVE

START _PUMP

PON

POFF

STOP_PUMP

START_PUMP

STOP_PUMP
PUMP

NO_LOAD

CLOSE_VALVE
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C8

NO_LOAD

C1

LOAD

LOAD

C4

CONTROLLER

Figure 6.14: Component models for the pump-valve system
h( VC, POFF,  )
h( VO, POFF,  )
h( SC, POFF,  )
h( SO, POFF,  )
h( VC, PON,  )
h( VO, PON,  )
h( SC, PON,  )
h( SO, PON,  )

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

START _PUMP
C5

C2
START _PUMP

CLOSE_VALVE

C3

NF
NF
NF
NF
NF
F
NF
F

Table 6.1: The global sensor map for the pump-valve system

OPEN_VALVE
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in Chapter 2 translates all sensor information into the event set. As a result, the global
system model consists of \composite" events of the form <Command, Resultant sensor
readings>, as for example, the event <Start Pump, F>. Note that while the command
event is a controllable event, the event corresponding to the resultant sensor readings is
uncontrollable. Hence, where it is necessary to partition the event set of the system into
controllable and uncontrollable events, as in the active diagnosis problem studied here, use of
the composite events poses a diculty. Two approaches could be followed to overcome this
diculty. The rst approach is to break every composite event in the global system model
into two events: (i) the command and (ii) the resultant sensor readings; the command event
is then treated as a controllable event while the event corresponding to the sensor readings
is considered to be uncontrollable. Note that this leads to the introduction of new states
in the system model. The second approach is based on the notion of control patterns [16],
[52]. Simply speaking, the use of control patterns implies that the set of controllable events
that are to be enabled or disabled at any point of time cannot be arbitrarily chosen but are
constrained to be within prespeci ed subsets, i.e., certain events may only be enabled or
disabled together as a group. In our modeling framework, this amounts to classifying the
composite events as controllable events and requiring that all events of the form <Command
A, Y1>, <Command A, Y2>, : : :, <Command A, Yn> should be enabled/disabled as
a group.
While the procedure of [21] for computing the supremal controllable sublanguage of a
given language does not handle control patterns, it can be modi ed to do so in a straightforward manner. Thus either of the two approaches above can be used. However, for ease
of representation, the event labels in the gures and tables that follow are left as composite
events. A complete listing of the transition table for the pump-valve system is included in
Appendix C. If the rst approach of breaking the composite events is adopted, then the set
of controllable events in this system are the command events, Open Valve, Close Valve,
Stop Pump, and Start Pump, while the uncontrollable events are the failure events,
Stuck Closed and Stuck Open, and the events corresponding to the presence and the
absence of a load on the system, namely, Load, and No Load. On the other hand, if we use
control patterns, then the controllable subsets involve events of the form <Open Valve,
X>, <Close Valve, X>, <Stop Pump, X>, and <Start Pump, X> where X can
take either of the two values, F, or NF. Finally, the set of failure events is partitioned into
two sets f 1 = fStuck Closedg and f 2 = fStuck Openg.
The diagnoser Gd for this system (with the composite events) consists of 32 states and
is shown in Figure 6.15. (It is not dicult to see that the diagnoser for this system with the
composite events broken up into two events will consist of 64 states.) A careful examination
of the diagnoser Gd and the system G reveals that the cycle formed by the highlighted states
in Figure 6.15 is an F2 -indeterminate cycle; as long as the diagnoser remains in this cycle,
sensor map is independent of the controller state.
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21 F2
< NO_LOAD, F >
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28 F2

Figure 6.15: The diagnoser for the pump-valve system
one cannot detect stuck-open failures of the valve.
Since the diagnoser Gd contains only one indeterminate cycle, it follows that there are
no interleaved indeterminate cycles and hence we can formulate the ADP in terms of the
languages Kl. Suppose that we wish to solve the ADP for this system with l = 0. It is
then straightforward to see that Gref is the same as G, and that Gref
d is the same as Gd .
legal
Gd , the diagnoser corresponding to K0, and hence Hd (0), are obtained by disabling the
event Start Pump at the state f(7; fN g); (11; fF 1g); (16; fF 2g)g of the diagnoser (which
is equivalent to disabling the events <Start Pump, F> and the event <Start Pump,
NF> in Figure 6.15). Note that Start Pump is a controllable event and hence Hd"C (0) is
identical to Hd (0). Now, disabling the event Start Pump results in a deadlock both in the
diagnoser Hd"C (0) and in the corresponding system H (0) (as can be veri ed by inspection of
the transition structure of G). In other words we get M (0) = L(H (0)) to be non-live. Since
the state f(7; fN g); (11; fF 1g); (16; fF 2g)g is both F1 -uncertain and F2 -uncertain and since
all three states, 7, 11, and 16 are dead states of the corresponding system H (0) it can be
seen that the diagnoser Hdlive (0) (not shown here) has an indeterminate cycle consisting of
the state f(7; fN g); (11; fF 1g); (16; fF 2g)g with a self-loop due to the Stop event. Thus
M (0) is not diagnosable and we proceed with the iteration.
It is easy to see that in the next iteration we have Hd (1) to be the submachine of Hd (0)
obtained by eliminating the state f(7; fN g); (11; fF 1g); (16; fF 2g)g from Hd (0). Since the
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Figure 6.16: Part of the diagnostic controller for the pump-valve system
event <Open Valve, X> is controllable, then Hd"C (1) is the same as Hd (1). Further the
resulting system H (1) can be veri ed to have no dead states, i.e., M (1) is live. It follows
from Property 2 that M (1) is diagnosable and hence is the solution to the ADP. The
fact that M (1) is diagnosable can also be ascertained by inspection of the corresponding
diagnoser Hd"C (1). Thus the diagnostic controller for the pump-valve system of Figure 6.14
is realized by Hd"C (1). A partial realization (upto the point where failures are diagnosed) of
the controller is depicted in Figure 6.16. Note that this controller satis es all three design
objectives: it guarantees that the system responds appropriately to the presence or absence
of a load and it results in a diagnosable system.
Finally, it is interesting to note that this design approach results in a much less restrictive
system behavior than what could be obtained by a xed control protocol which also achieves
the same design objectives. Consider for instance the control sequence, <Start Pump>,
<Open Valve>, <Close Valve>, <Stop Pump>. This control sequence satis es
both design objectives. This was the control sequence in Example 18. We saw ealier that
this controller results in a diagnosable system. However, it is evident that the controller of
Figure 6.16 obtained as a solution of the ADP achieves a much larger closed-loop behavior.
Consider next the control sequence <Open Valve>, <Start Pump>, <Stop Pump>,
<Close Valve>. While this protocol also achieves the desired control objectives, it does
not result in a diagnosable system, as we saw in Example 19. However, the diagnostic
controller for this system allows the above control sequence to occur provided that this
sequence is followed by the sequence <Start Pump>, <Open Valve> which results in
a diagnosable system. Thus, starting from a controller that allows maximum exibility of
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the closed-loop system while achieving the desired control objectives, and then restricting
its behavior to yield a diagnosable system, results in a much larger closed-loop behavior
than that obtainable by a xed control protocol.

6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the problem of integrated control and diagnosis,
and presented an iterative procedure for the design of diagnostic controllers for DES. This
procedure can be implemented using nite state machines, and is guaranteed to converge
in a nite number of iterations. Further, the solution procedure provides both a controller
that ensures diagnosability of the closed-loop system and a diagnoser for on-line failure
diagnosis.
Almost universally, \control " in the context of failure diagnosis has referred to the
notion of \testing" or \probing", and is more of an o -line diagnosis problem (see, e.g.,
[25], [3], [11], [49]); potential prior failures of the system are diagnosed by issuing test
commands and observing the system responses. The challenge in these problems is the
design of the \probe sequence" or the \test vector". The active diagnosis problem studied
in this chapter di ers signi cantly from prior work in this area in its basic philosophy; the
emphasis here is on the design of diagnosable systems by appropriate design of the system
controller. However, the solution methodology that we presented here for the design of
diagnostic controllers can also be used, with some modi cations, to solve the problem of
test/probe vector determination for o -line diagnosis. Loosely speaking, the set of all probe
sequences that achieve diagnosis of system failures may be determined, in the framework
of the active diagnosis problem, by starting from a completely exible system that allows
for all feasible probe sequences and eliminating those that do not achieve diagnosis with a
nite delay. This amounts to eliminating those traces that lead to indeterminate cycles in
the corresponding diagnoser. Finally, one may further restrict the set of feasible test vectors
by taking into consideration factors such as detection delay, cost of probing, etc.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
Editor: I like your book except for the ending.
Author: What's wrong with the ending?
Editor: It should be closer to the beginning.
The Creative Whack Pack, Roger Von Oeck

In this nal chapter, we rst summarize the main contributions of this thesis. Next, we
compare our work with some of the other approaches to failure diagnosis that we discussed
in Chapter 1. Finally, we outline some directions for future research.

7.1 Contributions of this Thesis
In this thesis, we have attempted to lay the foundations for a theory of diagnosis in the
framework of DES. The main contributions of the thesis are:

 a systematic methodology for building discrete event models of physical systems for
failure diagnosis;

 a methodology to implement on-line failure diagnosis in industrial systems;
 a formal framework to analyze and study the diagnosability properties of systems;
and

 a systematic procedure to design diagnostic controllers that result in diagnosable
systems.

7.2 Comparison with Other Approaches to Failure Diagnosis
We now provide a brief comparison of our approach to failure diagnosis with some of the
other approaches discussed earlier, namely, analytical redundancy methods, fault trees, and
model-based reasoning. Our comparison will be based on each of the main contributions of
this thesis mentioned above.
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On Model Building

 The analytical redundancy methods make use of detailed di erential equation

models of the system. A major advantage of our approach is that it does not
require such in-depth modeling. Indeed, for sharp failures as the ones we are
interested in diagnosing, a higher level abstraction such as discrete event models
appears quite sucient.
 Our approach is completely event-based and our modeling formalism is that
of nite state machines, a formal class of models for DES that is amenable to
composition (e.g., the synchronous composition) and analysis. In contrast, the
models used for constructing fault-trees are variable based and they are typically
represented in terms of digraphs, where nodes can represent either variables or
certain failure events.
 Our approach attempts to separate local and global behavior. Local behavior is
captured in a completely modular manner by the individual component models
(component interactions show up as common events of the interacting components). The global behavior is refelected in the sensor maps. Starting from
FSM models of the individual components and from a listing of the sensor maps
we build the complete model in a systematic manner. The FSM models are
composed automatically by means of the synchronous composition; likewise, the
composite system model is obtained by a systematic transition-renaming procedure from the synchronous composition model and from the sensor maps. In our
opinion, the variable-based digraph models cannot be manipulated as easily and
often lead to diculties in going from local to global behaviour (e.g., the problems of \negative feedback loops" [23], [30] and \apparent non-local causality"
[30]).
 Our approach makes use of models of structure and behavior like the model-based
reasoning methods. A wide variety of modeling formalisms have been proposed
in the model-based reasoning literature, including FSMs [33], [13], qualitative
di erential equations [12], [29], constraint equations [17], signed-digraphs [30],
and so forth. However, in the work on model-based reasoning that we have seen,
there is no systematic method to generate the complete system model as we
propose. Further, the model based methods, in general, deal only with models
of correct, or, normal behavior; often, there are no explicit fault models.
On the Diagnostic Process

 The diagnoser is a formal dynamical model that is a \replica" of the system
model G. Therefore, the state of the diagnoser can be easily updated recursively.
Fault-trees are not really replicas of the underlying system models used to build
them. This is also true for model-based reasoners.
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 Diagnosers are automatically synthesized from the system model. To the best of

our knowledge, the automatic synthesis of fault-trees is not a completely resolved
problem.
 Multiple system failures, or goal violations, do not seem to be straightforward to
handle in the case of fault trees. Our approach handles single as well as multiple
failures in the same framework.
 The entire process of failure-hypothesis generation, testing, and discrimination
carried out by the model-based reasoners is \built-in" in the diagnoser. The
hypothesis generation step of the reasoning process, which is based on comparing predictions from the model with actual observations, may be thought of as
corresponding to the attachment of failure labels to the state estimates. The
hypothesis generation, testing, and discrimination process may be thought of as
transitions of the diagnoser from a normal state to an Fi -uncertain state and
then to an Fi -certain state.
 Most of the approaches in model-based reasoning that have been proposed so far
for dynamic systems are based on diagnostic schemes developed for static systems; the system behavior is predicted by simulation (the most popular method
for this appears to be the use of qualitative di erential equations) and the diagnostic reasoning makes use of techniques such as constraint satisfaction (see,
e.g., [12], [4], [50]). Often, the initial failure hypothesis is obtained from decision
trees or fault trees. Thus the overall diagnostic scheme di ers considerably from
the approach that we have taken.
On Diagnosability Properties of Systems

 As mentioned previously, most of the other approaches, including the model-

based diagnostic approaches, do not attempt to explicitly characterize and study
the diagnosability properties of systems. In [25] and in [3] the authors study
the notions of o -line and on-line diagnosability and the notion of testability,
respectively. However, these notions are introduced in the context of \testing"
and not in the context of passive diagnosis as in our case.

On Diagnostic Controllers

 As mentioned in Chapter 6 control in the context of failure diagnosis has referred,

almost universally, to the notion of testing; the active diagnosis problem studied
in this chapter, however, emphasizes the the design of diagnosable systems by
appropriate design of the system controller. Such an integrated approach to
control and diagnosis, to the best of our knowledge, has not been attempted
before.
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We note at this point that the proposed method is complementary, if not an alternative,
to the other approaches. Most large scale systems involve failures of di erent nature and
characteristics; further the quantity and the quality of knowledge available may vary between di erent subsystems and processes that constitute the system. A diagnostic module
for these systems is most likely to involve a judicious integration of di erent sub-modules
based on di erent techniques of failure diagnosis, and designed for diagnosing di erent
classes of failures. As we have seen our approach is eminently suited for the class of sharp
failures, or failures that cause a distinct change in the system state. Further, we note that
several of the other approaches that we mentioned earlier such as the analytical model-based
methods and the statistical decision theory-based methods involve a decision logic phase for
failure isolation (see, e.g., [37]); it appears that our diagnostic procedure could provide this
decision logic. For instance, the residual signals that are used for failure detection by the
analytical redundancy methods, could be used as \virtual sensors", in addition to physical
sensors in the system, as inputs to our diagnostic process to detect and isolate failures.

7.3 Directions for Future Work
Based on our work so far, we have identi ed several directions for future work which are
outlined below.

 As we mentioned earlier in this thesis, one approach to designing diagnosable systems

is by equipping the system with the appropriate set of sensors. The theory that we
have developed so far can help in answering the following question: \given a set of
sensors, is the system diagnosable?" This theory, in conjunction with the software
tools that we have developed, have helped us assess the usefulness of speci c sensors
for realistic systems [41]. What remains to be developed is a systematic way of
determining the set of sensors that need to be installed in the system in order to
achieve diagnosability, taking into consideration additional factors such as the cost of
sensors, technological feasibility, and so on.

 Diagnosability of a system depends not only on the observable event projection (which

leads to the abovementioned sensor problem) but it also depends on the partition
de ned on the set of failure events. Though this partition is often a xed, given entity
based on the diagnostic requirements for the system, in situations where the partition
is not speci ed a priori, a systematic procedure to determine the nest partition of
failure events with respect to which the system is diagnosable can prove valuable to
the designer. Determining this nest partition (when it exists), or, determining the
set of partitions which satis es the property that for each partition in this set there
exists no other ner partition with respect to which the system is diagnosable (when
the nest partition does not exist) are interesting problems for future investigation.
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 The thesis restricts attention to untimed logical discrete event models. The use of

timing information can further enhance the capabilities of the diagnostic process,
especially for systems involving sequential execution of batch processes, like automated
manufacturing systems, in which events have to occur within prespeci ed time limits.
Another motivation to study timed models is when one needs to characterize the
detection delay in terms of time elapsed before detection as opposed to the number
of events that can occur in the system before failures are detected.

 The diagnosis provided by the diagnoser depends on two factors: (i) the system model

from which the diagnoser is synthesized, and (ii) the observation sequences that the
diagnoser \sees". Two factors that in uenze the accuracy of the diagnosis are then,
sensitivity to unmodeled dynamics, and resilience of the diagnostic process to observation errors. There can be several sources of observation errors. For instance, the
diagnoser may miss a transition, it may mistake one transition for another, or it may
assume there was a transition when there was none. This leads us to the problem
of resilient diagnosers. In [31] the authors study the problem of resilient observers.
Along similar lines, a resilient diagnoser may be de ned to be one that is capable
of recovering from a nite burst of errors and correcting a wrong diagnosis within
a nite delay. Unmodelled dynamics are likely to occur in situations where there is
insucient knowledge of the system, and in particular, when one cannot determine a
priori the set of all possible failures that can occur in the system. At this point, we
conjecture that unmodelled events will lead to inconsistencies in the observations seen
by the diagnoser, i.e., the diagnoser may see a transition that it does not expect to see
at its current state. Further studies are necessary in order to determine the nature
of the inconsistencies that might arise out of such modeling errors. In practice, this
problem may require an iterative model revision-diagnoser synthesis-testing process.

 Computational complexity is a major factor that can a ect the applicability of our
approach to large systems. Two possible ways to beat computational problems are
by the use of modular diagosis and hierarchical diagnosis. These ideas have been
applied to other areas of DES research such as supervisory control (see [53] and references therein). Hierarchical methods of diagnosis have also been studied by several
researchers in model-based reasoning (see [11] and references therein).

We conclude this chapter with the following remarks. The application area that we have
primarily focussed on in this thesis is that of HVAC systems. However, our approach is
by no means restricted to these systems. The generic nature of the models that we have
presented, and the generality of our modeling methodology indicate that this approach to
failure diagnosis could potentially be applied to a large class of systems, including semiconductor manufacturing systems, automobiles, locomotive engines, and so on. Good modeling
techniques coupled with \engineering" approaches to tackling computational complexity can
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enhance the applicability of this method to handle \real" systems. To conclude, we believe
that this thesis has not only laid a strong foundation for a DES-based theory of diagnosis
but has also provided a viable methodology for failure diagnosis in industrial systems.
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APPENDIX A
Transition Table for HVAC System I of Chapter 5

1

x

(C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)

31 (C11.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
79 (C21.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
2

(C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)

32 (C11.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
80 (C21.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
3 (C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
33 (C11.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
81 (C21.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
34 (C12.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
4

(C2.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)


< CFOFF >
< CFON >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, NF >
< CFOFF >
< CFON >
< FON, NF >
< FON, NF >
< FON, NF >
< CFOFF >
< CFON >
< FON, NF >
< FON, NF >
< FON, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >

(x; )
(C21.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C11.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C11.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C11.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C12.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C21.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C21.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C22.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C21.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C11.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C12.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C22.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C21.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C11.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C12.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C22.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C12.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C12.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C20.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C13.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
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x

82 (C22.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
35 (C12.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
5

(C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)

83 (C22.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
36 (C12.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
6

(C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)

84 (C22.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
28 (C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
49 (C20.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
88 (C23.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
52 (C19.V2.F2.P1.B1.L1)
29 (C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
53 (C19.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
50 (C20.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
89 (C23.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
30 (C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
54 (C19.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)


< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI,NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, F >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< PON, F >
< OV, NF >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
< PON, NF >

(x; )

(C22.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C22.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C23.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C24.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C20.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C13.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C23.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C24.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C20.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C13.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C23.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C24.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C20.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C20.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C19.V2.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C23.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C23.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C21.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C24.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C19.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C19.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C18.V2.F2.P2.B1.L1)
(C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C18.V3.F2.P2.B1.L1)
(C19.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C21.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C24.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B1.L1)
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51 (C20.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1) < OV, NF >
90 (C23.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1) < FOFF, NF >
< SPI, NF >
55 (C18.V2.F2.P2.B1.L1) < BON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
56 (C18.V3.F2.P2.B1.L1) < BON, F >
57 (C18.V4.F2.P2.B1.L1) < BON, NF >
25 (C9.V1.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
26 (C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, NF >
27 (C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, NF >
22 (C8.V1.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< POFF, NF >
67 (C17.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPI, F >
64 (C18.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < BON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
61 (C19.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, F >
58 (C20.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< OV, F >
19 (C7.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < CV, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
68 (C17.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SPI, F >
65 (C18.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < BON, F >
62 (C19.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < PON, F >
59 (C20.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < OV, F >
20 (C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < CV, F >
23 (C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < POFF, NF >
69 (C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1) < SPI, NF >
66 (C18.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1) < BON, NF >

(x; )

(C19.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C21.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C24.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C17.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B1.L1)'
(C18.V3.F2.P2.B1.L1)
(C17.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C9.V1.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C17.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C13.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C17.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C18.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C19.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C19.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C20.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C20.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C19.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V1.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C13.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C17.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C19.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C13.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
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63
60
21
24
37

x

(C19.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C20.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C13.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)

85 (C24.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
7

(C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)

40 (C14.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2)
10 (C4.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2)
38 (C13.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
41 (C14.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
86 (C24.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
8
11
39
42
87

(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C13.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C14.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C24.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)

9 (C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
12 (C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
43 (C15.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2)
13 (C5.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2)
44
14
45
15

(C15.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)


< PON, NF >
< OV, NF >
< CV, NF >
< POFF, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, F >
< OV, NF >
< PON, F >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< OV, NF >
< PON, F >
< OV, NF >
< PON, NF >
< FOFF, NF >
< SPD, NF >
< OV, NF >
< PON, NF >
< BON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< BON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< BON, F >
< BON, F >
< BON, NF >
< BON, NF >

(x; )
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C19.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C13.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C13.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C14.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C24.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C24.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C21.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C23.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C14.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C14.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C15.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C5.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C14.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C15.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C21.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C23.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C14.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C21.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C23.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C16.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)'
(C15.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C6.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)'
(C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C16.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
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70
73
76
46
16
71
74
77
47
17
72
75
78
48
18
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

x



(C13.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< OV, F >
(C14.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, F >
(C15.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < BON, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
(C16.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPD, F >
(C6.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPD, F >
(C13.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < OV, F >
(C14.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < PON, F >
(C15.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < BON, F >
(C16.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SPD, F >
(C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SPD, F >
(C13.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < OV, NF >
(C14.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < PON, NF >
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < BON, NF >
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SPD, NF >
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < SPD, NF >
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < NF -> F >
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B1.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C20.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C19.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C13.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C14.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >

(x; )
(C13.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C13.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C14.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C14.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C14.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C16.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C15.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C16.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C20.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C7.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C14.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C16.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C20.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C14.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C20.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B1.L1)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C16.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C20.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C19.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C18.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C17.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C13.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C14.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C15.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
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APPENDIX B
Transition Table for HVAC System II of Chapter 5

< PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, PNP, NF >
2 (C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< FON, PNP, NF >
3 (C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< FON, PNP, NF >
91 (C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
11 (C2.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
92 (C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
12 (C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
1

x

(C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)

(x; )
(C1.V1.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C1.V1.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V1.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C1.V4.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C1.V4.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C10.V1.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1)'
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C1.V1.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C2.V1.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V1.F2.P3.B1.L0)'
(C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P1.B1.L0)
(C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C10.V3.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)'
(C1.V3.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C2.V3.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)'
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
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93 (C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
13 (C2.V4.F2.P1.B1.L0) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
4 (C1.V1.F1.P3.B1.L0) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, PPP, NF >
6 (C1.V3.F1.P3.B1.L0) < FON, PPP, F >
7 (C1.V4.F1.P3.B1.L0) < FON, PPP, NF >
94 (C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PPP, NF >
14 (C2.V1.F2.P3.B1.L0) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, PPP, NF >
< SPI, PPP, NF >
96 (C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1) < FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PPP, NF >
16 (C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0) < SPD, PPP, F >
< SPI, PPP, F >
97 (C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1) < FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PPP, NF >
17 (C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0) < SPD, PPP, NF >
< SPI, PPP, NF >
5 (C1.V1.F1.P4.B1.L0) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FON, PNP, NF >
8 (C1.V3.F1.P4.B1.L0) < FON, PNP, NF >
9 (C1.V4.F1.P4.B1.L0) < FON, PNP, NF >
95 (C10.V1.F2.P4.B1.L1) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
15 (C2.V1.F2.P4.B1.L0) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >

(x; )

(C10.V4.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)'
(C1.V4.F1.P1.B1.L0)
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C2.V4.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0)'
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C1.V4.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V1.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)'
(C1.V1.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)'
(C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C1.V3.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C1.V4.F1.P3.B1.L0)
(C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C1.V4.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C1.V3.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V1.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P4.B1.LO)
(C2.V4.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C10.V4.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C1.V1.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C3.V1.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C2.V4.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C2.V3.F2.P4.B1.L0)
(C10.V1.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C3.V1.F2.P4.B1.L2)
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98 (C10.V3.F2.P4.B1.L1) < FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
18 (C2.V3.F2.P4.B1.L0) < SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
99 (C10.V4.F2.P4.B1.L1) < FOFF, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
19 (C2.V4.F2.P4.B1.L0) < SPD, PNP, NF >
< SPI, PNP, NF >
81 (C9.V1.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
< PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
82 (C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
< PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
83 (C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
< PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
71 (C8.V1.F2.P2.B2.L1) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< POFF, PNP, NF >
61 (C7.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, NF >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
62 (C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, F >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
72 (C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< POFF, PNP, NF >
63 (C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, NF >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
73 (C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< POFF, PNP, NF >

(x; )

(C1.V3.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C3.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C10.V3.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C3.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C1.V4.F1.P4.B1.L0)
(C3.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C10.V4.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C3.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C10.V1.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C9.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C10.V4.F2.P1.B1.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C8.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C8.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C9.V1.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C8.V1.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V2.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C7.V2.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)'
(C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C7.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P1.B2.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)'
(C8.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P1.B2.L1)
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74 (C8.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< POFF, PPP, NF >
84 (C9.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1) < BOFF, PPP, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
64 (C7.V2.F2.P3.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
66 (C7.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, F >
76 (C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1) < POFF, PPP, F >
86 (C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1) < BOFF, PPP, F >
67 (C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1) < CV, PPP, NF >
77 (C8.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1) < POFF, PPP, NF >
87 (C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1) < BOFF, PPP, NF >
75 (C8.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< POFF, PNP, NF >
85 (C9.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
65 (C7.V2.F2.P4.B2.L1) < CV, PNP, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
68 (C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1) < CV, PNP, NF >
78 (C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1) < POFF, PNP, NF >
88 (C9.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
69 (C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1) < CV, PNP, NF >
79 (C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1) < POFF, PNP, NF >
89 (C9.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1) < BOFF, PNP, NF >
21 (C3.V1.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, PNP, NF >
31 (C4.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, PPP, F >
22 (C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< OV, PNP, NF >

(x; )

(C8.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C9.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C8.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)'
(C7.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C10.V1.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C8.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C10.V3.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C9.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C10.V4.F2.P4.B1.L1)
(C3.V1.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V2.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C5.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2)
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32 (C4.V3.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< PON, PPP, F >
23 (C3.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< OV, PNP, NF >
33 (C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2) < PFOFF1 >
< PFON1 >
< PON, PPP, NF >
41 (C5.V2.F2.P2.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, F >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
42 (C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, F >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
43 (C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, NF >
< PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
24 (C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, PPP, F >
34 (C4.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, PPP, F >
44 (C5.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, F >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
26 (C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2) < OV, PPP, F >
36 (C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2) < PON, PPP, F >
46 (C5.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, F >
27 (C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2) < OV, PPP, NF >
37 (C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2) < PON, PPP, NF >
47 (C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2) < BON, PPP, NF >
25 (C3.V1.F2.P4.B1.L2) < SC1 >
< SO1 >
< OV, PNP, NF >

(x; )

(C4.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C3.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C4.V4.F2.P1.B1.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C6.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C5.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)'
(C5.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)'
(C5.V3.F2.P2.B1.L2)
(C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)'
(C5.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)'
(C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C4.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C5.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C6.V2.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)'
(C5.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C6.V3.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C3.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C3.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)
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< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< PON, PNP, NF >
45 (C5.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2) < BON, PNP, NF >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
28 (C3.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2) < OV, PNP, NF >
38 (C4.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2) < PON, PNP, NF >
48 (C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2) < BON, PNP, NF >
29 (C3.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2) < OV, PNP, NF >
39 (C4.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2) < PON, PNP, NF >
49 (C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2) < BON, PNP, NF >
51 (C6.V2.F2.P2.B2.L2) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPD, PPP, F >
52 (C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SPD, PPP, F >
53 (C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2) < PFOFF2 >
< PFON2 >
< SPD, PPP, NF >
54 (C6.V2.F2.P3.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPD, PPP, F >
56 (C6.V3.F2.P3.B2.L2) < SPD, PPP, F >
57 (C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2) < SPD, PPP, NF >
55 (C6.V2.F2.P4.B2.L2) < SC2 >
< SO2 >
< SPD, PNP, NF >
58 (C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2) < SPD, PNP, NF >
59 (C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2) < SPD, PNP, NF >
191 (C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1)' < PNP -> PPP >
111 (C2.V1.F2.P3.B1.L0)' < PNP -> PPP >
192 (C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)' < PNP -> PPP >
112 (C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)' < PNP -> PPP >
193 (C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)' < PNP -> PPP >
113 (C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0)' < PNP -> PPP >
35

(C4.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)

(x; )

(C4.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C5.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C6.V2.F2.P4.B2.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C4.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2)
(C4.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2)
(C6.V2.F2.P4.B2.L2)'
(C6.V2.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)'
(C6.V3.F2.P2.B2.L2)
(C7.V2.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2)'
(C6.V3.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C7.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2)'
(C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
(C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2)'
(C6.V3.F2.P3.B2.L2)
(C7.V2.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C7.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
(C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2)
(C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2)
(C7.V2.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
(C10.V1.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C2.V1.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)
(C10.V4.F2.P3.B1.L1)
(C2.V4.F2.P3.B1.L0)
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(x; )
194 (C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)' < NF -> F >
(C10.V3.F2.P3.B1.L1)
114 (C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)' < NF -> F >
(C2.V3.F2.P3.B1.L0)
181 (C9.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < PNP -> PPP > (C9.V1.F2.P3.B2.L1)
182 (C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < PNP -> PPP > (C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
183 (C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < PNP -> PPP > (C9.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
171 (C8.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C8.V1.F2.P4.B2.L1)
271 (C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < NF -> F >
(C8.V3.F2.P2.B2.L1)
161 (C7.V2.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C7.V2.F2.P4.B2.L1)
261 (C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C7.V4.F2.P2.B2.L1)
162 (C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C7.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
172 (C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C8.V3.F2.P4.B2.L1)
163 (C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C7.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
173 (C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)' < PPP -> PNP > (C8.V4.F2.P4.B2.L1)
174 (C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < NF -> F >
(C8.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
184 (C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < NF -> F >
(C9.V3.F2.P3.B2.L1)
164 (C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)' < F -> NF >
(C7.V4.F2.P3.B2.L1)
121 (C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C3.V1.F2.P3.B1.L2)
131 (C4.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C4.V2.F2.P3.B1.L2)
122 (C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
132 (C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C4.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
123 (C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C3.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
133 (C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
141 (C5.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)' < PPP -> PNP > (C5.V2.F2.P4.B1.L2)
241 (C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C5.V4.F2.P2.B1.L2)
142 (C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C5.V3.F2.P4.B1.L2)
143 (C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)' < PNP -> PPP > (C5.V4.F2.P4.B1.L2)
124 (C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < NF -> F >
(C3.V3.F2.P3.B1.L2)
134 (C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C4.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
144 (C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C5.V4.F2.P3.B1.L2)
151 (C6.V2.F2.P4.B2.L2)' < PPP -> PNP > (C6.V2.F2.P4.B2.L2)
251 (C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C6.V4.F2.P2.B2.L2)
152 (C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2)' < PPP -> PNP > (C6.V3.F2.P4.B2.L2)
153 (C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2)' < PPP -> PNP > (C6.V4.F2.P4.B2.L2)
154 (C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2)' < F -> NF >
(C6.V4.F2.P3.B2.L2)
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APPENDIX C
Transition Table for the Pump-Valve System of Chapter 6
x



(x; )
SC,POFF,C1
VC,POFF,C2
VC,POFF,C6
SC,POFF, C2
SC,POFF,C6
SC,POFF,C2
VO,POFF,C3
VC,PON,C4
SC,POFF,C6
VC,POFF,C7
VC,POFF,C8
SC,POFF,C3
SC,PON,C4
SC,POFF,C7
SC,POFF,C8
VO,PON,C5
< Stuck Open >
SO,POFF,C3
< Stuck Closed >
SC,PON,C4
< Open Valve, F >
VO,PON,C5
< Stuck Closed >
SC,POFF,C7
< Stop Pump, NF > VC,POFF,C9
< Stuck Closed >
SC,POFF,C8
< Close Valve, NF > VC,POFF,C9
< Start Pump, NF >
SC,PON,C5
< Open Valve, NF >
SC,PON,C5
< Stop Pump, NF >
SC,POFF,C9
< Close Valve, NF > SC,POFF,C9
< No Load, F >
VO,PON,C6
< Stuck Open >
SO,PON,C5

7

VC,POFF,C1 < Stuck Closed >
< Load, NF >
< No Load, NF >
SC,POFF,C1 < Load, NF >
< No Load, NF >
VC,POFF,C2 < Stuck Closed >
< Open Valve, NF >
< Start Pump, NF >
VC,POFF,C6 < Stuck Closed >
< Close Valve, NF >
< Stop Pump, NF >
SC,POFF,C2 < Open Valve, NF >
< Start Pump, NF >
SC,POFF,C6 < Close Valve, NF >
< Stop Pump, NF >
VO,POFF,C3 < Start Pump, F >

8

VC,PON,C4

9

VC,POFF,C7

1
2
3
4
5
6

10 VC,POFF,C8
11
12
13
14
15

SC,POFF,C3
SC,PON,C4
SC,POFF,C7
SC,POFF,C8
VO,PON,C5
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x



(x; )
SO,PON,C5
SC,POFF,C9
VC,POFF,C2
SC,PON,C6
SC,POFF,C2
VC,PON,C7
VO,POFF,C8
< Stuck Open >
SO,PON,C6
21 SO,PON,C5 < No Load, F >
SO,PON,C6
22 SC,PON,C6 < Close Valve, NF > SC,PON,C7
< Stop Pump, NF > SC,POFF,C8
23 SO,PON,C6 < Close Valve, F >
SO,PON,C7
< Stop Pump, NF > SO,POFF,C8
24 VC,PON,C7 < Stuck Closed >
SC,PON,C7
< Stop Pump, NF > VC,POFF,C9
25 VO,POFF,C8 < Close Valve, NF > VC,POFF,C9
< Stuck Open >
SO,POFF,C8
26 SC,PON,C7 < Stop Pump, NF >
SC,POFF,C9
27 SO,PON,C7 < Stop Pump, NF > SO,POFF,C9
28 SO,POFF,C8 < Close Valve, NF > SO,POFF,C9
29 SO,POFF,C9 < Load, NF >
SO,POFF,C2
30 SO,POFF,C2 < Open Valve, NF > SO,POFF,C3
< Start Pump, F >
SO,PON,C4
31 SO,PON,C4 < Open Valve, F >
SO,PON,C5
16 SO,POFF,C3 < Start Pump, F >
17 VC,POFF,C9 < Stuck Closed >
< Load, NF >
18 SC,PON,C5 < No Load, NF >
19 SC,POFF,C9 < Load, NF >
20 VO,PON,C6 < Close Valve, NF >
< Stop Pump, NF >
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